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Introduction
This book is dedicated to the intangible cultural heritage in Europe. Numerous examples from
five countries give an insight into the diversity of living cultural forms in Europe. According
to UNESCO's definition, intangible cultural heritage include oral traditions, the performing
arts, social practices, rituals, festivals, knowledge and skills for the practice of traditional
crafts, and knowledge and practices related to nature and the universe1.
These traditions and cultures have been handed down for generations. They serve people as a
common basis for social interaction, form values and norms of behaviour and create identity.
They influence all areas of life and ultimately the economy and industry. The intangible
cultural heritage of a society is always subject to a certain dynamic, with some traditions from
other cultures flowing in, others change, are lost or even rediscovered. Thus, many old rituals
and practices can only be found in rudimentary form, while others are celebrated by
thousands.
With the proclamation of the European Cultural Heritage Year 2018, the European
Community underlined the great importance it attaches to the unique cultures in Europe. At
the same time, it raises awareness of the common cultural heritage in the European
Community. According to the motto "United in Diversity", the rapprochement of cultures
through intercultural dialogue contributes enormously to reducing xenophobia and creating
synergies. The European Union also recognises cultural heritage as a strategic resource for a
sustainable Europe2.
In addition to the cultural Europeanization of Europe, increasing migration is also bringing
the integration of non-European cultures to the fore. This is by no means a new topic. Many
ethnic minorities have had a firm place in the European Member States for decades and
centuries. The cultures have influenced each other over time. Even within a country, a
constant exchange of cultures is conducive to creating synergies from cultural diversity.
Many EU funding programmes support cultural exchange, such as the Erasmus Plus
programme for education, youth and sport3. Supported by this programme, the project
"European Lived Culture Connects" (EliCCon project) started in September 2018 under the
aegis of the European Photo Academy in Rastatt, Germany. The project partners from the
1

https://ich.unesco.org/en/what-is-intangible-heritage-00003
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2018/DE/COM-2018-267-F1-DE-MAIN-PART-1.PDF
3
https://www.erasmusplus.de
2
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Czech Republic, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom produced photo reportages about
the intangible cultural heritage in their countries during the two-year project. With exhibitions
in all partner countries they presented their results to the public. Furthermore, the teams
discussed and explained the results of their work at joint meetings. In October 2018 the
project qualified as an official contribution to the European Cultural Heritage Year and was
listed on the Sharing Heritage website4.
In the present work you will find all photo reportages that were made during the project.
Photography was deliberately chosen as the main medium for the presentation of the living
cultural heritage, because the pictorial language as lingua franca supports intercultural
dialogue considerably and touches people from all cultures.
The project teams would like to take this opportunity to thank the European funding through
the Erasmus Plus Programme. Without it, the cross-border, intercultural exchange would not
have been possible.

4

https://sharingheritage.de/projekte/erasmusplus-projekt-european-lived-culture-connects-eliccon
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EliCCon-Introduction
Dieses Buch widmet sich dem immateriellen kulturellen Erbe in Europa. Zahlreiche Beispiele
aus fünf Ländern geben einen Einblick in die Vielfalt und die Wertschätzung gelebter
Kulturformen. Gemäß der Definition der UNESCO gehören zu den immateriellen
Kulturformen mündliche Traditionen, die darstellenden Künste, soziale Praktiken, Rituale,
Feste, Wissen und Fähigkeiten zur Ausübung von traditionellem Handwerk sowie das Wissen
und Praktiken im Zusammenhang mit der Natur und dem Universum1.
Seit Generationen überliefert dienen sie den Menschen als gemeinsame Grundlage für das
soziale Miteinander, formen Werte und Verhaltensnormen und sind identitätsstiftend. Sie
beeinflussen alle Lebensbereiche und letztendlich auch die Wirtschaft und Industrie. Dabei
unterliegt das immaterielle kulturelle Erbe einer Gesellschaft stets einer gewissen Dynamik.
Manche Traditionen von anderen Kulturen fließen ein, andere verändern sich, gehen verloren
oder werden wieder entdeckt. So sind viele alten Rituale und Praktiken nur noch rudimentär
zu finden, während andere von Tausenden zelebriert werden.
Die Europäische Gemeinschaft unterstrich mit der Ausrufung des Europäischen
Kulturerbejahres 2018 die hohe Bedeutung, die sie den einzigartigen Kulturen in Europa
zuschreibt. Zugleich rückt sie das Bewusstsein für das gemeinsame kulturelle Erbe in der
europäischen Gemeinschaft in die Öffentlichkeit. Nach dem Leitsatz "United in Diversity"
trägt die Annäherung der Kulturen durch den interkulturellen Dialog enorm dazu bei
Fremdenfeindlichkeit abzubauen und Synergien zu schaffen. Die Europäische Union erkennt
darüberhinaus das Kulturerbe als strategische Ressource für ein nachhaltiges Europa an2.
Neben der kulturellen Europäisierung Europas rückt mit der zunehmenden Migration auch die
Integration außereuropäischer Kulturen in den Vordergrund. Dabei ist dieses Thema bei
weitem nicht neu. Viele ethnische Minderheiten haben schon seit Jahrzehnten und
Jahrhunderten ihren festen Platz in den europäischen Mitgliedstaaten. Die Kulturen haben
sich im Laufe der Zeit gegenseitig beeinflusst. Auch innerhalb eines Landes ist ein stetiger
Austausch der Kulturen förderlich, um aus der kulturellen Vielfalt Synergien bilden zu
können.

1
2

https://ich.unesco.org/en/what-is-intangible-heritage-00003
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2018/DE/COM-2018-267-F1-DE-MAIN-PART-1.PDF
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Viele Förderprogramme der EU unterstützen den kulturellen Austausch, zum Beispiel das
Programm Erasmus Plus für Bildung, Jugend und Sport3. Gefördert durch dieses Programm
startete im September 2018 das Projekt "European Lived Culture Connects" (EliCConProjekt) unter der Ägide der Europäischen Fotoakademie aus Rastatt, Deutschland. Die
Projektpartner aus der Tschechischen Republik, Deutschland, Spanien und dem Vereinigten
Königreich erstellten in dem zwei Jahre andauernden Projekt Fotoreportagen über das
immaterielle Kulturerbe in ihren Ländern. Mit Ausstellungen in allen Partnerländern trugen
sie ihre Ergebnisse an die Öffentlichkeit. Darüberhinaus diskutierten und erläuterten die
Teams in gemeinsamen Treffen die Ergebnisse ihrer Arbeit. Das Projekt wurde am
10.10.2018 als offizieller Beitrag zum Europäischen Kulturerbejahr qualifiziert und auf der
Homepage von Sharing Heritage aufgeführt4.
In dem vorliegenden Werk finden Sie alle Fotoreportagen, die während des Projektes erstellt
wurden. Für die Darstellung des gelebten kulturellen Erbes stand bewußt die Fotografie im
Vordergrund, denn die bildhafte Spache als lingua franca unterstützt den interkulturellen
Dialog erheblich und berührt die Menschen aus allen Kulturen.
Die Projektteams möchten sich an dieser Stelle für die europäische Förderung durch das
Erasmus Plus Programm bedanken. Ohne sie wäre der grenzüberschreitende, interkulturelle
Austausch im Rahmen des Projektes nicht möglich gewesen.

3
4

https://www.erasmusplus.de
https://sharingheritage.de/projekte/erasmusplus-projekt-european-lived-culture-connects-eliccon
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EliCCon-Úvod
Tato kniha je věnována nehmotnému kulturnímu dědictví v Evropě. Četné příklady z pěti zemí
poskytují vhled do rozmanitosti živých kulturních forem v Evropě. Podle definice UNESCO
zahrnuje nehmotné kulturní dědictví ústní tradice, divadelní umění, sociální praktiky, rituály,
festivaly, znalosti a dovednosti pro praxi tradičních řemesel a znalosti a postupy související s
přírodou a vesmírem.
Tyto tradice a kultury byly předávány po generace. Slouží lidem jako společný základ pro
sociální interakci, tvoří hodnoty a normy chování a vytvářejí identitu. Ovlivňují všechny oblasti
života a v konečném důsledku i ekonomiku a průmysl. Nehmotné kulturní dědictví společnosti je
vždy předmětem určité dynamiky, s některými tradicemi z jiných kultur proudí, jiné se mění,
jsou ztraceny nebo dokonce znovuobjeveny. Tak, mnoho starých rituálů a praktik lze nalézt
pouze v základní podobě, zatímco jiné jsou oslavovány tisíci.
Vyhlášením Evropského kulturního dědictví 2018 Evropské společenství zdůraznilo velký
význam, který přikládá jedinečným kulturám v Evropě. Zároveň zvyšuje povědomí o společném
kulturním dědictví v Evropském společenství. Podle motta "Sjednocená v rozmanitosti"
sbližování kultur prostřednictvím mezikulturního dialogu nesmírně přispívá ke snížení xenofobie
a vytváření synergií. Evropská unie rovněž uznává kulturní dědictví jako strategický zdroj pro
udržitelnou Evropu.
Kromě kulturní evropeizace Evropy přináší rostoucí migrace do popředí také integraci
neevropských kultur. To není v žádném případě nové téma. Mnoho etnických menšin má pevné
místo v evropských členských státech po celá desetiletí a staletí. Kultury se časem vzájemně
ovlivnily. I v rámci země vede neustálá výměna kultur k vytváření synergií z kulturní
rozmanitosti.
Mnoho programů financovaných EU podporuje kulturní výměnu, jako je program Erasmus Plus
pro vzdělávání, mládež a sport. Projekt "European Lived Culture Connects" (projekt EliCCon)
byl podpořen tímto programem a byl zahájen v září 2018 pod záštitou Evropské fotografické
12

akademie v německém Rastattu. Partneři projektu z České republiky, Německa, Španělska a
Spojeného království vytvořili fotoreportáže o nehmotném kulturním dědictví ve svých zemích
během dvouletého projektu. S výstavami ve všech partnerských zemích prezentovali své
výsledky veřejnosti. Kromě toho týmy diskutovaly a vysvětlovaly výsledky své práce na
společných zasedáních. V říjnu 2018 byl projekt považován za oficiální příspěvek k Evropskému
roku kulturního dědictví a byl uveden na internetových stránkách o sdílení kulturního dědictví.
V této práci najdete všechny fotografické reportáže, které byly provedeny v průběhu projektu.
Fotografie byla záměrně vybrána jako hlavní médium pro prezentaci živého kulturního dědictví,
protože obrazový jazyk lingua franca značně podporuje mezikulturní dialog a dotýká se lidí ze
všech kultur. Projektové týmy by rády využily této příležitosti a poděkovaly evropským fondům
prostřednictvím programu Erasmus Plus. Bez ní by přeshraniční mezikulturní výměna nebyla
možná.
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Introducción
Este libro está dedicado al patrimonio cultural intangible de Europa. Numerosos ejemplos de 5
países te dejan una percepción de la diversidad de las formas culturales en Europa. De acuerdo a
la definición dada por la UNESCO, el patrimonio cultural intangible incluye tradiciones orales,
la representación de las artes, prácticas sociales, rituales, festivales, conocimiento y habilidades
para la práctica de las manualidades tradicionales y conocimiento y prácticas relacionadas con la
naturaleza y el universo.
Estas tradiciones y culturas han sido heredadas de generación a generación. Sirven a las personas
como una base común para la interacción social, forma valores y normas de comportamiento y
crean identidad. Influencian todas las áreas de la vida, además de la economía y la industria. El
patrimonio cultural intangible de una sociedad está siempre sujeto a una cierta dinámica, con
algunas tradiciones que surgen de otras culturas, otras cambian, se pierden o incluso son
redescubiertas. Por consiguiente, muchos rituales y prácticas antiguas solo se pueden encontrar
de forma rudimentaria, mientras otras son celebradas por miles de personas.
Con la proclamación del año 2018 como el año del Patrimonio Cultural Intangible, la
Comunidad Europea señaló la gran importancia que tienen las culturas únicas de Europa. De la
misma forma, aumenta la concienciación del patrimonio cultural en la Comunidad Europea.
Según el lema “Unidad en Diversidad”, la reconciliación de las culturas a través del diálogo
intercultural contribuye enormemente a reducir la xenofobia y crear sinergias. La Unión Europea
también reconoce el patrimonio cultural como un recurso estratégico para una Europa sostenible.
Además de la europeización cultural de Europa, la creciente migración también está trayendo la
integración de culturas no europeas y las está sacando a la luz. Esto no es algo nuevo. Muchas
minorías étnicas han tenido un lugar sólido en los Estados de la Unión Europea durante décadas
y siglos. Las culturas se han influenciado unas a otras con el paso del tiempo. Incluso dentro de
un país, el intercambio constante de culturas propicia la creación de sinergias debido a la
diversidad cultural.

14

Muchos programas de financiación europeos apoyan el intercambio cultural, como el programa
Erasmus Plus para la educación, la juventud y el deporte. Respaldado por este programa, el
proyecto “Conectando las Culturas Europeas” (EliCCon) comenzó en septiembre de 2018 bajo la
coordinación de la Academia de Fotografía Europea en Rastatt, Alemania. Los socios del
proyecto de la República Checa, Alemania, España y Reino Unido desarrollaron fotorreportajes
sobre la herencia cultural intangible en sus países durante los dos años que duró el proyecto.
Presentaron sus resultados al público mediante exhibiciones en todos los países socios.
Asimismo, los equipos trataron y explicaron los resultados de su trabajo en reuniones conjuntas.
En octubre de 2018 el proyecto se calificó como una contribución oficial al Año de la Herencia
Cultural Europea, y fue registrado en la página web “Sharing Heritage”.
En el trabajo presente encontrarás fotorreportajes que se hicieron durante el proyecto. Las
fotografías fueron escogidas deliberadamente como el medio principal para representar el
patrimonio cultural vivo, porque el lenguaje pictórico como lengua franca apoya
considerablemente el diálogo intercultural y alcanza a personas de todas las culturas.
Los equipos de este proyecto quieren aprovechar esta oportunidad para agradecer la fundación
europea a través del programa Erasmus Plus. Sin ello, el intercambio intercultural transfronterizo
no habría sido posible.

15

Intangible Cultural Heritage
in the Czech Republic
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ALVIT - innovation and education, Ostrava/Czech Republic
This Czech educational company was founded in November 1994. Today, it is presented by a
group of young, enthusiastic project managers and lecturers, former students and teachers from
the local universities. The basic impulse for their work is the location and the historical
background of the Moravian-Silesian region with over 1,3 million residents. This region has for a
long time been orientated mainly towards mining and heavy industry. The areas of their activities
are quite wide, but they are aimed at improving people's lives through training, courses and
transfer of innovation.
The company is committed to quality, innovation and European cooperation. The team
concentrate their efforts to participate in European projects; to cooperate with colleagues to
develop training courses and materials with a real European dimension and to organize
transnational training courses and meetings with real professionals.
They see a large-scale impact on European integration and believe that through transnational
mobility people can gain mutual understanding, intercultural awareness and explore social and
cultural differences. Their projects promote personal development, employability and
participation. They work very hard to enhance people’s living standards in terms of cultural,
social, and educational standing.
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Moravian-Silesian region and Ostrava

The picture presents a very simple map of Czech Republic with its capital - Prague. The
Moravian-Silesian region with its capital, Ostrava, (highlighted in yellow) is one of the 14
administrative regions of the Czech Republic. It is located in the north-eastern part of Czechia
and borders two other countries – Poland to the north and Slovakia to the east. There are three
places marked on this map: Ostrava, Švarná Hanka and Wallachian Open Air Museum - the
elements of Moravian-Silesian cultural heritage.

This region used to be called the Steel Heart of the Republic. It is characterized by a high
level of industrialization and extensive mountainous areas. There are also three towns with
protected historical centers: Příbor, so the birthplace of Sigmund Freud; Nový Jičín founded
under the castle of Starý Jičín; and Štramberk with its unique collection of wooden
architecture.
Ostrava, the third largest city in the Czech Republic, is situated in the heart of the MoravianSilesian region and located close to the Slovak and Polish borders. It is famous for its
industrial history, but today Ostrava is an increasingly modern city, developing in its own way
and offering a variety of cultural and social activities.
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Ostrava

Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná

Ostrava
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Ostrava - burning coal seams
Industrial area of Ostrava
The Industrial Complex of Ostrava, called in Czech Dolní Vítkovice, is an area where
between 1828 and 1998 the coal was mined and the raw iron was produced. After the mines
were closed, the complex was transformed and today it is a national center of industrial
heritage. The complex is placed on the List of World Heritage Sites in the Czech Republic.

Nowadays Dolní Vítkovice district has become a great attraction for the tourists. The area
became a cultural, social, educational and community center - it is the location of The Small
Centre of Science and Technology U6, The Big Centre of Science and Technology and cultural
quarter Hlubina. Dolní Vítkovice is also a place where every year one of the most important
events takes place - the music festival Colours of Ostrava.
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Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná

Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná
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Additionally, the Michal Mine1, known by its Czech name Důl Michal in OstravaMichálkovice, is a former coal mine which has been transformed into a museum of mining. In
1995 the mine site was declared a national cultural monument in Czech Republic.

Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná

1

https://www.dul-michal.cz/en
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Photographers: Rokas Baranauskas and Paulius Martinkuss
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Photographer: Matthias Gessler

Photographer: Matthias Gessler
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Photographer: Matthias Gessler

Photographer: Matthias Gessler
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Photographer: Matthias Gessler

Photographer: Matthias Gessler
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Photographer: Matthias Gessler

Photographer: Matthias Gessler
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Photographer: Matthias Gessler

Text: Magdalena Klimek
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Slavic Carnival

The Slavic Carnival, called in Czech language Masopust, Šibřinky or Ostatky, is a traditional
festival which takes place in Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Serbia, Croatia,
Bulgaria and Russia between Christmas and Lent.

Nowadays during the carnival days Czech people can celebrate it on the streets of the villages,
towns and cities by dressing up and joining plenty of the carnival events. The popular
elements of the carnival are folk customs, folk music and a wide variety of food and drinks.
Nevertheless the most important part of this event is a ceremonial procession of people
wearing masks and going through the city to the rhythm of music.
The carnival customs in the Czech Hlinsko region are protected by UNESCO as World
Heritage. Each mask, beautiful and ugly, has a special meaning. Also in Prague, a colourful
carnival is celebrated mainly in the district of Letná.
30

Men and women in medieval garb on the carnival in Český Krumlov .
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Brass instrument musicians

Photos: Dagmar Pokorná
Text: Magdalena Klimek
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Prague - a famous political and cultural center of Europe
Prague is one of the most important cities in Europe with a very long and eventful history1.
The first university in Central Europe, the Karl University, was founded here in 1348,. The
Technical University in Prague is also one of the oldest universities in Europe. The venerable
city of Prague has retained its tradition as a university city with numerous universities and
educational institutions to this day. In the 14th and 15th century the city was the royal Capital
of Bohemia. Under Charles IV it flourished as a political and cultural centre in Europe, where
many cultures mixed.

View over the river Moldavia to the Prague castle

1

Götz Fehr, Neumeister Werner: Prag, Stadt an der Moldau: Geschichte, Kunst, Kultur.
Callwey Verlag, 1979.
Demetz, Peter: Prague in Black and Gold: The History of a City. Penguin Verlag, 1998.
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View of the Prague Castle of during the blue hour

Photographer: Dagmar Pokornà
Many magnificent buildings testify to the power and wealth of the city. Their careers tell of
the ups and downs that occurred here. A famous structure is the Charles Bridge in the centre
of the old town. It was built in the 14th century and leads across the Vltava River to Prague
Castle. Today it is a magnet for tourists from all over the world, for artists and musicians.
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Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná
This is also where the legend of St. Nepomuk arised. In the year 1393 King Wenceslas, as
Charles IV was then called, had thrown Nepomuk from the bridge. Nepomuk drowned
because as a priest he did not want to betray the confessional secret. St. Nepomuk became a
very famous saint and his statue can still be found today in many parts of Europe, especially
on bridges.

The statue of St. Nepomuk on the Charles bridge. On the side of the statue there are figures on
the metal plates. An old legend tells that it would bring luck if you touch the reliefs on the
35

metal plates.

Countless stately buildings adorn the old town of Prague
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Photo: Dagmar Pokorná
An old man with a hand organ
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An old tram runs through the old town of Prague

Photos: Dagmar Pokorná
Text: Magdalena Klimek
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Traditional Markets and Handcraft in the Czech Republic

A women is selling self-made knitted clothing like socks, caps, scarfs and baby shoes.
The handy crafts are experiencing a renaissance. It is very popular to implement them as a
part of festivals and public events. Every hand made item is highly appreciated.
There are several handycraft markets during the year related to traditions of handcrafting. In
one complete area of the large village called Rožnov pod Radhoštem, where this market takes
place, visitors to the festivities can see demonstrations of crafts or buy products made of
ceramics, leather, wicker, bobbin lace, woven clothing.
Often, there are also demonstations f product making. There is a possibility to show off and
sell ones own products for each artist or handmade craft seller. Knitting socks, scarfs, caps,
gloves, or others is a traditional handmade example.
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Sewing folk costumes

Ginger bread are elaborately decorated by hand. Weaving with willow is also a widespread
handicraft in the Czech Republic.
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Handmade easter eggs decorated by knitting and wire
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There are also regularly flee markets to exchange
items and collections and also creative markets.
http://www.blesi-trhy.com/ostrava.html

Photos: Dagmar Pokorna
Text: Petra Glett
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Wallachian Open Air Museum

Traditional Bee hives
Wallachian Open Air Museum, the second oldest and largest open air museum in the Czech
Republic, is located in Rožnov pod Radhoštěm - in the region called Moravia Wallachia. It
presents the historical culture and traditions of the region. The unique attributes of this
museum are the historical descriptions based on real stories of individuals or whole families
who lived and worked there in the past. The museum consists of three independent parts: the
Little Wooden Town, the Wallachian Village and the Water Mill Valley.
The most important element of the Little Wooden Town is its architecture. Today the museum
presents original buildings which were built at the end of 19th and beginning of 20th century.
The wooden town hall and traditional stave houses were relocated from their original
locations and rebuilt together at the museum.
Since these first buildings were relocated to the museum site, many others have also been
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added, including Vašek's Pub, the Mayor's House from Velké Kralovice and St. Anne's
Church.
The largest area of the museum is the Wallachian Village. This part consists of farmsteads,
wells, gardens, bell towers and windmills placed along roads. Trees and other landscape
elements characteristic for traditional Wallachian villages have also been added. The
Wallachian Village was built to preserve the original structures; if they had been left in their
original locations they would have been destroyed. The village shows the reconstruction and
representation of original life in the village which had to follow the rhythms of the seasons
and nature.
The newest part of the museum is the Water Mill Valley. It is focused on the people living and
working there, presenting the machinery, work and technical skills of workers who’s hard
work made everyday life in the village possible.
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Old well
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Traditional wood crafts are shown in the museum, for example the making of shingles.
46
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The food store

Brick production
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Carding machines were used to prepare wool for the spinning machines
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Carding machine
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Carding machines

Spinning wheel
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The fireplace in the old houses was an important part of the house

Wooden shingles
Photos:Dagmar Pokorná
Text: Magdalena Klimek
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Mountain House Švarná Hanka

Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná

Built in the 19th century, Švarná Hanka is the oldest cottage house located in the beautiful
area of the Moravian-Silesian Beskydy mountains. The beautiful environment of the place is a
protected landscape area on the tourist route along the most beautiful ridge between Gruň and
Bílý. During the First World War the cottage played an important role in the history of this
area by providing the shelter for the Beskydy poet Petr Bezruč.
Nowadays, Švarná Hanka is managed by a few enthusiasts who want the place to have a
great atmosphere and to be family friendly. One of the greatest attractions provided is
watching the night sky. Because of its great location away from the light pollution of cities
and towns, observations are organized regularly in the presence of astronomers.
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Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná

Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná
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Photographer: Dagmar Pokorná
The night sky in the Beskydy Mountains

Photos: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Matthias Gessler
The Beskydy Mountains
Photographers: Dagmar Pokorná and Matthias Gessler
Text: Magdalena Klimek
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Five-Petalled Rose Celebrations in Český Krumlov1
Every year in June a three-days-festival takes place in the old city Český Krumlov. The
festival is dedicated to the Renaissance period and the rule of the last Rožmberks. Many
authentic scenes can be seen, including knightly tournaments, historical crafts fairs, banquets
and medieval music. The historic old town is listed as a cultural monument on the UNESCO
World Heritage List.

On the festival a young woman looks for medieval jewellery in a stall.
1

https://www.czechtourism.com/e/five-petalled-rose-celebrations-cesky-krumlov
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A group of Women and Girls in Medieval Cloths playing different wooden instruments like
alto recorders.

Men and women in medieval garb in Český Krumlov .
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Photos: Dagmar Pokorná
Text: Martin Pokorný
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Štramberk - the historical village
The small village in the Moravian-Silesian region is an interesting cultural heritage location in
the eastern part of the Czech Republic. The unique attraction of this village are the numerous
historical buildings, including a collection of wooden houses from the 18th and 19th centuries
and the remnants of the castle standing high above the village itself.
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Text and Photos: Martin Pokorný
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Intangible Cultural Heritage
in Germany
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The European Photoacademy

The VINC Learning UG (haftungsbeschränkt) is the legal entitiy behind the European
Photoacademy ArtWebDesign (EuFoA), which is a private education provider with a focus on
adult and further education. VINC is the abbreviation for V= Virtual and "INC" =
Intercultural. Both keywords are relevant for the guidelines of the academy.
It is the mission of the academy to make lifelong learning attractive, effective and accessive
for all people, to foster intercultural, social, digital and creative competences especially with
photography, film, digital design and e-learning. As an adult and further education provider
teaching methodes like Blended Learning (webinars combined with presence meetings) and
project-oriented learning are in the focus: the conduction of regional and transnational
exhibitions, workshops, part-times studies for adult learners, excursions and seminars.
The European Photoacademy has cooperated over the years with different institutions like the
adult education centers in Rastatt and Karlsruhe, the youth school of arts Karlsruhe, the state
art gallery Karlsruhe, the communities in Bühl and Rastatt and others. Furthermore the
academy established a considerable transnational network since its fountdation in 2011.
The interdisciplinary engagement allows the learners a holistic and non-formal learning
experience. Their integration in transnational projects foster enormously social, intercultural,
linguistic and practical competences. The european and national projects of the EuFoA are
mainly in the field of culture, interculturality, art, photography, pedagogy, IT, history and
politics, but also social issues like cyberbullying and cybercrime (ERASMUS+ project "Tools
and Games against Cyberbullying) or Volunteer activities (national project and ERASMUS+
project "Volunteers4Europe").
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The European Photoacademy has been working on the topic "Cultural Heritage" since 2012.
The main focus here is on the photographic recording of material and immaterial cultural
heritage. The EliCCon project was initiated by the EuFoA.
Since its foundation the Academy has continuously worked in order to become an attractive
education provider in the region and on international level. After a quality control it became a
member of the regional network for further education (Netzwerk Fortbildung) in 2012. About
1200 education providers are member of this association funded by the ministry of finance,
Baden Württemberg, Germany. An intern quality management aligned at the standard of the
AZAV-Quality management is implemented.

European Photoacademy ArtWebDesign
76437 Rastatt, Rauentaler Str. 45B, Germany
www.art-web-design.eu
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2.2. Intangible Cultural Heritage of the International or German UNESCO lists
Falconry - UNESCO Intangible cultural heritage
Falconry, also known as hawking, means hunting with a trained bird of prey. The art of
falconry is at least 3500 years old, but the basic principles have essentially remained the same.

The training of the birds requires a lot of patience and knowledge from the falconer.
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Besides the mere practice as a hobby, falconry has also some very useful applications. In
Germany, falconry is used also for hunting, where other forms of hunting with guns are
forbidden, such as in airports, cemetries or in public parks. For example, crows are hunted to
reduce too large a population in some areas.

Falconers contribute
also to the protection
of species, for example
with the breeding of
little owls (Athene
noctua).
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The different husbandry systems (falconry birds, show birds, breeding stock, rehabilitation)
are strictly controlled in Germany.
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More informations:
www.falknerei.de
www.verband-deutscher-falkner.de

Photographers: Eckhard Dahms, Matthias Gessler, Sandra Marek, Lilly Rausch, Ruth Schmelzer, Andrea Siebels, Michael Weih
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
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Swabian-Alemannic Carnival in Bad Rotenfels 2019
In the traditional carnival parade in Bad Rotenfels the many different carnival groups meet to
take part in the parade and to celebrate together. Most of them belong to the tradition of the
Swabian-Alemannic carnival. More than 100 groups took part in the parade 20191.The groups
often symbolise a legend, an old craft or another historical or curious event in their own town
or region. At the same time, they are bearers of their cultural heritage. In December 2014, the
swabian-alemannic carnival was included in the National List of Intangible Cultural Heritage
in regards to the UNESCO Convention for the Preservation of Intangible Cultural Heritage.
This carnival usually starts on 6th of January and ends on Ash Wednesday. Many parades and
events take place in this time. The most popular events are the "Narrentreffen", where
hundreds of fools meet.
The Domänenwaldgeister2, a kind of forest ghosts, from Bad Rotenfels lead the carnival
procession:

The association was founded in 1993 to revive the old Fasnet in this area. The costumes,
called "Häs", were designed according to the origin of the domain forest spirits, which was

1
2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vvfx4QYKVg0
http://www.domaenenwaldgeister.de
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documented in 1834. According to an old legend, these ghosts lived in the manorial domain
forests and misled people.

The wooden masks are handmade and unique. In
addition the hair from raffia, typical patch jacket
and trousers with bells and other utensils. Wooden
shoes and a bell board to protect against evil spirits
are also included.

The "Stupfelwieser" from Gaggenau-Selbach
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Höllburg-witches and Gaisberg-devils of the Fools guild Grenzbachtal e.V., Wimsheim3

3

https://www.facebook.com/Narrenzunft.Grenzbachtal.e.V
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The "Sulzbacher Steinbrecher"4, founded in 1997, are a registered association of Gaggenau.

4

https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Community/Sulzbacher-Steinbrecher-eV-139058526155909
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The "Ottenauer Dörrweibel"

"Dörrweibel" means an old women who dries
fruit.

The
"Neuenburger
Brunnebutzer"5

"Brunnebutzer"
means somebody
who is cleaning
wells.

5

www.brunne-butzer.de
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"Sondwiermer Kühlseehexen" - witches from Sandweier

"Hochdorfer Dalba Hexa" e.V.6 from Schlierbach
The group of fools was founded in 1996 with
the wish to revive the Fasnet in the village. As
with many other groups of fools and masks,
the decisive indication for the choice of the
costume (Häs) came from the old chronicles
of the town, where the story is told of an old
woman, who in the 17th century had been
acclaimed as a witch and banished from the village.

6

www.dalba-hexa.de
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The group "Kiiholzbuuwe" of the Carneval-Club
Bietigheim e.V.
Beside witches, evils and daimons there are also
other types of fools in the swabian-alemannic
carnival like these "Kiiholzbuuwe" from the
carnival club Bietigheim7 with bells, fox's tails
and wooden scissors for fools. The story behind
this figure refers to an old tradition in
Bietigheim. The inhabitants of the village used to
sell the so-called Kienholz. The latter is very
resinous wood and is extracted from the
rootstock of the pine. It was used as fire wood

7

https://www.ccbietigheim.de
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and to drive moths away. The name
Kiiholzbuuwe refers to their work and trade with
Kienholz and is still a nickname of the
inhabitants of Bietigheim.

Also the " Recruits of the year 2019 ", who organized this year another tradition with
bonfires8 in Hörden, is present as a witch group.

8

The so-called "Scheibenschlagen" in Hörden can be found in chapter 2.6.3. of this book
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One of the oldest groups of wooden masks in the Murgtal is the "Fürig Barthel". It was
founded in 1976. According to legend, the Barthel haunted in an old mill, the
Hasselbachmühle, as a fiery spirit.
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"Steimurmer Moorhexen" e.V. - the witches from Steinmauern
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The Gernsberg-witches from Gernsbach
The Gernsberg-witches are a young fools guild founded in 2013. The basis of its name is the
Gernsberg, a mountain on which there is a hiking trail, also known as the Legend Trail
(Sagenweg). On this route between Gernsbach and Obertsrot old legends are listed at 7
stations9.

Murgtäler Nachtalben - Mythical creatures of the night
These costumes symbolize a mythical creature that is also known as "Mahr" in many parts of
the world, especially in Nordic countries. The latter comes in the night through the keyhole
and torments the people, for example sits on their chest and causes fear and shortness of
breath.

9

www.gernsberghexen.de
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The "Kuppelsteiner Klebberle" , fools guild from Gaggenau-Ottenau
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The "Holzschuhbohrer Freilse 2017"
This group of fools symbolizes an old craft: the wooden shoemakers.

The "Kolmewiber" from Schwärzenbach, a small district of Titisee-Neustadt, were founded in
1978. The figure goes back to the legend of the Kolmewible, an old woman who misled the
nocturnal hikers on the nearby wooded ridge called Kolmen. However, she could only see
those who were born at a certain time of the year.
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The "Eberschder Mühlweiher Hexen" e.V. 201210
The name of these witches goes back to the mill of Haueneberstein, which was first
mentioned in a document from 1433. It stood at a mill pond which had been fed by the small
stream called "Eberbach". The group of witches reminds of the mill pond and the mill wheel.
Both this and the mill itself no longer exist.

"Hägenich Hexen Ottersweier" e.V. 1999

10

http://muehlweiherhexen.de
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"Obertsroter Schlossbergteufel"

"Wetzstoi Beisser"11

11

"Wetzstoi-Beisser" means whetstone biter
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"Stongebach Hopser" from the horseradish village Urloffen

90

The night
watchman

"Reichentaler Brunnenberghexen"12

12

www.reichentaler-brunnenberghexen.de
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The Brunnberg-witches from Reichental became a registered association in 2005. Reichental
lies in the Murgtal. Near the village is the mountain "Brunnberg", which gave the witches
their name.
The masks are made from the wood mask carver Rudi Bannwarth and are, as it is usual in the
wood mask groups, hand carved unique pieces.
"Rieder Hexedeifel" e.V. from Wintersdorf
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Uhu Gaggenau - The Eagle Owls from Gaggenau, founded in 1979
The mask of the group was designed by the sculptor Gudrun Schreiner, a well known artist of
the region. The eagle owl was developed after the former symbolic figure of Gaggenau, the
"Gaggo", had disappeared during the Second World War13.

The fools guild "Acherner Hexen" e.B. with the "Illeschrat"14
In Achern there was a weekly market since the middle of the 15th century. Among others, the
market women offered ointments here, which they had prepared from the herbs and roots of
the forests. In 1484, Pope Innocent VIII had inspired secular and clerical courts with the witch
bull declaration (Hexenbulle) to persecute witches. The market women were finally burned as
witches. The dresses of the carnival group remind of the market women's dresses, while their
masks embody the witches.
The Illeschrat, on the other hand, is a mythical creature in the Illenau Forest. "Schrat" means
forest ghost.

13
14

https://grokage-gaggenau.de/uhus
https://www.acherner-hexen.de
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Michelbacher Wilderer e.V.15 - The poachers from Michelbach
The wooden mask group was founded in 1998 and reminds us of the hard times the poachers
had during the 30-year war, because they were severely punished. One of them came from
Michelbach. He was sent to the galleys in 1760.

15

http://www.michelbacher-wilderer.de
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The Berk-witches from the fool guild Berkheim e.V.16
In particular, this association would like
to cultivate the old traditions of the
Swabian-Alemannic carnival. This also
includes the fact that the Berg-witches
can only be found in their costume
(Häs) after the "Rauhnächte", which are
the days after Christmas Eve until
Epiphany on 6 January. Until the
Carnival Tuesday they play their tricks
on the people, dance and celebrate.

16

www.berk-hexen.de
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The masks, also called "Larven", as well
as the straw shoes are made in the Black
Forest. The costume is kept in the
colours of the coat of arms of Berkheim.

"Keschte-Igel" Oberweier17
"Keschte" is the local dialect for chestnut, while "Keschte hedgehogs" are the chestnut shells.
Oberweier is also called Kastaniendorf, because of the many chestnut trees that grow there.
The inhabitants have the nickname "Keschte-Igel".

17

http://www.keschte-igel.de
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"Etjer Gruddenau Hexe" - the witches from Ötigheim

"Etjer" is the local dialect for Ötigheim. Generally for the names of the fools guilds lots of
dialect expressions are used. Many of these local terms or phrases cannot be translated.

"Dichelweihrer Holzbohrer" Selbach 199618
This figure is reminiscent of an old craft that was practiced in Selbach until about 1905.
There, wooden water pipes, so-called " Dicheln ", were made from tree trunks. Long wood
drills were an important hand tool.

18

https://www.selbacher-holzbohrer.de
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Text and Photos: Ruth Schmelzer
November 7, 2019
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The Carnival in Offenburg: "Grosses Narrentreffen 2019"
The carnival is celebrated extensively and in different forms in many places in Germany. In
Southern Germany you often find the Swabian-Alemannic Carnival or elements of it with its
impressive wooden masks and costumes1. One of the fools' strongholds is Offenburg, that lies
about 120 kilometres north of the Swiss border. Already in the usual years the "Fifth Season",
as the carnival is called, is characterized by many meetings, parties and parades of the fools.
On February 16 and 17, 2019, a particularly large carnival event was held in Offenburg to
celebrate the 175th anniversary of the Old Historical Fool's Guild. The preparations for the
event, which lasted several days, had already begun 2 years earlier.
For the carnival parade the hosts welcomed over 45 fool guilds with about 5000 costumed
people. In addition, about 1700 musicians were involved in the spectacle. More than 35,000
visitors came and the historic city centre of Offenburg was transformed into a village of
carnival fools. The public media reported extensively about the event2. The Offenburg town
hall was firmly in the hands of the carnival fools during the carnival period.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

On the parade numerous traditional carnival figures from the Southern Black Forest were
present. Even a trader selling small wooden rattles mingled with the crowd.

Photo: Sandra Marek
1
2

see also at the chapter "The Carnival Parade in Bad Rotenfels", p. 74 ff.
https://issuu.com/althistorische/docs/zunftbott_2019
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Photo: Sandra Marek

Photo: Sandra Marek

Photo: Lilly Rausch
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuss

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuss

Photo: Michael Weih
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Photo: Rebecca Werner

Photo: Rebecca Werner

Photo: Michael Weih
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Photo: Lilly Rausch

Photos: Fabian Peter
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Photo: Eckhard Dahms

Photo: Lilly Rausch

Photos: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photos: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photos: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photos: Matthias Gessler

Photos: Matthias Gessler
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Photos: Matthias Gessler

Photos: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Andrea Siebels
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
February 2019
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Peter and Paul Festival in Bretten
28 June - 1 July 2019
"A Town lives its History" is the motto every year on the first weekend after the Christian
Peter and Paul Day, when the town of Bretten nearby Karlsruhe celebrates a leap in time back
to the Middle Ages for four days. About 4000 women, men and children in historical
costumes actively participate in the festival. Historical guest groups come from all over
Europe to take part as well.
In 1504, the Duke of Württemberg besieged the Kurpfalz town of Brettheim, as Bretten was
formerly known. However, the people of Brettheim successfully resisted with clever tactics.
The siege is authentically recreated during the Peter and Paul Festival since 2004. Georg
Schwartzerdt, the brother of the universal scholar, philosopher, humanist, theologian and
reformer Philipp Melanchthon, wrote a detailed report about the siege and thus provided a
script for the re-enactment. Melanchthon was born in Brettheim in 1497. Along with Luther,
he was a driving force behind the German and European church-political reformation.
The Peter and Paul Festival has a very long tradition. As early as the 16th century, there are
reports of a shooting club that occasionally combined free shooting with festivities. But it was
not until the first half of the 19th century that regular celebrations took place on the first
weekend in July. The latter was interrupted by revolution and war, only to be revived in 1950.
According to this, the festival has been handed down for generations and is considered the
most important event of the year for the people of Bretten. "For the people of the region [the
festival] is a source of identity and of great integrative power for all population groups," was
the reason given by the German UNESCO Commission in 2014 when it included the festival
in the German list of intangible cultural heritage.
Around 50 groups recreate historical scenes from the 16th and 17th centuries as authentically
as possible, for example old crafts, gypsies, jugglers, traders and other contemporaries.
Medieval camp life can be found everywhere in the old town centre. Even the night is spent
on straw camps. New groups are admitted, but they must represent a medieval craft that has
not yet been seen at the festival.
Several hundred people are involved in the historical staging of the defence of the
Württemberg troops in 1504 by Brettheim. The siege determines the motto of the 4-day
festival: On Friday it is "Bretten arms itself", on Saturday "Bretten defends itself" and on
Saturday and Sunday "Bretten celebrates". Throughout the year, preparations for the festival
continue. It attracts over 120,000 visitors from near and far every year. It is organised by the
Alt-Brettheim Association in cooperation with the town of Bretten. Without the long-standing
assistance of thousands of volunteers, this festival would never be possible on this scale and
in this authenticity.
The Alt-Brettheim Association provides extensive information about the festival and the
historical groups involved on its homepage: www.peter-und-paul.de.
Already in 1984 the association for the care of the traditional handicraft Bretten e.V. was
founded1.

1

http://www.ehrbare-zuenfte-brettheim.de
On the homepage of the association you can also find explanations of the individual handicrafts.
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In the association, many important
handicrafts from the time around 1504 are
authentically presented at the Peter and
Paul Festival. Thus also old knowledge is
preserved. Especially for this purpose
they create a medieval craftsmen's alley,
where they eat and drink together at a
large craftsmen's table. Such large
communal meals at the end of the day
also existed in the Middle Ages.
Throughout the year, the group meets to
exchange information and undertake joint
activities.

Photos: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Lilly Rausch

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The wooden clockmaker shows a variety of different clocks, for example sundials, wooden
wheel clocks or hourglasses. Until the 17th century, different professions made different
clocks. Then it developed into an independent profession.
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

A young carpenter sits on a special wooden bench (Ziehbock) and works on parts of a wooden
ladder with his tool (Zieheisen). Ladder making was an artful business, which was mastered
by different woodworkers

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The ladder makers made the ladders without ropes, glue, nails or screws.
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In the late Middle Ages the scribe
devoted himself to book illumination,
wrote chronicles and other documents,
such as letters of indulgence from the
church. In the middle of the 15th century
Johannes Gutenberg had revolutionized
the method of book production by
copying through his system of letterpress
printing.
Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The leather maker or bag maker makes all kinds
of useful objects from leather and skins, for
example bags, belts, pouches, but also shoes. The
leather goods were often richly decorated.
Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The broom-makers liked to
use the leafless birch
brushwood for the brooms.
The broom sticks were
made from a hazelnut stick,
for example.
Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The flat baker prepares his oven, which is made of bricks and clay. From the production of
dough to baking, the old craft is also shown here.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

In the Middle Ages, candlemakers liked to use beeswax to make candles. The candles and
lamps of lower quality were made from fat and tallow waste.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The lead glaziers demonstrate what was done by the monks in the early Middle Ages. Today,
lead glazing is part of the handicraft and still enjoys great popularity.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The felter makes hats from sheep's wool in various forms. A felt cap maker was mentioned in
Lübeck in 1321.

With a spinning wheel, loose
fibres are spun into a thread by
being pulled apart and twisted.
The spinning wheel was widely
used and there were many
different types.

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

The printers around 1500 were under the sign of upheaval. In the middle of the 15th century
Johannes Gutenberg had invented modern letterpress printing with movable type and thus
revolutionized book production.
Also other groups that do not belong to the "Verein zur Pflege des traditionellen Handwerks
Bretten e.V." demonstrated authentic medieval crafts and professions from the ancient times:

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Before industrialisation, all shoes were made by hand. Wooden shoemakers existed in
Germany until the Second World War. Straw shoes were also worn a lot in the Middle Ages
and are still produced in Germany today, for example for the witches of the Alemannic
Carnival.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

For the manual production of a shoe the shoemaker needs the wooden lasts, a kind of wooden
foot.

A turner at his lathe.
Turned objects made of different materials were
already produced at least 3500 years ago. In the
course of time there was a constant change.
Especially during the French baroque it was
highly appreciated. In Nürnberg was a main
focus of the woodturning trade in Germany2. In
2018 it was included in the nationwide register
of intangible cultural heritage in Germany3.
Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

2

A detailed work about the woodturning trade in East Westphalia and its surroundings provides Volker
Rodekamp: Das Drechslerhandwerk in Ostwestfalen. C.Coppenrath Verlag: Münster, 1981.
3
https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/bundesweites-84
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The blacksmiths form decorative and utility objects from metal. The blacksmith's craft has
also existed for thousands of years. Typical tools of the blacksmith since the Middle Ages are
the hearth for the fire, hammers for working the red-hot iron and an anvil on which the iron
can be worked. The bellows are used to light the fire in the chimney4.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

With the bellows the fire is kindled.
4

More information about the blacksmith's craft in medieval and modern times:
https://www.soest.de/media/bildungkultursport/Soester_Beitraege_zur_Archaeologie_Band_5.pdf
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

When the iron glows, it becomes a bit softer and can be shaped with a hammer.

Photo: Michael Weih
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

An authentic historic hammer mill with water wheel drive can be seen at the festival.

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß
The water wheel next to the forge. Next to it are some weapons, as they were made by the
smiths around 1500.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The charcoal burners produce charcoal in a pile, represented by the charcoal burner group
Sprantal e.V. In 2014, the ancient charcoal burner craft was included in the German Intangible
Cultural Heritage List.

The craft of soap boilers has been
practiced for several thousands of years.
With the crusades the knowledge came to
Europe from Mesopotamia. The industrial
production of soap since the 19th century
almost dissolved the craft. But today there
is a Renaissance. Many people now prefer
handmade plant soaps again.
Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Since the 7th or 8th century the craft of the cooper has existed. His task consists in the
production and repair of various wooden vessels5.

Photo: Matthias Gessler
The chair maker, seat maker or chair weaver weave seats and backrests for chairs with
different materials. Here, too, we are dealing with a craft that has existed for thousands of
years.
5

More informations: Herbert Meindl: Der Küfer, in: Herbert Meindl und Werner Zailer (Hrsg.): Die Welt des
Handwerks um 1500. Lindemanns Bibliothek: Karlsruhe, Bretten, 2018, 117-120.
and: the same, 113-115.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

This basket weaver weaves decorative and utility items from willow rods. It is possible to
weave with many different natural materials, for example natural fences can be made of
hazelnut rods.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The weavers and flax farmers.
Cloth was woven from different materials such as wool, silk, hemp or even flax. The weaving
technique has developed further and further over the course of the years6.
6

About the history of the weavers look at: Barbara Hickisch & Petra Bauer: Der Weber, in: Herbert Meindl und
Werner Zailer (Hrsg.): Die Welt des Handwerks um 1500. Lindemanns Bibliothek: Karlsruhe, Bretten, 2018,
163-167.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The weaver demonstrated her craft authentically at the festival.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The stone mason
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The rope maker shows how ropes were made around 1500. Even today, the ropemaking trade
still exists, although the manufacturing technique has of course changed fundamentally.

Photo: Michael Weih

The chain mail makers
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The potters with imitations of medieval pots (light) from the time around 1500

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The potter

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The Brewers
The Egyptians already knew how to brew. At times in the Middle Ages so much was brewed
that grain for baking bread became scarce. Here the purity law in Ingolstadt was created in
1516: only barley was allowed to be used for brewing. Now other cereals, for example
emmer, wheat or spelt could be used for bread baking. Only in 1906 this purity law was
extended to the whole of Germany.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The cooks and landlords at "Zehrhaus Paravicini". The name "Paravicini" goes back to a
family that was expelled from Switzerland for religious reasons and settled in Bretten7.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The Zeidlers are medieval beekeepers who professionally practiced forest beekeeping.
"Zeidel" was the name given to honey in the Middle Ages. The face protection against the
bees was woven from willow and was called "Korbgugel".
Honey and wax were very valuable in the Middle Ages. Only the Zeidlers were allowed to run
the forest beekeeping. For their special rights and privileges they had to care for the forest
stands, among other things. They were allowed to carry a crossbow for their own protection.
In times of war they could be called to service with their weapons8.

7

vgl. dazu: http://www.zehrhaus-paravicini.de
More informations: Franziska Meister: Der Zeidler, in: Herbert Meindl und Werner Zailer (Hrsg.): Die Welt
des Handwerks um 1500. Lindemanns Bibliothek: Karlsruhe, Bretten, 2018,173-176.
8
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Photo: Lilly Rausch

The Zeidler explains his craft to children and adults.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The pepper sacks, so they were mocked in the Middle Ages, were merchants who traded with
spices.
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

The "Gruschdler" are travelling merchants of the middle ages9.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

In the Middle Ages there were bathrooms or bathhouses that were run by bathers. These
places were social meeting places. In addition, the bathers took on smaller medical tasks, such
as bloodletting, cupping, tooth extraction and small wound treatment10.

9

vgl. dazu: http://www.gruschdler.de/
http://www.landschaftsmuseum.de/Seiten/Museen/Bader.htm

10
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

The Medicus and his followers

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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The "Feldscher" went into battle
together with the soldiers. He
cared for the wounds and some
other health issues of the soldiers
on the spot. They learned their
trade from the bathers and were
not academically educated
Medici.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The midwives from Alt-Brettheim. The knowledge of these wise women was passed on from
woman to woman. The first printed textbook for midwives was published in Strasbourg in
1513 by the pharmacist and physician Eucharius Rößlin. Painkillers and aids like the birthing
chair (picture) were also described in the textbook.
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

The laundresses washed the laundry of the better-off outside the city gates. They wore white
bonnets and white blouses.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

This woman stages "Saint Ursula", who, like many midwives, possessed extensive knowledge
of herbs.
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Photo: Sandra Marek

In the camp of the scholars and experienced travellers ("Gelahrten und Gereisten") there are
many utensils that existed around 1500.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

A man, who plays a scholar and experienced traveller ("Gelahrter und Gereister") shows the
audience his calculating skills from the Orient.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photos: Ruth Schmelzer

The patricians in their noble robes and in the performance of their historical dances.
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

At the festival, many impressive fanfare parades with their drums, trumpets and trombones
march through the streets, along with other music groups. Here in the picture the fanfare
group of Ubstadt-Weiher can be seen.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

A medieval revolving cage or so-called fool's house. In these cages people were put on
display for punishment.
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

The executioner and his followers present the medieval method of punishment and also the
costs involved. The activity of an executioner was "dishonourable" and yet he was
indispensable. He also knew many magic spells. During the festival the children like to sit in
the cage for the condemned as an attraction for the visitors.

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

The farmers demonstrate a medieval grain mill.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The farmers group Alt Brettheim 1504 e.V. consists of about 200 members. At the festival,
the group authentically stages peasant life at that time. Here they show rural dances in the
middle ages.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The children of the farmers dance group
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Some of the farmers' group play on their old instruments.

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

Rural historical tools give an idea of the hard work of the farmers in the Middle Ages
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

The farmer's wives carried the bread on their heads by using a textile ring.

Photo: Lilly Rausch
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

The wooden wagon for the barrels, pulled by the cows.
The shepherds also belong to the
medieval life and activity.
Since the 17th century there has
been a shepherd's market in Bretten
where a contest took place. This
festival was always celebrated on
August 10th, the feast day of Saint
Lawrence.
When the Peter and Paul Festival
was resumed after the Second
World War, a group of shepherds
formed to include this tradition in
the festival.

Photos: Matthias Gessler
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Many participants live the typical medieval camp life during the 4-day Peter and Paul
Festival.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Cooking is done in the kettle over the fire.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Medieval bustle while eating together on wooden benches and tables.
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A special facility at the festival is the "Garküche".

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

Photo: Roland Vogel

The food from the "Garküche" ensured the supply during the siege of Brettheim. Not far from
the collegiate church, it is authentically furnished in a historical location with a wood-burning
oven, revolving spits, stylish pans and sausage pots.
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People were entertained with acrobatics, theatre and music. At the Peter and Paul Festival
there are several contemporary groups who show off their skills in the artistic field.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The puppeteers who thrill people during the festivities are called Burattino. The Italian word
"Buratino" means jumping jack or Punch. With his story "The Adventures of Burattino or The
Golden Key" (1936), Tolstoy created a Russian version of Pinocchio that has remained
attractive to this day.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The Burattini parade through the alleys of the city

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The group "Quacksalber" comes up with magic arts, music and curiosities
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Late night juggling with the fire
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Sleeping and resting on straw beds.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

In the evening the music corps of the Bürgerwehr Bretten blows to the big tattoo.
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

While a colourful programme of medieval dances, music, acrobatics and flag-wavers is
offered on the church square of the abbey church, at certain times the group "Schola
Cantorum Tribus Brettae" impressively sings their Gregorian chants in the church. The Schola
cantorum in Rome was founded around the time of Pope Gregory I (died 604). The
unanimous sacred music was named after him. The Schola cantorum was very important for
the cultivation and development of Gregorian chant. For a long time only these melodies were
allowed in Christian worship11.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Deep in the night a plague procession moves through the city and reminds of the devastating
plague that has been ravaging Europe since the middle of the 14th century. Typical are the
11

Further information about Gregrian chants: Stefan Klöckner: Handbuch Gregorianik: Einführung in
Geschichte, Theorie und Praxis des Gregorianischen Chorals. ConBrio Verlag, Regensburg, 2009.
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plague masks with the long beaks12. Between 1346 and 1350 about one third of the people in
Europe died of the plague.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The art of war had an important status in the time around 1500.
Duke Ulrich von Württemberg wanted to take over the attractive Kurpfalz town of AltBrettheim, where important trade routes also crossed. Although clearly outnumbered, he
failed due to the resistance of the people of Brettheim and their allies.
The siege took place in 1504 and was recorded in a historical chronicle by Georg
Schwartzerd. During the festival several hundred people from home and abroad took part in
the authentic reenactment of the historical fights.

12

Further information: Klaus Bergdolt: Der Schwarze Tod in Europa: Die Große Pest und das Ende des
Mittelalters.
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

Historically handed down is the city commander Marsilius von Reifenberg (left photo), who
was involved in the siege of Brettheim with his Swiss rice runners, the mercenaries (right
photo).
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Matthias Gessler
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/
Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The group of the city guard Bretten with their halberds.
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

During the re-enactment of the siege, heavy guns are also used for demonstration purposes.
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Artillerie Heavy gun on the wagon of the medieval Bretten Artillery.

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The preparation for the staged siege "Failure 1504" is carried out extremely carefully. The
ammunition is produced according to medieval sources.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The archers of Bretten with their longbows

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Michael Weih

Demonstration of a fire arrow.
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuß

The group of the Neibsheim Crossbowmen

Photos: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Michael Weih

Archers and crossbowmen were part of a medieval army.

Photo: Michael Weih
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

A shooter from the group "Albrecht Schedels Fähnlein e.V." demonstrates her black powder
weapon.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Three members of the group "Albrecht Schedels Fähnlein e.V." fire loudly with their
weapons. "Fähnlein" was the name of a subgroup of the entire regiment of mercenaries. The
mercenaries were called "Landsknechte".
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Photo: Michael Weih

With a deafening bang the Brettheimer Artillery fires its cannon.

Photo: Michael Weih
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Photo: Michael Weih

Photo: Michael Weih

After the demonstration of the weapons, the show fight can begin with the lances and other
weapons. The march into battle was always accompanied by drums, flutes and other
instruments.
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Photo: Michael Weih

Photo: Matthias Gessler

In the background of the battle the Simmelturm in Bretten. It is part of the historic town
fortifications and was built between 1350 and 1400.
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

A fascinated boy follows the historical scenes.
Behind him there are many spectators in the stands.

Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Michael Weih

The theatrical care of the injured is also part of the production

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The "Feldscher" provides first aid to the wounded on the shaft field
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The women transport the fallen with a wooden cart.

Photo: Michael Weih
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Photo: Michael Weih

In the historical siege, the successful resistance of the besieged led to a break-off and an
armistice with the troops of Duke Ulrich of Württemberg in 1504.

Panorama photo: Michael Weih

About 400 people took part in the historical production.
Further information, dates and literature about the Peter and Paul Festival in Bretten can be
found on the festival's homepage: www.peter-und-paul.de

Text: Ruth Schmelzer
Photos: Matthias Gessler,
Steffen Klingenfuß,
Sandra Marek,
Lilly Rausch,
Ruth Schmelzer,
Roland Vogel,
Michael Weih
July 17, 2019
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Rafting Timber, an Intangible Cultural Heritage in Germany
Rafting in the District of Rastatt
In 2014, rafting was included in the German nationwide list of intangible cultural heritage.
However, rafting was and is widespread far beyond Germany. It dates back to ancient times.
The Romans also knew how to transport timber on water. They did not have a word of their
own for it, but used the term "nautae"1.
In the Middle Ages rafting was widespread in Germany in areas where large forests enabled a
pronounced timber trade also beyond the borders. The demand for wood was enormous,
especially for charcoal burning, as building material and firewood. At that time, only the
waterway was available for transporting wood over long distances. In the Black Forest larger
roads were not built until the 18th century and the railway came almost 100 years later. In
1860 the railway line Rottweil - Horb - Nagold - Calw was opened, which brought the rafting
to its final end. Commercial rafting is no longer practised in Germany. It is now practiced as a
hobby in different regions in Germany, but in other countries like Finland or Canada it is still
economically important.
Since 1992 the German rafters are organized in a common association and several raftingevents are organized in the course of the year.
Members of the Deutsche Flößervereinigung and places where the tradition of rafting is still
appreciated today are for example:
In the North of Germany: Lauenburg (Elbe), Winsen (Luhe)
North-East: Lychen, Finowfurt
North-West: Rheine (Rhein)
Middle: Reinhardshaben (Weser), Wernshausen
East: Zeitz, Ulstädt-Kirchhasel, Muldenberg, Kronach, Lichtenfels
South (Black Forest): Gaggenau-Hörden, Steinmauern, Gernsbach, Gengenbach, Wolfach,
Unterreichenbach, Bad Wildbach-Calmbach, Altensteig, Schiltach
South (Alpine foreland): München, Lechbruck am See Wolfratshausen, Füssen, Lenggries.

1

Spreng, Martin: Die Floßholz-Handelsregion Enz, Nagold, Würm und Neckar, in: Deutsche
Flössereivereinigung. 31. Deutscher Flößertag Mitteilungsblat Jg. 25-2018, S. 11.
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The entire Murgtal valley in the Black Forest benefited from the abundance of wood in the
mountain range. In Gernsbach in the Murgtal, the Murgschiffer cooperative was founded in
1488 and had a monopoly on the timber trade. From the wood trade and the wood processing
run by the Murgschifferschaft, companies of the paper and cardboard industry emerged. Such
companies still exist today. Since the middle of the 16th century, the Murgschifferschaft has
been represented by Johann Jakob Kast, forest owner, timber merchant as well as a rafter on
the rivers Rhine and Murg (1587-1615).
On the smaller rivers such as Murg, Kinzig or Enz, a few tree trunks were tied together to
form small rafts. On the Rhine it was possible to travel with much larger rafts. It was not
uncommon for the rafts to deliver as far as Holland. Such rafts were up to 300 metres long
and several hundred men were needed to navigate the raft. In the rafting museum in
Steinmauern2, where the Murg flows into the Rhine, you can find models of large Rhine rafts
and many objects of rafting. The latter was an important economic factor for Steinmauern. At
the timber yard of the village the large rafts were tied together, goods were loaded and
unloaded, the raftsmen and all those who had to do with them met.

2

http://www.steinmauern.de/kulturfreizeit/floessereimuseum-pamina-rheinpark.html
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Equipment of the floaters

Model of a timber yard in the museum of Steinmauern

Up the Murgtal valley in Gaggenau-Hörden you will find further historical witnesses of
rafting in this region in the museum "Haus Kast - Wasser, Holz und Leben". The Rafting
Fountain in Hörden emphasises the great importance of rafting here. Still today Hörden is
called the rafting village.

A model of the historical rafting village Hörden in the
museum ""House Kast - Water, Wood and Life"

The Museum "House Kast - Water, Wood and Life"
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The Rafting Fountain in Hörden and a historical photo of two raftsmen. The photo (right) is from the museum in Hörden.

Due to the Thirty Years' War and the subsequent wars, the timber trade and rafting in the
Murgtal suffered a sharp decline from which it never recovered.
Although the commercial rafting in the Murgtal was finally stopped in 1913, the
Murgschifferschaft still exists today as a cooperative private forest enterprise.

Raftsmen in Gernsbach on the Murg.
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Every two years a rafting festival takes place in Gernsbach in the Murgtal valley.
Further informations:
Hans Walter Keweloh from Bremerhaven has compiled an extensive bibliography, published
in 2010: https://d-nb.info/1007724536/34
Spreng, Martin: Die Floßholz-Handelsregion Enz, Nagold, Würm und Neckar, in: Deutsche
Flössereivereinigung. 31. Deutscher Flößertag Mitteilungsblat Jg. 25-2018, S. 11.
http://www.landeskunde-online.de/rhein/landsch/schwarzw/regionen/murgtal/gernsbach.htm
http://www.steinmauern.de/kulturfreizeit/floessereimuseum-pamina-rheinpark.html
Text and photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
November 22, 2019
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The Charcoal Burning
Even today, the former significance of charcoal burning can still be seen from the large
number of historical coal or miler plates, as well as from the names of places, fields and
forests that begin with "Kohl-" or "Köhler-"1. The Charcoal burning made it possible to
produce charcoal, a valuable fuel that made the smelting of iron possible at all. Since the 16th
century, the great demand for charcoal has led to a widespread shortage of wood in Europe.
With the coming of the first metals in the Copper and Bronze Ages, the process can be traced
back at least to this time. However, the use of classical by-products of charcoal burning, socalled birch pitch and tar, points to a much earlier origin in Europe at the end of the Ice Age,
when forestation restarted2. Since the Middle Ages, charcoal has been produced in milers.
This classic way of producing charcoal has remained to this day. In the process, wood of
different sizes is closely stacked and carefully covered with a coat of grass and a coarsegrained mineral mixture (sand, earth). This jacket significantly reduces the air supply in the
miler and prevents the wood from igniting. When the charcoal pile is finished, fuel is made to
glow at its tip. This glow then gradually spreads throughout the entire pile and starts the
charring of the wood. It takes about nine days to complete the chemical process. During this
time the charcoal burner supervises and controls the process with different methods. With the
same technology, vegetable raw materials, especially peat, can be converted into biochar.
The use of hard coal and crude oil from the late 19th century brought a change and the
economic importance of charcoal burning was reduced to a minimum. Today, charcoal itself
is mainly produced in industrial plants, often also from wood waste products, and has nothing
to do with the traditional charcoal burning craft. The carbon content of industrially produced
charcoal is lower. The black material is mostly used today for barbecuing, but in some nonEU countries it is still used in iron smelting.
In 1997, charcoal burners from several European countries joined forces in the European
Charcoal Makers Association (Europäischer Köhlerverband e.V.) in order to maintain the

1

Compare also Oswald Schoch: Von verschwundenen Waldgewerben im Nordschwarzwald. Beispiele aus dem
Oberen Enztal. Neuenbürg: Druckhaus Müller, 1994.
2
About the history of charcoal burning:
https://www.europkoehler.com/geschichte_der_koehlerei.cfm
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classic charcoal maker craft3. There are still charcoal burners in Germany that continue the
hard craft that their great-grandfathers sometimes already practiced4.
The charcoal maker Thomas Faisst from Baiersbronn5 combines the old craft with the culture
of his region, the Southern Black Forest. Interested people can learn a lot about the charcoal
burning and about the culture shaped by the forest. Thomas Faist regularly invites visitors to
his charcoal burning weeks.
For him, the event already began with the felling of the wood, which he does himself. He
needs approx. 20 cubic metres (ster) of beech wood from the winter felling for the pile, which
he builds on a clearing in the forest. After felling, the wood was cut to the length of a metre
and split into fine logs so that it could dry out well before it was used in the pile. The charcoal
maker produced a grid of wooden sticks on which he placed the fine meter wood in a circle at
tight intervals. In the middle, he fixed a few long vertical poles, which served as a fire shaft
(Quandel) for the coal pile. The wood is then covered with a layer of brushwood and hay.
This is followed by the mantle, a mixture of fine mineral material (sands, soils) and fine coal
particles from previous milers. This mixture of mineral material is called "Lösche". It must be
applied very evenly. It considerably reduces the air supply to the wood and thus enables the
carbonisation of the material without it going up in flames.

3

https://www.europkoehler.com
https://www.spiegel.de/karriere/kurioser-beruf-koehler-stellt-holzkohle-von-hand-her-a-914469.html
5
http://www.wald-kohle-kultur.de/
4
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The pile has already been completely covered with dried grass. Now the parts of the poles
protruding from the pile are sawn off. Then the covering can begin with the so-called
"Lösche". The men start with the covering at the foot of the miler and gradually work their
way up, always making sure that the material is evenly applied.

If several helpers work together, the mixture of mineral materials (Lösche) is applied in a few
hours. At the same time the work becomes a social event. Although the basic principle
certainly remains the same, each charcoal burner approaches the work a little differently and
each pile also behaves a little differently. So it never remains the same work and the charcoal
maker eagerly awaits the course of the following days.

Once the pile has been completely prepared the
lighting of the pile will take place the next day as
part of a small celebration.
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Mr. Faisst explains to his guests what he will now do to activate the pile. He also talks about a
certain self-life, which every pile develops and which has to be steered in order to achieve the
desired result, namely the charcoal. Many factors play a role, the stacking of the wood, its
type and moisture content, the weather and the wind as well as the mantle of the miler.
The charcoal maker perceives the interaction of the elements in the pile, because there are
aspects of everything: the fire in the embers, the water in the wood, the air and the earth. For
him, charcoal burning is more than just the production of charcoal; it is his philosophy, his
passion. After it has been ignited, the process in the miler lasts about nine days. During this
time he lives in the small forest hut in the clearing in order to be able to observe and steer the
glowing hill at any time.

Mr. Faisst steps into action
and starts the pile with the
inflammation of the wood
pile.
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The start is honoured with the charcoal burner's wish "Gut Brand!6 and a homemade
schnapps. As you can see from the view of the charcoal burner, the phase of precise
observation has now begun for the next three days and nights.
"What does the Meiler do? Do I have to react?", are the most important questions that will
concern him in the next days.

Again and again the small fire is stirred up, so that heat and embers develop.

6

Litterally translated with may it burn good
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Directly below the fire is the shaft, which the charcoal maker built with the help of the
embedded wooden poles during the construction of the miler. With the long rod, the embers
are pressed into this tube again and again. From here, the embers begin to spread throughout
the pile.

After approx. 30 minutes the fire is suffocated with grass and the material that covers the
miler. Soon the pile wood begins to carbonize.
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For a short time, the black heap appears like a small volcano.

But the charcoal maker knows exactly what to do. He can then regulate the burning process
with the help of charcoal pipes. These are holes with a diameter of 3 cm that are pierced at
several points on the miler. Here gases and water vapour can escape, oxygen can penetrate.
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Unwanted holes in the cladding must still be sealed with material and shovel.
Keeping an eye on his fiery coal pile, Mr. Faist can now devote himself to his guests for a
while. Like many other old professions, charcoal burning has shaped folk culture for
centuries.
In the Harz mountains the charcoal burners were known for their mystical stories, which they
apparently created during their nightly work7. On the first of May they solemnly moved out to
the nearby or distant charcoal burning places to do their craft there. They did not return to
their villages until Martini on 10th of November. The everyday life of the charcoal burners is
also sung about in a series of folk songs8.
Deeply connected to his homeland, Thomas Faist also bridges the gap between the old
charcoal burning trade and the customs of the region under the motto "Forest Coal Culture".

7

Albrecht v. Kortzfleisch: Die Kunst der schwarzen Gesellen. Köhlerei im Harz. Clausthal-Zellenfeld:
Papierflieger Verlag GmbH, 2008, S. 228 ff.
8
ders. , S. 231.
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In 2014 the charcoal-burning was included as one of the oldest handicrafts techniques of
mankind in the German UNESCO list of Intangible Cultural Heritage9.

Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer & Matthias Gessler
July 12, 2019

9

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/bundesweites-28
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The Open Air Museum "Vogtsbauernhof" in Gutach
Founded in 1964, the museum lets people immerse themselves in life in the Black Forest as it
was about 100 to 400 years ago and experience it directly with all their senses. At the same
time it preserves the rural cultural history of the Black Forest1.
Most of the historical buildings in the museum still have their typical furniture and equipment
as it really was when they were inhabited. Animal husbandry is also practised in an exemplary
manner. Traditional farm gardens in the museum complex enchant with their simple beauty.
Several traditional buildings from the Southern Black Forest were dismantled at their original
location and rebuilt true to the original on the grounds of the museum in Gutach. Only the
Vogtsbauernhof farm, built in 1612, still stands on its original location on the grounds of the
open-air museum.
In the buildings in the museum there are historical exhibitions on various topics of the region,
for example about the glass trade, traditional costumes, forestry or weaving. About 220,000
people visit the facility annually during the 7-month season.
Most of the farms in the Black Forest were built in the 16th and 17th centuries2. There are
different types of the Black Forest house. Their huge, wide hipped roofs offered a lot of space.
The whole house usually contained the necessary areas of life: the living area, storage area
and also the economic area with stables. The houses stood on cellars made of natural stone.
Some of the old buildings are decorated with impressive thatched roofs.
Depending on the materials, climate, topography and the skills of the people, different forms
of thatched house culture have developed in Germany, especially in northern Germany near
the coast, in Lower Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern.
The typical Black Forest houses were initially covered with rye straw. The roofs were
repeatedly repaired in places, so that they consisted of different patches lying on top of each
other. Later, the more resistant reed was used for the roofs. Today the material is mainly
sourced from Hungary, as the reed is protected in Germany and may not be harvested.
Furthermore, modern grain breeding leads to short stalks, which cannot be used for the
thatched roofs. For some areas of the thatched roofs in the Vogtsbauernhof museum, for
1
2

https://www.vogtsbauernhof.de/en
http://www.pro-reet.de/regionale-unterschiede.html
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example at the ridge, straw is used because of its better bendability. This straw comes from a
special cultivation by farmers of the region. Only with this special straw are the stalks long
enough to be used for thatching.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Since 2014, the craft of thatching has been included in the Federal Register of Intangible
Cultural Heritage of the German UNESCO Commission. Roofers have to complete a special
training for this3.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

3

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/reetdach
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The huge roofs of the Black Forest houses offered a lot of space for equipment,
supplies and animal husbandry.

Photo: Sandra Marek

Young women present the Bollenhut folk
costume, the most famous of all Black Forest
costumes. There are also many other Black
Forest costumes.

Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Exhibition poster of the open-air museum Vogtsbauernhof.
Photos and compilation: Eckhard Dahms

To give museum visitors an understanding of the culture of the Black Forest, more than 50
craftsmen take turns in presenting a traditional craft, such as carpenters, broom-makers or
traditional costume tailors. The museum programme is rounded off with other events.

Further information:
www.vogtsbauernhof.de

Photos: Ruth Schmelzer, Matthias Gessler, Eckhard Dahms and Sandra Marek
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
March 2020
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The Weaving
For well over 10,000 years, mankind has known the art of weaving. Different techniques and
styles of weaving are practiced depending on the availability of materials, tradition and
preferences. Especially the willows are known for their good usability for weaving. They are
flexible, durable and strong.
In 2016, the weaving was included in the Federal Register of Intangible Cultural Heritage in
Germany1.
Nowadays you can find many weavers at craft markets, for example in Iffezheim, Bühl or
Schwarzach nearby Rastatt. Here people can see how basketware and wickerwork is made
and buy a woven object, whether useful or artistic.
In Lichtenfels in Bavaria there is also a vocational school for weaving design where you can
learn the profession of weaving designer within the framework of a three-year training
course2.

At the arts and crafts market in Schwarzach (district of Rastatt)
1

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/flechthandwerk
2
https://www.faszination-flechten.de/
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At the arts and crafts market in Schwarzach (district of Rastatt)

The traditional craftsmanship of weaving presented in the Pamina Museum "Work on the
Rhine" in Elchesheim Illingen3.
3

http://www.pamina-rheinpark.org/pamina2006/de/m_elchesheim_00.html
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Weaving work shown by a basket weaver in the open-air museum Vogtsbauernhof in
Gutach4.

4

www.vogtsbauernhof.de
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At the farmers' market in Bühl, a woman demonstrates how to weave the seat of a chair.
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At the pottery market in Iffezheim a woman also demonstrates how to weave the seat of a
chair.
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A small selection of useful and beautiful basketry in the assortment of a basket weaver. Every
year in September the Lichtenfels basket market with the weaving culture festival takes place
in Lichtenfels in Bavaria. There are exhibitions, weaving courses and a lot of information
about the weaving trade from several countries5.
Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
June 2019

5

www.korbmarkt.de
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The Tradition of Glassmaking in Europe
The Historic Dorotheenhütte, a Glassworks in Wolfach in the Black Forest
Glassmaking is an ancient craft whose beginnings lie in the dark. Already 3000 years ago the
Egyptians were able to make jewellery and vessels out of glass. The fascinating material was
probably discovered by chance when sand melted into glass over a hot fire.
But it was not until the beginning of the 1st century AD that the introduction of the
glassmaker's pipe made it possible to shape the viscous, hot glass mass better, for example to
produce thinner-walled vessels1. Already in the second half of the first century the Romans
produced fine glassware with patterns by grinding, cutting and polishing2. While Cicero
mentioned glassware in a speech in 54 BC, the first glassmakers arrived much later in areas
north of the Alps, especially in northern France and the southern Netherlands3. The
development of glassmaking north of the Alps proceeded only slowly. It was not until the 4th
century, with the decline of the Roman Empire, that the first forest glassworks were built in
the Black Forest, and since the 10th/11th century, forest glassworks have been found in the
densely wooded low mountain ranges.
Forest glass was the term used to describe coarsely worked glasses with a green tint. A typical
form are drinking cups with burls. The green tint resulted from the raw materials for the glass:
Two components were needed for the production: Silica sand or silica (silicon) and sodium or
potassium carbonate. The latter were available to people in different ways depending on the
region. Sodium carbonate was found in the mineral components of beach plants, i.e. mainly in
the Mediterranean. Potassium carbonate, on the other hand, is a component of inland plants.
Accordingly, the countries north of the Alps mostly worked with potassium carbonates
contained in the ashes of burnt plants. For this purpose the ashes of trees in the low mountain
ranges were used. It gave the glasses their green tint. Only in the 17th century potash was to
be used. It provided much purer potassium carbonate than the ordinary ash, which improved
the quality of the glasses considerably. It was used for example for crystal glasses. Lime was
also one of the natural or artificially added components of the glasses in varying proportions.

1

The invention of glassblowing in the first century BC in the Syro-Palestinian region led to a remarkable change
in the use and availability of glass objects there as well. Source:
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/blow/hd_blow.htm
2
https://www.cmog.org/article/brief-history-islamic-glassmaking
3
Walter Spiegl: Die Geschichte vom Glasmachen 1550 bis 1700. 2002:8.
http://www.glas-forschung.info/pageone/pdf/cristallo.pdf
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A forest glass cup with burls, made in January 2020 from
the glassblowers at the Dorotheenhütte in Wolfach.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The development in Southern Europe was different. With the expansion of the power and
trade area of Venice, glass products were increasingly imported from the eastern
Mediterranean area, especially from Syria. There they did not use potassium carbonate for the
production of glass, but sodium carbonate from the Levantine soda. The mineral components
of plants also contained sodium carbonate, so that their ashes could be used for glass
production. The quality of these glasses surpassed the forest glasses by far.
First the Venetians imported the glasses from the Levant and sold them to many countries.
Then followed the first attempts to produce glass by themselves using cullet and raw glass
lumps from the eastern Mediterranean countries. That was easier. The beginnings of Venetian
glass art are dated to the 10th/11th century. The island of Murano, where the glassmakers did
their work, played a special role. The production and trade of glass had an important role for
the Venetians. For some time they tried to keep the secrets of glassmaking for themselves, for
example by forbidding the glassmakers to travel or to practice their profession in other cities.
The style of Levantine and Venetian glass dominated glassmaking throughout Europe.
Over the decades and centuries, the quality of glass products has been improved more and
more. Additives were found which neutralized unwanted colour casts in the glasses, which
almost always occurred due to impurities in the raw materials. Especially manganese
peroxide4 was used here. The decisive factor for the final result was always the quality of the
raw materials and their composition. The glassmakers therefore carefully guarded their
recipes. The furnaces were also improved. New techniques, such as glass grinding, found their
way into the 17th century. Gradually, glass was colored in different shades using metal oxides
and decorated with gold5.

4

Walter Spiegl: Die Geschichte vom Glasmachen 1550 bis 1700. 2002:17.
http://www.glas-forschung.info/pageone/pdf/cristallo.pdf
5
Extensive information on the history and techniques of glassmaking can be found at:
http://www.glas-forschung.info
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Often newly built glassworks did not last long. The quality was not high enough, the people
preferred the Venetian glasses, the sales were missing or the valuable raw material wood ran
out. By the end of the 14th century, 49 small forest glassworks were already operating in
Bavaria and 90 in Bohemia6. Here, too, the focus was on the low mountain ranges: the
Lusatian Mountains, the Jizera Mountains and the peripheral areas of the Krkonoše
Mountains.

Old glassworks in Silesia and Bohemia
Exhibit of the museum in the Dorotheenhütte
Wolfach

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

In the Black Forest a number of forest glassworks had also accumulated, for example Glashof
(founded before 1499), Gertrudenhof (16th century), Glashütte (17th century) or Buhlbach
(1758). A number of field names still bear witness to former glassworks locations.

Exhibit of the museum in the
Dorotheenhütte Wolfach

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

6

More inormation: Haller, Marita und Schopf, Hans: Historische Glashütten im Bayerischen Wald und im
Böhmerwald: 800 Jahre Glashüttengeschichte. Ohetaler Verlag, 1. Auflage v. 25. Mai 2018.
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The first forest glassworks were often pioneers for the following farmers. After deforestation,
the small forest glassworks moved to new locations and left the cleared land to the settlers.
The glassblowing guild was one of the most important handicrafts in the Black Forest.
Every region and every glassworks had its own special focus on glassmaking. For example,
the glassmakers from Silesia and the Bavarian Forest were known for their excellent grinders.
In Thuringia one received very filigree lamp glassworks. The former glassworks in Buhlbach
in the Black Forest produced hand-blown champagne bottles. The bottles could not stand the
pressure and many broke until a Black Forest glassmaker pressed a dent in the middle of the
bottom of the bottles. By this simple change of shape, the bottle withstood more pressure and
did not break any more. The bottle became known throughout Europe as "Buhlbacher
Schlegel".
The art of glassmaking was included in 2015 in the German UNESCO List of Intangible
Cultural Heritage under the title "Manual production of hand-blown hollow and flat glass". In
Germany there are still about 500 cultural institutions that preserve the knowledge of
glassmaking through their activities. These include the Dorotheenhütte glassworks in
Wolfach, which was founded in 19497. Today it is the only active mouth blowing glassworks
in the Black Forest. Here crystal glass is blown artistically by mouth and refined by hand.

Photo: Lilly Rausch
7

https://www.dorotheenhuette.info
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Picture (Photomontage): Roland Vogel

The Dorotheenhütte has two self-built pot furnaces for the production of its glass objects. The
concrete bucket in the furnaces is referred to as the "harbour". For about 3-4 years the
furnaces can withstand the extreme stress of continuous high temperatures. After that they are
completely dismantled and reassembled. The cooling and heating of the furnaces must be
carried out over several weeks, as they would be damaged by too rapid a change in
temperature.

Photos: Ruth Schmelzer
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Up to 5 glassblowers are required for complex glass shapes. As the processing time of the
molten glass mass is short, the operations must follow each other quickly to achieve an
optimum result.

Photo: Rebecca Werner

The thinner the glass, the faster it cools down. Approximately 550 kg of molten glass are
processed daily at the Dorotheenhütte. At about 1250°C it has the right temperature, is
viscous and clear. At the beginning the glassmaker dips his pipe into the molten glass in the
furnace and wraps it like honey around the long hollow bar.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The workpiece is coloured during the moulding process. For this purpose the glassmakers use
certain metal oxides in different colours
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The objects are rolled in the small colour particles when they
are still hot. The particles stick to the hot glass mass, melt
soon, forming waves, lines or dots. This is how the decoration
of the glass objects is created.

Skilfully the glassmaker works with gravity, turns and swivels
the glassmaker's pipe, blows into the tube from time to time
and holds the object in the furnace again and again to maintain
the correct processing temperature.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Photos: Matthias Gessler

Special tools are used to shape edges and bottoms, to attach small pieces of glass, such as
handles or knobs, to the glass object, to model slender vase necks and other shapes or to cut
off unnecessary parts.

Photo: Lilly Rausch
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Photos: Rebecca Werner

Photo: Roland Vogel

Photo: Rebecca Werner

Photo: Lilly Rausch
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Of course, waste glass is a valuable raw material and is recycled. Glass is a poor conductor of
heat, so the finished workpiece must be cooled slowly, especially if its walls are thicker. If the
outer area cools down much faster than the inner area, stress cracks can occur.
Bull's eye panes are round glass panes with a diameter of about 7-13 cm and a thickening in
the middle, the so-called navel. Although today they are also industrially produced
(centrifuged, pressed), the mouth-blown bull's eye panes are highly valued unique specimens,
which are used for window glazing. They have been used mainly for stately and clerical
buildings since about the 14th century.

Bull's eye pane manfactured in January 2020 in the Dorotheenhütte
glassworks in Wolfach

Photos: Matthias Gessler

Workshop of
the
Dorotheenhütte

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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The Dorotheenhütte team also manufactures special cups, lampshades, baptismal fonts and
much more on request. Replicas of historical or archaeological pieces are also part of their
repertoire. In 2012, for example, the glassmakers made a replica of a glass vase from an
Alemannic woman's grave discovered in Bräunlingen8.
There are only two vocational schools for glass professions in Germany: in Zwiesel in Lower
Bavaria and Illmenau in Thuringia. Nevertheless, traditional glassblowing no longer has much
in common with the modern glass industry. The advantages of the location for industrial
production today lie in good transport connections and tactile advantages with other branches
of industry, no longer in the availability of the raw material wood. The latter is no longer
needed, as melting furnaces are operated with gas. Potash and other batch components,
however, are produced synthetically. Large industrial glass furnaces produce 30 000 to 50 000
bottles for wine per hour. Glass remains an extremely valuable and versatile material that is
indispensable in everyday life, whether in the food sector, gastronomy, medicine, electronics,
architecture, automotive industry, chemistry, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, plastics and textile
industry, research and technology.

A collection of objects made of or
with glass can be found in the
museum of the Dorotheenhütte in
Wolfach.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

When visiting the Dorotheenhütte in Wolfach, those interested can obtain extensive
information about the history and production of glass in the glass museum. A look into the
workshop of the glassworks shows how the glass is further refined, i.e. cut, polished and/or
engraved.
8

https://www.dorotheenhuette.info/presse/presseberichte
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Glass museum Dorotheenhütte Wolfach
Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Glass museum Dorotheenhütte Wolfach
Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
20. January 20, 2020
Photos: Matthias Gessler, Lilly Rausch, Ruth Schmelzer,
Roland Vogel, Michael Weih, Rebecca Werner
All photographs were taken in the Dorotheenhütte glassworks in Wolfach/Black Forest.
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Amateur Theatre in Germany:
The Wasenbühne in Lichtenau-Scherzheim
There has been theatre since ancient times and on all continents of the world. From the
Middle Ages there are reports of church theatrical performances that brought the Christian
message closer to the people. More and more a folk theatre developed, which practiced the
artistic representation independently of the Christian contents. Only at the beginning of
modern times, around the 16th century, professional theatre emerged1. Since the beginning of
the 20th century, Germany has experienced a significant increase in non-professional theatre
with the founding of natural and open-air theatres. Today it is mainly different associations
that practice theatre plays as an additional activity, usually as folk theatre in dialect.
The amateur theatres are organised in the Bund Deutscher Amateur Theater2. Many links to
international, European and German institutions that deal with the topic of amateur theatre or
are amateur theatres can be found on the homepage Amateur Theatre Online3.
Since 1978, amateur theatre has also been an integral part of the community in LichtenauScherzheim. First the theatre team had organized the performances together with several
associations. For more than 10 years, the pastor and the church youth organised the catering
during the theatre performances. Finally, in 2004, the committed amateurs founded their own
association, the Wasenbühne Scherzheim.
Since then a performance of the Wasenbühne has always been organized together with other
associations. These associations provide logistics and catering, while the stage work is carried
out by the theatre people. The Wasenbühne works exclusively with
associations that also practice youth work. Because young people
are very important to them for their theatre. The Wasenbühne
Association currently has 28 members and, in contrast to
professional theatres, is carried out exclusively on an honorary
basis. The focus here is not on the acquisition of money, but on
artistic and cultural activities, on one's own joy and that of the

1

More about the history of european theatre: Brauneck, Manfred: Die Welt als Bühne. Geschichte des
europäischen Theaters. Verlag Metzler, Stuttgart, Bd. I-V
More about the history of international theatre: Brockett G. Oscar, Franklin J. Hildy, 2007: History of the
Theatre. Pearson Verlag. 10th edition.
2
https://bdat.info
3
http://www.amateurtheater-online.de
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audience. Generally, amateur theatres are very well attended. They have a very positive social
effect on people.
The entrance fees for the theatre performances are divided between the two associations
involved in a performance. The Wasenbühne team needs financial means for its expenses, for
example performance rights, theatre publishing, insurance, theatre books, stage design and
others. Nevertheless, the actors try to keep the entrance fee affordable for everyone. A ticket
for the performance costs a maximum of 7 euros.
In 2019 the theatre ensemble selected the comedy "D´schwarze Katz4" in three acts by Freddy
Willenbucher. The latter was born in 1922 in Mulhouse in the department Haut-Rhin in
France and died in 2009. He was an Alsatian actor who also wrote several plays by himself.
25 years ago the ensemble in Scherzheim had already performed this play once and informed
Willenbucher about it. They promptly received three more plays from him. The comedy "D'
schwarze Katz" is spoken in Alsatian dialect, which the people from the border region to
France still understand well and which gives the theatre an additional charm.
The play is performed at various locations in the region, for example in Scherzheim,
Oberachern, Schwarzach, Ulm and Großschiltach.

4

The black cat
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After a very entertaining performance of more than two hours with a lot of laughter, tension
and surprises, the ensemble is happy about the thunderous applause of the 300 spectators.
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Text and photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
November 2, 2019
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Carol Singers
Today the carol singers action is the biggest solidarity action of children for children
worldwide. The action exist since 1959, but the custom is going much further back. The carol
singers occured in the 16th century. The custom appeared for example in Norway in 1563.
Disguised as the the Three Wise Men, the groups move from house to house in January, sing a
hymn song, bless the houses with incense and the signs "20 * C + M + B + 19" and collect
money for charitable purposes. The blessing "20 * C + M + B + 19", which the children write
in chalk on the front door of the houses, does not stand for the names of the kings "Caspar,
Melchior and Balthasar". It is the Latin abbreviation for "Christ mansionem benedicat", which
in English means "Christ bless this house". The star represents the star of Bethlehem, which
the astrologers followed on their way to the stable at Bethlehem. The three crosses are
blessing signs: in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. The numbers indicate
the respective year.
The Carol Singers were first mentioned in the Bible in the gospel of Matthew 2,1 as the wise
men or biblical astrologers coming from the East. From the 6th century, the three wise men
became Caspar, Melchior and Balthasar with their presents gold, frankincense and myrrh for
the Christ child. Early on, the singing of the carol singers was combined with the request for
donations, especially money. But singing was sometimes banned in some countries, because it
was associated with begging and noise.
Nowadays in Germany hundreds of thousands of Carol singers each year collect donations for
charitable projects, which are determined annually by the Catholic Church. In 2019 the action
was dedicated to the disabled children in Peru.
In Germany, the action is organized by the children's mission "Die Sternsinger" and the
Federation of German Catholic Youth (BDKJ). Countless adult volunteers, children and
young people are committed to this action every year.
In 2019, the Catholic community in Baden-Baden Ebersteinburg participated in the action.
The two voluntary supervisors first organized a meeting in November with children who were
interested in the action. Here in the village, the information spread mainly through informal
ways, because many residents know each other, according to the supervisor. As a result,
always enough Carol singers can be found. Before the actual action, a second appointment
took place, at which the children received instructions. The costumes were made in the past
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year with the help of an accomplished seamstress, who came as a refugee from Iraq. The
materials were organized by a donation call in the village.
Before the children move in groups through the village and bless house after house, they
themselves receive the blessing of a Catholic pastor.

The children line up in front of the church St. Antonius in Ebersteinburg to receive the priest's
blessing. The two caregivers are also present.

The star singers are equipped with a self made golden star and the gifts of the Three Wise
Men, namely incense, gold and myrrh. They also need chalk to write the blessing for the
house on the door frame. The donation boxes are also a part of their equipment. Since the
beginning of the aid campaign in 1959, young volunteers in the whole world collected more
than one billion euros for aid projects.
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Additionally to the donated money, the children often get some sweets from the people.

In 2015, carol singing was included in the list of intangible cultural heritage of the German
Commission for UNESCO1.
Text and pictures from Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
January 5, 2019

1

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/sternsingen
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Naturopathy
Where Modern Healing Practice is based on Ancient Knowledge
Several naturopathic procedures in Europe are already mentioned in the writings of
Hippocrates, which originated between 500 before and 200 after Christ1. Already here, nature
was understood as a life force and as a healing power. Nature could heal, while the doctor
acted only as a mediator.
The emergence of modern orthodox medicine led in the 19th century to a more or less
separate development of the traditional naturopathic approach. Natural medicine includes
homeopathy, which was developed by the German physician Samuel Hahnemann2 at the
beginning of the 19th century. Even then an interdisciplinary approach proved successful: he
practiced as a doctor, chemist, translator and writer, lived in different northern and central
German cities, but also for a while in Romania and Vienna and at the end of his life in Paris.
He translated a number of mainly medical, chemical and pharmaceutical literature from
English and French into German, including the two-volume pharmacology of the Scot
William Cullen.
Hahnemann developed the homeopathic healing principle, according to which "similar with
similar"3 could be cured. He had discovered, even in his own experiments with cinchona bark,
that a natural substance can produce the same symptoms of a disease on which it also has
healing effects. For example, cinchona bark has a curative effect on intermittent fever. In
repeated self-experiments Hahnemann had discovered that chinchona bark can develop all the
symptoms of intermittent fever, but no actual fever. A homeopathic remedy is thus used
against exactly the symptoms that the remedy causes in a healthy person. He experimented
with strong dilutions or homeopthic potencies, which produce special effects4. Based on the
principle of simile Hahnemann finally published in 1810 his fundamental work on
homeopathy5. The considerably revised and supplemented work has remained until today the
theoretical work of homeopathy. Even during Hahnemann's lifetime, homeopathy became
1

https://www.naturheilkunde.de/magazin/geschichte-der-naturheilkunde.html
Robert Jütte: Samuel Hahnemann, Begründer der Homöopathie. dtv, München 2005.
3
similia similibus curentur
4
Today there are studies that prove these different effects at different potencies. For example, a D3 dilution
corresponds to the concentration of thyroid hormone in the blood. According to this, the body knows very fine
stimuli as an endogenous principle.
https://www.dhu.de/unternehmen/wissenswertes/faq-zur-homoeopathie.html
5
Organon der rationellen Heilkunde; later issues: Organon der Heilkunst
2
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known far beyond the borders of Germany and his works were translated into other languages.
For example, the French public health system recognized homeopathy in 19656. Homeopathic
doctors have been practicing in England since the 1830s. Even the royal family supports this
form of therapy. Homeopathy has long been part of naturopathic treatment in other European
countries such as the Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, Spain, Italy and Greece. In Russia
and Ukraine, homeopathy was only recognized by the state in 1991. With homeopathic
remedies, the body's own healing powers are stimulated. It is only about 30 years since
homeopathy has been further researched and modern studies are being carried out. There is no
doubt that homeopathic remedies have an effect on humans7.
However, naturopathy experienced ups and downs in the fight for its existence in addition to
the steadily developing conventional medicine.
In 1930 there were about 14,000 non-medical therapists8 and numerous health clubs in
Germany, such as the "Hahnemann Bund", "Kneipp Bund", "Schüssler Bund" or
"Prießnitzbund". The general interest in naturopathic topics was enormous at that time. In
1939 the law on naturopathy has been adopted, which contained a complete blocking of new
practitioners as well as a prohibition of the training centers for naturopathic procedures. It was
a serious incision. All non-medical practitioner associations were dissolved and forcibly
merged into the "Heilpraktikerbund Deutschlands". It was not until 1966 that a decision of the
Federal Administrative Court stated that the structure of the 1935 law on naturopathy had
changed with the entry into force of the German Basic Law. The non-medical practitioners in
Germany have been able to develop again since then. Today there exist a specialist
association of the german non-medical practitioners (Fachverband Deutscher Heilpraktiker
e.V. 9 ) and state associations.
Nowadays there are approximately 360,000 working physicians in Germany and
approximately 35,000 of them have a naturopathic or complementary medical qualification.
About as many alternative practitioners work in Germany10. The Heilpraktikergesetz regulates
their professional practice.

6

http://www.igm-bosch.de/content/language1/html/12932.asp
https://www.dhu.de/unternehmen/wissenswertes/faq-zur-homoeopathie.html
8
https://www.heilpraktiker.org/geschichte-der-naturheilkunde
9
https://www.heilpraktiker.org
10
https://www.naturheilkunde.de/magazin/geschichte-der-naturheilkunde.html
7
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The effectiveness of many traditional naturopathic healing methods has been able to
withstand scientific criteria. Often, however, the lack of scientifically recognized evidence of
the medical effectiveness of a naturopathic form of therapy is criticized by conventional
medicine. An increased constructive exchange between orthodox medicine and naturopathic
practitioners is desirable against the background of the ever-widening boundaries of
conventional medicine.
The naturopathic remedies and procedures include not only the use of medicinal plants but
also hydrotherapy, which is based on applications with water. Its roots go back to antiquity.
Thus it is proven that the Roman honorary citizen Antonius Musa 23 BC. could successfully
treat the Emperor Augustus with cold baths. Especially the Lower Silesian doctors Siegmund
Hahn (1664-1742) and his son Johann Siegmund Hahn (1696-1773), as well as the vicar
Sebastian Kneipp (1821-1897), made a special contribution to hydrotherapy. In 1899, the spa
physician and naturopath Wilhelm Winternitz became the first professor of hydrotherapy at
the University of Vienna. In 1848, Vinzenz Prießnietz had called the combination of exercise
therapy, air-bath and water applications as well as simple mixed diet for the first time as
naturopathy. The holistic view of man in natural medicine therefore also includes his diet and
exercise. This holistic approach of alternative practitioners contrasts with the conventional
medical approach of symptomatic treatment.
Modern Naturopaths and naturopathic practitioners in Germany can use also other, traditional
naturopathic procedures, for example, the spagyric and the Bach Flower Therapy. The latter
was developed in the 1930s by the British doctor Edward Bach (1886-1936) and is used as an
alternative medicine method in many other countries around the world.
On the other hand there is the spagyric11, which goes back to Theophrastus of Hohenheim
(1493-1541), better known as Paracelsus. This involves the production of medicines by means
of alchemical processes. In principle, it is achieved by separating and rejoining of plants,
mineral or animal substances, which increase the healing effect. Important processes are
distillation, maceration and calcination. Today Spagyrika are offered as ready-made
substances by different companies. There are six different manufacturing processes, which are

11

Helmut Gebelein: Alchemie. Sonderausgabe. Hugendubel, Kreuzlingen u. a. 2000, (Diederichs Gelbe Reihe,
Europa 165) .
Daniel Hornfisher: Löwe und Phönix. Das große Handbuch der praktischen Spagyrik und Alchemie.
Gerald Bauer: Spagyrik nach Dr. Zimpel, Mediengruppe Oberfranken; 1. Auflage 2014
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listed in the Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia (Homöopathisches Arzneibuch) as standardized
manufacturing regulations.

Cupping is one of the oldest naturopathic therapies that is still used all over the world today.
Already 3300 BC the therapy was used in Mesopotamia and later in classical antiquity. By
means of the cupping glasses, a negative pressure on the skin is produced on certain parts of
the body, which has a healing effect.

The self-blood therapy was used 5000 years ago in China and gradually spread from there to
the West. This principle has also proven itself in natural medicine today. In self-blood
therapy, the patient is drawn from the blood and injected again with or without additives. In
principle, this is intended to stimulate the body's self-healing powers.
Phytotherapy, the treatment with plants, has accompanied humanity for millennia on all
continents and is still an indispensable and comprehensive part of naturopathic therapies.
More and more, an international intertwining of naturopathic therapies and approaches is
recognizable. Since longer time, European naturopathic practitioners have used methods from
traditional Chinese medicine or Indian Ayurveda or else.
Accordingly, at the 52nd non-medical health practitioners congress in Baden-Baden, one of
the most important and oldest of these congresses, a variety of tried-and-tested, but also more
modern therapeutic approaches were presented or mediated through workshops and seminars.
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By taking up topics such as the strengthening of the immune system or naturopathic
alternatives to increased antibiotic resistances, naturopathy meets the modern challenges with
a multitude of possibilities.

Dietmar Falkenberg,
Chairman of the
Medical naturopathic
practitioners in
Baden-Württemberg.
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Against the background of increasingly proven effectiveness of naturopathic methods and
supported by the considerable interest of the population, the chairman of the regional
association Baden-Württemberg (Landesverband Baden-Württemberg e.V.) 12 wishes a
constructive communication between naturopathy and orthodox medicine.

Numerous companies offering naturopathic medicines and therapies are represented at the
congress in Baden-Baden. Some of them are traditional companies, such as the company
DHU (German Homeopathic Union)13, whose history began in 1866 in Leipzig, when doctor
Willmar Schwabe founded the company and began with the production and distribution of
homeopathic remedies and Schuessler salts. Today the company, based in Karlsruhe, is a
global player. The working instructions for the proper production of homeopathic medicines
had been meticulously documented and are still practiced.

12
13

https://www.fdh-bw.de/unser-verband/vorstaende
https://www.schwabe.de
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The visit of a nun at the congress reminds on the
tradition of the monastery gardens, in which medicinal
herbs have been planted since ancient times.
The term "monastery medicine" refers to the medicine,
which was prepared by monks from the 6th to the 12th
century. It was mainly herbal medicine.

The international interweaving of well-tried traditions
with very different approaches increased the therapeutic
possibilities in natural medicine.
An example of a traditional natural medicine that was
developed outside Europe is the Tibetan medicine
presented at the congress. It is based on a teaching that
has been practiced throughout the Himalayan region
since the 8th century.

Echinacea, or purple coneflower, is today an
indispensable part of natural medicine. The effectiveness
of the well known herb, which is used especially against
colds, has been proven in studies. However, the herb was
unknown in Europe to the healers and doctors of the
Middle Ages. The Indians used Echinacea as a medicinal
plant until it finally found its way to Europe in the 19th
century.
Naturopathy provides an excellent example of a long-lived tradition in Europe and beyond.
Text and Photos from Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
May 3, 2019
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Woodcarving - a long Tradition of Craftsmanship in many Cultures
Wood carving is an art of craftsmanship that is practised in many countries. Hundreds of
years ago toys were carved out of wood for children. Many themes of daily life and also
religious life are represented by wood carving, be it Jesus on the cross, the Virgin Mary,
carved angels, figures and cribs or also Christmas decorations, coats of arms, animal figures
and masks.
Traditionally the wood is worked manually with knives, carving irons and other sharp tools.
Recently, chainsaws have also been used for this purpose. Spoon makers also mastered the art
of carving. Although today CAD-controlled copy milling machines can also produce a
wooden figure, it is still the arts and crafts that fascinate people.
At the pottery market in Iffezheim, this wood carver from Poland gives visitors an insight into
his craft activities. The wood carver works his work carefully with knock wood and carving
iron.
He use lime wood, which is particularly suitable for fine woodwork, for example, for the
wooden masks of the Alemannic carnival.

A woodcarver at the pottery market in Iffezheim

It can also be carved with other materials such as animal bones, ivory, ice or vegetables.
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The woodcarver at the pottery market in Iffezheim

This woodcarver uses not only traditional tools but also the chainsaw to work on his wooden
objects. The artistic shaping of wood with a chainsaw is becoming increasingly widespread.
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A woodcarver at the arts and crafts market in schwarzach near rastatt
Text and Photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
June 6, 2019
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Arts and Crafts: the Production of Wooden Masks for the Swabian-Alemannic Carnival
The traditional figures of the Swabian-Alemannic carnival usually wear elaborately crafted
wooden masks, also known as "larves" or "schemes". Together with the masks the people
wear suitable costumes, which are called "Häs". The carnival tradition can be found in large
parts of the Black Forest, especially in the South. Here you can also find some woodcarvers,
who make every single wooden mask artistically by hand and paint it afterwards. The carnival
masks of some regions are characterized by the typical style of the local woodcarver working
here. In Gernsbach-Scheuern it is Ludwig Merkel, who already took over this craft in 1985
from an old mask carver from the nearby village Gaggenau-Hörden. The trained carpenter has
always been enthusiastic about working with wood, but he only dared to venture slowly into
artistic carving. A carving course at the adult education centre gave the decisive impulse to
get started: he carved his first work, the St. Florian.

The first carnival mask made by Ludwig Merkel was the "Fürig
Barthel1", which belongs to one of the oldest groups of wooden masks
in the Murgtal valley. The name of this mask is based on an old legend2.
He made many more masks and over the years the craftsman refined his
technique.

1
2

It is in the local dialect and means the fiery Barthel
http://www.fuerig-barthel.de
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Nevertheless, it takes a lot of time for each mask until it is ready. Several steps are necessary
to make the masks durable. Nevertheless it happens again and again that a mask must be
repaired. For the production of the masks the woodcarver uses only lime wood, because this
can be worked as finely as it is necessary for the masks.

The wooden
mask is crafted
in defined work
steps

The Swabian-Alemannic carnival figures unite in fool's guilds. The members of a fool guild
almost always wear the same costumes, for example as witches or demons. Therefore the
mask carver usually works out the same wooden mask many times. He carefully keeps the
patterns and specifications for each individual mask he has ever made.
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Each fool guild or wooden mask group has its own special mask, which is only allowed to be
worn by this group. This unwritten law is carefully observed by the mask carver, who checks
every order for a mask carefully. Only the mask of the Domino is not reserved for any guild.
This mask is an old one of the Murgtal that can be found between Forbach and Hörden.

For the figure of the Domino there exist different colour combinations of the
corresponding costume. The small figure in the photo shows the typical
combination in red and black.
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And of course the mask carver also has his own "scheme"...

Ludwig Merkel carves also his
own ideas. In the photo you can
see a very successful green witch
mask, designed by Ludwig Merkel
himself.

Text and Photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
February 16, 2019
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Historical Music Instruments of the Instrument Maker Franz Schwörer

Franz Schwörer, a trained machine fitter, discovered his
passion for wooden instruments at a young age. From an old
instrument maker from Freiburg he acquired his first
knowledge about the making of instruments and so he built
himself a guitar which still adorns his workshop.

Step by step he expanded his knowledge, mostly as an autodidact. He discovered old
instruments and started to rebuild them. Some of them, like the nyckelharpa, psalter or hurdy
gurdy, he plays in the music group "Vetterliswirtschaft"1.
Franz Schwörer begins with his explanations of instrument making, saying that the choice of
wood is particularly important for the construction of a high-quality music instrument. Spruce
wood is an excellent choice for the lid of a resonating body as sound or resonance wood. The
spruce should have grown as slowly and evenly as possible, so that the annual rings of the
wood are also even and thus pick up and amplify the string tones well.

Experts can test a spruce by
drilling or tapping it. When
knocking on the cut spruce wood
plate, you can hear the good
resonance characteristics.

1

https://www.vetterliswirtschaft.de
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High-quality resonance spruce wood grows especially in higher
mountain areas, e.g. in the Black Forest. The spruce wood for the
instruments is sawn out of the trunk like pieces of cake.

Always two pieces of "cake"
lying next to each other are joined
together to form a wooden lid for
an instrument. In this way, the
tree's annual rings fit together
exactly and provide a good
vibration.

The large forests in Lechgau favoured the birth of Europe's first instrument making school in
Füssen around 1550. The most talented master pupils emigrated to Italy, France and Bohemia,
where new centres of instrument making were established.2
Franz Schwörer built his first hurdy gurdy with the
resonating body of a guitar.
The hurdy gurdy is a very old instrument, which was
played in many European countries in different versions.
The earliest known depictions of a hurdy gurdy date back
to the 12th century. The stringed instrument does not have
a bow, because the strings are mechanically gripped and
bowed. The strings can be made to sound with the string
wheel, which is half visible in the body of the hurdy
gurdy. There are different types of the instrument, for
example from France, Hungary, Poland, Ukraine or Spain.
In France the hurdy gurdy was even a court instrument, whereas it was otherwise considered
an instrument of the common people.
2

http://www.proholz.at/zuschnitt/12/hoelzer-im-musikinstrumentenbau
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To build a wooden instrument you need a form. The side walls of the instrument, the rib, are
worked around it. Then the bottom, lid and other parts of the instrument are built.

Special tools are required for the construction of wooden instruments. For example,
measuring the very fine thicknesses of the wood panels used for ceilings and floors of the
instruments is only possible with a special thickness gauge.
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Fine planes are
used for the
final polishing
of the
instruments.

Using the example of a lute body (lute shell) with light sapwood and dark heartwood of a
yew, Franz Schwörer explains how sound bodies can be built with different woods.

Gluing is done with bone or fish glue. These types of glue have the
property that the glued pieces can be removed with heat and some
moisture. This is especially important for repairs. If the individual parts of
a high-quality, handmade wooden instrument would no longer be
separable, a repair would be impossible.
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1:1 scale plans for instrument making

One of the instruments built by Franz
Schwörer is a psalter, also called
psalterspiel or psalterium. The
instrument is regarded as a preliminary
stage of the zither, harp and other
instruments. A psalter can have very
different forms. The instrument came to
Europe around the first half of the 13th
century. psalter can be plucked, struck
and also bowed (string psaltery).

A klaviziterium is similar to an upright spinet and the
harpsichord. The notes are plucked with the keys as with the
harpsichord, not struck as with the piano. The oldest
surviving clavicytherium from about 1470 probably comes
from Ulm. It is located in London at the Royal College of
Music3.
In contrast to the piano, the touch of the keys with which the
strings are plucked has no influence on the volume of the
sound.

3

https://www.rcm.ac.uk
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Another historical instrument is the dulcimer, especially the Appalachian Mountain dulcimer,
that is related to the European scheitholt. The dulcimer had been taken overseas by emigrants
from Europe, where it was further developed. Related instruments are the Swedish hummel,
the French Èpinette des Vosges and the Norwegian langeleik. In the 60s and 70s the dulcimer
was rediscovered mainly by the folk movement. It is also popular for medieval or country
music.

Franz Schwörer used dark cherry wood for his dulcimer. The lid is made of spruce wood. A
very nice wood for making instruments is also plum wood. Maple wood is a material that is
often used in violin making.
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The viola da gamba, which he presents next, is made
of maple, plum and spruce wood. The name "viola
da gamba" can be translated as knee violin or leg
violin. The instrument is placed on the legs to be
played with a bow. The name applies to an entire
family of historical string instruments.
The viols probably originated in the 15th century in
Spain. Until the 18th century the viols were played
in many European countries, for example in Italy,
France, England and Germany, until they were
replaced by the violoncello and double bass.
However, the instrument experienced a Renessaince
and is still played today.

A rather idiosyncratic instrument is the trumscheit.
The stringed instrument appeared on pictures in
France as early as the 12th to 14th centuries.
Probably the instrument is a further development of
the so-called monochord, which was already used by
the Greeks in antiquity4.
The approx. 2 meter long instrument has only one
gut string, which is played with a bow at certain
positions. The sound of the trumscheit is said to be
reminiscent of that of a brass instrument, such as a
trumpet. An alternative to the bow is the beating,
with which one can produce tones as an
accompanying instrument.

4

http://www.museum-lissberg.de/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/das-trumscheit-ina-lemm.pdf
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The nyckelharpa is already
known since the Middle Ages.
It has been found mainly in
Sweden, but also in Denmark,
Germany, Austria and Italy.
The name nyckelharpa is
Swedish and literally means
"key harp". The strings of the
stringed instrument are
shortened mechanically using
keys.

After Franz Schwörer had
collected information and seen
a hurdy gurdy in a museum in
Munich, he built different
types of this instrument.
The box hurdy gurdy
(Kastenleier) is a small, rather
simple edition of the hurdy
gurdy.
The instrument has a wheel
that is turned with a crank and
plays the strings like an endless
violin bow. You can even
create a rhythm with the buzz
string.
The first illustration of the instrument was found in Santiago di Compostella around 1000
A.D. Since then the hurdy gurdy has evolved into many different versions.
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Even the metal crank of this instrument was made by Franz Schwörer himself.

The different types of hurdy gurdies reflect their wide distribution and use over centuries.
Today the alto hurdy gurdy, which was developed since the 1980s, is often used.
With his unique collection of self-made wooden instruments, Franz Schwörer represents a
valuable European cultural asset and bridge that unites peoples: music.
Text and photos: Matthias Gessler und Ruth Schmelzer
May 7, 2019
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Women from the Association Medicus Lichtenau e.V. make Straw Shoes.
The women of the Medicus culture- and home association in Lichtenau meet once a week to
work together. They produce straw shoes according an old tradition. Their raw material is
mainly the leaves around the corncobs. In autumn the farmer brought them a cart with
corncobs from the village and the women removed the leaves. This is also called "laifeln".
The peeled corncobs were returned to the farmer.

For the wooden shoes you need a bent needle,
strong thread, a sole and finally a fabric to cover
the inside of the shoe.

The wooden shoe tree is first covered with
fabric.

Then the women sew 7-9 meter long braids of maize leaves around the shoe tree.
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The shoe gets a small wooden heel and a sole, finished!

Each shoe is unique, a small masterpiece, which is extremely comfortable, very warm and
robust and almost only made of cheap natural materials.
The traditional craft of making straw shoes is hardly practiced anymore. Nevertheless, people
conscious of tradition are rediscovering the value of this handicraft, which was made by
farmers in the wintertime.

In the basket are the small leaves from
the corncobs. They are the raw material
for straw shoes. However, the shoes can
also be made from other materials, such
as coarser rye straw.
The corncob leaves can be processed
comparatively finely. The women braid
long braids from them, which are then
artfully sewn together as shoes.
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On the table there are some straw shoes that are almost finished. Finally, the edges of the
shoes are sewn with fabric. For the women the meeting is of course also a nice opportunity to
meet each other, drink a cup of coffee and eat homemade cake.

The finished straw shoe gets a sole at the end. This is glued to the shoe with special glue and
old presses, some of which the women received from old attic stocks.
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Altogether the women need 20 hours manual work till the sandals are ready. The witches
from the swabian-alemannic carnival often wear such straw sandals. But they are also
excellent home slippers for everybody.

Text and photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
January 21, 2019
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A Short Introduction to the Black Art
Printing itself is already a very old technique that people practiced in ancient
times, for example with stamps. Since the 4th century A.D. the so-called
"Zeugdrucke" were printed on fabric or playing cards with wooden models.
Medieval book covers were printed with metal stamps. The artistic and at the
same time laborious production of handwritten books made the written word
extremely precious and rare.
With the invention of printing by Johannes Gutenberg, the situation changed
fundamentally. Suddenly the written word and thus knowledge became
accessible to far more people than ever before. Johannes Gutenberg had
managed to use a system of several inventions to direct book printing towards
the mechanical reproduction of texts. First he made single letters from an alloy
of lead, tin, antimony and some bismuth using a specially developed hand
casting instrument. These single letters could finally be combined to words and
whole texts. The demand for a beautiful, even typeface led to the choice and
elaboration of the font. Supported by a carpenter, Gutenberg built the printing
press according to the model of a wine press. The paper sheet to be printed was
held exactly in position with fixing points. A printing ink with the appropriate
properties also had to be created. Printing was done on expensive handmade
paper or parchment.
This method has essentially been used for centuries. It was only with the start of
digitalisation that the Black Art, as the guild liked to call itself, was completely
replaced by modern digital processes. The advantages of digital technology
cannot be denied: starting with the considerable reduction of the material
required, more extensive design possibilities, less work to the point of
significantly greater protection of people and the environment. Not seldom the
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typesetters received a monthly quota of milk to keep their lead poisoning in
check.
Black Art, however, is responsible for the fact that it was only through it that
more knowledge was recorded in writing and, above all, made accessible to a
large readership. Against this background the Black Art contributed
considerably to opening the way to a new era.
The Typesetter in the Twentieth Century

The work of a typesetter in the twentieth century
started with the preparation of a manuscript.
From this manuscript he had to produce a
finished template for printing. For typesetting,
fonts, font size and design had to be selected.

In lead typesetting, the letters are set from left to right, mirror-inverted and upside down.
The typesetter uses an angle hook into which he places the individual letters.

In order to be able to take the small letters
out of the set case and place them in the
angle hook, he uses special tweezers with
wooden tips. The latter prevents damage to
the letters as the wood is softer than metal.

Each type case contains one typeface in different font sizes, arranged according to a specific
system. Of course, the typesetter knows exactly where to find the respective letters and can
usually blindly grasp the correct box to fetch the letter he is looking for. The more common
letters are in the larger compartments. So-called blind material, that is non-printing material,
is also used to fill each lead type completely.
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Sometimes he needs a typesetter reamer, for
example, to get closely arranged letters out
of the typeface box or to make corrections.
As in the picture, typesetting awls could first
be placed on the worktable with the tip
pointing upwards. Soon, however, due to the
risk of injury, only round wooden handles
were used so that the awl could no longer be
placed vertically.
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Once the line in the angle hook is complete, it can be brought into a setting ship. There are
different typesetting ships. They have an edge on three sides. Over the open side the lead set
for the next operation can be pushed out.

The vertical distance of lines could be adjusted with a certain blind material, the Regletten.
This vertical line spacing is called "Interlinea" oder "leading".
EliCCon-Project

Interlinea

EliCCon-Project
The interleaved sentence is distinguished from the compressive block sentence without
interleaved lines1. Spaces between words were filled with so-called spatien.
The finished typesetting is still in the typesetting ship. Now it can be tied together with a cord.

1

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeilendurchschuss
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Fixed in this way, the typesetting can be easily stored without the letters falling apart.

For printing, the cord
or column cord is
removed and the
typesetting is fixed in
a frame.
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The conscientious typesetter uses a rubber hammer and tapping wood to check whether all the
letters are in the correct position. If necessary, the letters are corrected accordingly. If the
blind material slides upward too far and also prints, the typesetters call this a spit2.

The typesetting is fixed in the printing press. Now you can print on paper with the appropriate
printer ink.

2

There is a pronounced technical jargon among the typesetters that can be found at : Wolfgang Hendlmeier and
Ruth Koser-Michaels: Jägerlatein der Schwarzen Kunst: A cheerful textbook for the typographical layman's
handling of typesetters and printers. Hanseatic Publishing House, Frankfurt: 1991.
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The print for the EliCCon-Project is ready!

Text and pictures: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
June 22, 2019
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The Gautschen - An Initiation Rite of the Printers
Johannes Gensfleisch from Mainz invented the process of modern typesetting in the middle of
the 15th century. This included a whole series of individual inventions, such as movable metal
letters, black ink and a printing press. Johannes Gutenberg, as he called himself after the name
of his birthplace, made individual letters with which he could combine texts as he liked. This
meant that the laborious process of copying the text by hand could largely be avoided. His
most important work was the Gutenberg Bible, also called the 42-line Bible after its typeface.
He had artfully created the typefaces according to the models of the most beautiful monk's
manuscripts.
The process expanded around 1460 in Germany and throughout Europe, until it was finally
used all over the world in the 19th century.
Gutenberg's invention revolutionized the written word and the dissemination of knowledge.
While previously only a few people had access to handwritten texts, simple reproduction now
made it possible to disseminate the written word and thus knowledge widely.
"By the year 1500, some 40,000 different books had been printed in 10 million copies in 260
places in Europe. There were cities with 30 to 50 printing works; in Venice there were as
many as 151 by the year 1500." 1
Gutenberg was almost forgotten over the centuries. But in 1640 the printers of Mainz
celebrated Saint John's Day in his memory and made the festival a tradition. The librarian
Johann David Köhler from Göttingen remembered the revolutionary inventor with his book
"Ehrenrettung Gutenberg" ("Rescuing Gutenberg's honour"). The Gutenberg Museum in
Mainz2 is dedicated to his person and above all to his work. On February 3, 1468, Gutenberg
died in his hometown of Mainz.
The "Black Art", as the printers are commonly called, quickly developed into an influential
and respected craft. In their early days, the printers, as representatives of a mysterious art,
were still equal in prestige to the magicians3. They refined their art, developed many different
typefaces and creative possibilities for printing. They knew how much the design of the print

1

Rudolf H. Schulz (Ed.): Polygraph Jahrbuch 1968. Frankfurt, Polygraph Verlag, 1967, S. 49.
http://www.gutenberg.de/gutenberg-museum
3
Wolfgang Hendlmeier (Ed.): Jägerlatein der Schwarzen Kunst. Bremen, Hanseatische Verlagsanstalt GmbH,
1991 (3. Aufl.), S. 31.
2
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and thus the visual perception can also influence the content. The later work "AugenBlick",
published in 1968, is dedicated to this theme. 4
Although expanded with new typefaces, Gutenberg's method of letterpress printing continued
until about 19305. Then the " Black Art " was replaced by digital printing.
An old tradition of the typesetters and printers that can be traced back to the 16th century is
still continued today by many modern members of the Black Art, the media designers: it is the
so-called Gautschen. Especially in Mainz, where Gutenberg was born and died, the ceremony
is still particularly impressive. The master of Gautschen welcomes all those present in his
historical cloak.

On a stage on Liebfrauenplatz on St. John's night Saturday, a large wooden barrel is filled
with cold water.

4

Roman Fink, Anton Stankowski: AugenBlick. Ein Bilderbuch vom Sehen und Drucken. Stuttgart, Chr. Belser
Verlag, 1968.
5
Zur Geschichte des Buchdrucks vgl. Claus Walther Gerhardt: Geschichte der Druckverfahren. Teil I+II. Der
Buchdruck. Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann Verlag, 1975.
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Numerous spectators have come to attend the traditional ceremony.
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The experienced professionals are already looking forward to the newcomers who will receive
their debut after successfully completing their training.
The powerful members of the Black Art pack the guild newcomers and dive them vigorously
into the water several times. This symbolizes the purification from the sins of the apprentice
years and the liberation from lead dust..
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A large sponge, with which the newcomers are additionally "washed", must not be missing.
In the past it was the journeymen of the book printers, today it is the young men and women
in the field of media design or from the paper industry who are dipped into the water tub after
completing their apprenticeship.
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Dressed in a historical costume, the master of the ceremony
(Gautschmeister) awards the honorary letter of Gautschen
(Ehrengautschbrief) of Mainz.

At the end the ceremony of acquittal takes place, in which the couch master demands the oath
of allegiance for the guild from the newcomers as in old times and at the same time asks the
experienced members of the guild to accept the newcomers duly.

The ceremony in Mainz is watched by thousands of viewers and public media every year. In
the past, those who experienced the ceremony had to pay for the party that followed.
However, only the guild members were allowed to participate in the latter.
Text and Photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
June 22, 2019
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The Tradition of Rose Breeding:
The "Rosenneuheitengarten" (Rose Novelty Garden) Beutig in Baden-Baden
The Beutig Rose Novelty Garden is today well known among rose growers all over the world.
Every year the "Golden Rose of Baden-Baden" is selected by international experts from the
newest rose breedings. In 2019 the competition was held for the 67th time. Visitors can
admire the most beautiful roses on almost 7000 square metres. Sculptures adorn the garden,
rose arches entwine across the paths and benches invite visitors to linger. The magnificent
view of the Black Forest mountain range rounds off the whole scene.

The "World Federation of Rose Societies" awarded the Rose Novelty Garden the "Award of
Garden Excellence" in 2004.
The local mountain in Baden-Baden is the Beutig. The garden was created there in 1981 on
the occasion of the state horticultural show. Until then, the rose novelty competition had been
held in the garden "Gönneranlage" in Baden-Baden, which had been laid out since 1952.
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Since 2003 volunteers have been helping to maintain the two rose gardens in Baden-Baden.
Many different roses decorate the garden: bush and shrub roses, climbing roses, bed roses,
ground cover roses and many others. Their variety of shapes, colours and scents is fascinating.
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The suitability of the rose as insect food is also attracting more and more attention among rose
breeders.

The oldest depiction of a rose was found in the Knossos Palace on Greta. It is dated around
1600 B.C. 1 Roses also existed in ancient Greece. In Rome the rose was one of the highest
luxury goods. Its leaves and flowers were used to decorate banquets and as a medicinal plant
and perfume. While the Roman Empire ended, the rose remained in Europe. On German
territory, for example, roses were planted around church buildings. With the increasing
mobility of people, new rose varieties came to Europe from the Orient from around the 16th
century onwards. In the 18th century, rose varieties from China held their entrance to Europe.
Today there are over 13,000 different rose varieties in the world.
1

https://www.welt-der-rosen.de/zuechter/rosengeschichte.html
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It was not until the beginning of the 19th century that systematic rose breeding began in
Europe, especially in France2. The first targeted rose breeding in Germany began in 1795
with the "Pearl of Weissenstein" in the Castle Wilhelmshöhe (then called Schloss
Weissenstein) 3. Even today you can still find rose breeding companies in Germany, which
were already founded in the second half of the 19th century and have been breeding and
selling roses for many generations. Very well known is also the Europa-Rosarium in
Sangerhausen, founded in 1897, where more than 8600 rose species and varieties are
presented on an area of 13 hectares4.
The Rose Novelty Garden Beutig is located in Moltkestraße, 76530 Baden-Baden

Further information: https://visit.baden-baden.de/media/attraktionen/rosenneuheitengarten
Text and pictures: Ruth Schmelzer
January 10, 2020

2

https://www.welt-der-rosen.de/zuechter/rosengeschichte.html
dto.
4
https://europa-rosarium.de
3
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The Pottery Craft
Pottery has been made since the late Palaeolithic. Thus, ceramic figures could be dated to over
24 000 years. At that time the clay pieces were not yet fired in a kiln, but in a fire.
Since about 4000 B.C. the potter's wheel became known in Mesopotamia, which spread
rapidly from there to other countries. The production and composition of ceramics was
constantly improved. Today it is an important basic material in industry, health care and other
areas.
To produce ceramics, the potter shapes, decorates and colours the moist clay or loam, allows
the work to dry and finally fires it in a special kiln. The pottery craft is a very creative, artistic
handicraft, which enjoys great popularity in many countries today. Wherever there is clay,
you can find several potteries, for example in the French "potter village" Soufflenheim in
Alsace. Here in the area of the Rhine Graben you can find huge deposits, mainly of gravel,
loam and also clays. Such clay deposits provide suitable material for pottery, as is the case
near Soufflenheim. The pottery craft has been known in the area since the Bronze Age.
In 1165 A.D. Emperor Frederick Barbarossa I granted some families in Soufflenheim the right
to use the clay for the production of pottery. This right has been passed down from generation
to generation in some of the factories to the present day.

Jean-Louis Ernewein in
his pottery workshop in
Soufflenheim. The
business has been run
by the family for
generations.
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Each piece is carefully shaped and painted by hand in this factory. There is typical pottery in
every region. In Alsace, for example, there are casserole and ring cake moulds with
characteristic patterns.
Some pottery techniques have been included in the UNESCO list of intangible cultural
heritage, for example the pottery craft of the women in Sejnane, Tunisia.
In 2016 the pottery tradition Westerwälder Steinzeug in and around Höhr-Grenzhausen was
included in the list of Intangible Cultural Heritage of the German UNESCO Commission1.

Photos and Text: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
June 6, 2019

1

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/steinzeug
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The Music Group "Vetterliswirtschaft" - A new Intonation of nearly forgotten Music
It is more than four decades ago, when five passionate musicans came together to form the
music group "Vetterliswirtschaft". Hans-Peter Vetter was one of the founders. Today Andrea
Frey-Melder, Sybille Hassler, Adelbert Hassler, Franz Schwörer and Klaus-Peter Maier
belong to the quintet.
With vocals, different flutes, clarinet, guitar, mandolin, psalters, hurdy gurdy, nyckelharpa
and double bass, the ensemble knows how to enchant its audience with historical sounds and
texts from five centuries. You hear a drinking song, which was written down in the 16th
century by a nun or dialect poems are set to music. With a Swedish dance, a Polish drinking
song, a Lorraine ballad, a Renessaince dance, a Russian lullaby or a Spanish hymn from the
12th century, which the group has transformed into an instrumental piece, the group is giving
an insight into how well folk music can be interpreted and presented.

The basis for their music is the German Folk Song Archive in Freiburg founded in 1914. In
the publicly accessible archive are extensive collections of folk song, popular culture and
music, popular music theater and since 2011 also the International Pop Music Archive. As a
center for popular culture and music, today it is part of the University of Freiburg.Partly only
texts are preserved and the quintet creates the music by themselves.
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The authenticity of the medieval songs and instrumental pieces in particular benefits from
traditional instruments, that Franz Schwörer constructs artistically by himself. The hurdygurdy is a particularly impressive instrument. The first illustrations from this instrument
appeared at 1000 AD. It was a church instrument for a long time, then it became an
instrument of the begars and later of the farmers. In the 18th century, however, it was also
played in Versailles at the court. Today there are 4-5 professional hurdy gurdy builders in
Germany. A hurdy gurdy workshop in Kirchzarten also trains hurdy gurdy makers1 to
preserve this tradition.

Franz Schwörer with his self-made hurdy gurdy and Klaus-Peter Maier on the contrabass.

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rLIN0TL0UE
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Sybille Hassler with clarinet and flute

Adelbert Hassler with his guitar.
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Klaus-Peter Maier on double bass and Franz Schwörer singing a medieval song.

Andrea Frey-Melder with vocals and different flutes. It is she who leads the audience through
the performances in a skilled Alemannic dialect.
Thus, the enthusiastic quintet revives the unique musical cultural heritage in Europe and
contributes to the preservation of this valuable cultural asset.

Further information:
http://vetterliswirtschaft.de

Text and pictures: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
April 4, 2019
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29th Trombone Day of Baden in the Courtyard of the Baroque Castle in Bruchsal
In July 2019 more than one thousand brass players gathered in the courtyard of honour of the
baroque castle in Bruchsal to play music together. Within the framework of this event in
Bruchsal, many groups of brass players had already shown their musical skills in many places
in the city. A festive mass with 1500 brass players was held in the castle garden.
The church music event is organized by the Evangelical Church in Baden. The "Förderverein
Badische Posaunenarbeit"1 and the "Stiftung Badische Posaunenarbeit"2 support the event.
One of their long-term tasks is the development of brass music schools.
The association "Badische Posaunenarbeit" comprises 20 brass districts with approx. 5500
brass players in 251 trombone choirs. Today, the name Baden is a regional name that comes
from a historical dominion that existed from the 11th century to 1945. Baden was merged
with Württemberg to form the federal state of Baden-Württemberg. About 11 million people
live here.
Brass instruments have a very old tradition3. They are already known from antiquity. Around
1500, for example, the baroque trumpet and the trombone itself were created. Brass
instruments include various horns, trumpets and the tuba. There are still brass instrument
makers in Germany today4.

Brass instruments are essential in many different areas of music, for example sacred music,
fanfare, classical music or jazz orchestras and much more.

Click on the photo to watch a video
of the event

1

https://fv.posaunenarbeit.de
dto
3
Anthony Baines: Brass Instruments: Their History and Development. (Dover Books on Music) Dover
Publications, Mineola (New York) 2012.
4
Günter Dullat: Metallblasinstrumentenbau. Verlag Erwin Bochinsky GmbH & Co KG, 1. Aufl. 1989
2
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Text and Photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
July 7, 2019
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Traditional Music Groups: The Kappler Ratz-Fatz Buben
The Ratz-Fatz Buben are an example of a home band. The young brass musicians play
traditional and also modern brass music with great enthusiasm and skill at numerous events in
the region, but also nationwide. Instrumental amateur and amateur music-making has a high
cultural and social value in Germany. About 9 million people in Germany play an instrument.
Almost one third of all amateur musicians come from Baden-Württemberg1.

Brass music is very popular in Germany in many different forms.

The drum kit

1

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe
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The tube

The clarinet belongs to the woodwind instruments.

The trumpet is a high brass instrument.
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Trombones are deep brass instruments and belong to the trumpet instruments.

More information:
www.ratzfatzbuben.de
Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
November 2018
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Puppet Theatre in Gernsbach
The theatre in the sense of a scenic performance has an ancient tradition all over the world.
While theatre performances have been documented in Greece since 500 BC, the tradition in
China can be traced back to the Shang Dynasty in the 2nd millennium BC1. The earliest forms
of theatre were often associated with shamanistic and religious productions. Over time,
various forms of theater developed, including puppet theater.
The latter still today enjoy great popularity among young and old people. Old-established
puppet theatres, such as the Augsburger Puppenkiste2, founded in the 1940s, are well known
in Germany and beyond. In Germany the Verband Deutscher Puppentheater was founded in
19683. There are professional training courses for puppet theatre in various cities in Germany,
for example in Stuttgart, Berlin or Bochum4.
A focal point for the puppet theatre tradition is also in Gernsbach in the Black Forest. For
more than 30 years, the Puppet Theatre Weeks have been taking place there regularly before
Easter, where puppet theatres from all over Germany come to show their performances. There
is a lot on offer for both children and adults. Depending on your preference, fairy tales,
dramas, comedies or even plays of world literature are performed5.

There are hardly
any limits to the
creativity in the
design of puppets
and stages, so
that the puppet
theatre can
always present
very varied
contents.

1

https://archive.org/details/chinesetheater00coli
http://www.augsburger-puppenkiste.de/01-theater/index.shtml
3
https://www.vdp-ev.de/50-jahre-vdp
4
https://www.vdp-ev.de/aus-und-weiterbildung/ausbildungsstaetten
5
https://www.gernsbach.de/pb/793618.html
2
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Some forms of puppetry have been included in the UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural
Heritage , such as the traditional puppet theater Al-Aragoz in Egypt6 .
Photos and text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
March 2018

6

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbeweltweit/zwischenstaatlicher-1
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The Ötigheim Dialect Book "Sodélé" (Etjer Mundartbuch)
The high level language is predominantly only the written form, which is generally valid and
binding in Germany. As in all countries of the world, the spoken language in a country is
never uniform. There are such strong deviations that some people can no longer understand
the others - and not only in India. Yes, even a Nordic German who speaks the local dialect
called "Platt" can hardly or not at all understand a Bavarian from the South. Likewise the
Bavarian cannot understand the Nordic dialect. There are often much more subtle variations
from village to village, where some expressions differ in pronunciation or only certain
expressions are used. Only the locals, the insiders, who have learned and spoken this language
as a child, recognize the difference here. This circumstance gives rise to many smaller and
larger language communities, which also define their identity and affiliation through their
dialect. From this perspective the dialect is an unmistakable piece of home.
Outside this community, the dialect is often undesirable. Thus Hans Erlewein from BadenBaden aptly describes in his dialect book1 of 1995 the social adversities which can arise from
the dialect: "...It is the trend that those who speak the dialect lose personal value among their
dear fellow men. To make an impression, one is almost forced to speak according to the
scriptures..." 2 . Many people therefore hid their dialect and oriented themselves according to
the written language. In this way many local dialects have almost disappeared. Now this
wonderful tradition is being recalled and efforts are being made in many places to preserve
the regional and local language forms, especially through documentation. Hans Erlewein
encourages his readers: "Let us allow our dialect to continue. Let us adopt it in our daily use
and try to live with it". As an example he mentions the former German President Heuss, who
gave free rein to his Swabian dialect3.
Meanwhile the dialects are appreciated as a cultural asset. Amateur theatre, cabaret, local
events, but also songs or poems are often in dialect.
In Ötigheim, too, the "Etjer" dialect was documented in a small dialect book on the initiative
of members of the VdK local association4. The VdK invited 40 seniors from the village to an

1

Erlewein, Hand: Mundartenausdrücke. unterhaltsam. Baden-Baden: Druck und Verlag Koelblin, 1995.
ders. , S. 16
3
ders. , S. 16
4
Association of war-affected persons, war survivors and social pensions in Germany (Verband der
Kriegsgeschädigten, Kriegshinterbliebenen und Sozialrenten Deutschlands). The largest social association in
Germany with 1.9 million members. More than 60,000 people work voluntarily for social issues in the VdK.
2
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afternoon with coffee and cake. Typical expressions of the local dialect were collected on 17
topics and thus they created the basis for the book with the title "Sodélé", a typical expression
in the South of Germany, which could mean "now the work is done to my satisfaction", which
is why the title of the dialect book fits perfectly. A certain intonation must not be missing with
this word, otherwise the meaning can change.
People are happy about the appreciation of their dialect. Thus the almost 50-page book was
sold out in Ötigheim within hours. Everyone who knew about it was enthusiastic and wanted
to have one.
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Political circles, interest groups and experts are also committed to cultivating the diversity of
dialects. They see the increasing disappearance of dialects as a cultural loss. The German List
of Intangible Cultural Heritage includes "Oral traditions and forms of expression, including
language as the bearer of intangible cultural heritage"5.

The mayor of the municipality of
Ötigheim wrote the foreword to
the book and thus honoured the
successful work.

Text and photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
January 30, 2019

5

https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbe-deutschland
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A Traditional Dice Game on New Year's Pretzels in Sandweier
The dice game on New Year's pretzels is one of the long-established traditions that can still be
found in many places in southern Germany in January, for example in Pforzheim,
Emmendingen, Kirberg, Bechtheim/Wiesbaden, Gernsbach, Obertsrot, Elchesheim-Illingen,
Baden-Baden Neuweier and in Baden-Baden Sandweier.
Often this custom is maintained by associations or also the volunteer fire-brigade at the place.
In some municipalities the custom takes place, as in Kirberg, Obertsrot or Gernsbach on New
Year's Eve. Elsewhere, as in Neuweier and Sandweier, the dice game is played in January.
New Year pretzels belong to the New Year tradition. They are served either on New Year's
Eve or on New Year's Day and are believed to bring luck for the New Year.
In many places the tradition has long been forgotten. In some municipalities, as in Kirberg,
the volunteer fire-brigade could revive the custom 33 years ago. Well over 150 people took
part in the 2018 campaign in Kirberg1. Already the grandfathers have thrown dice in the
former bakeries in the village and the respective winner received a freshly baked pretzel.
In other places in southern Germany, similar customs are known, where people meet around
the turn of the year to dice for pastries in the bakeries. Thus the Reutlinger Mutscheltag2,
which could be documented already in the 13th century, is an example for the Mutscheln. It is
not diced around pretzels, but around the Mutschel. This is a baked star with eight rays.
The tradition in Baden-Baden Sandweier has already been carried out for 25 years by the
Baden-Baden Automobile Club under the direction of Manfred Hagel.

1

https://brachinaimagepress.de/glueckspiel-und-brezeln-zum-jahresausklang-grosser-andrang-beimbrezelwuerfeln-in-kirberg
2
https://www.reutlingen.de/mutscheltag
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The dice game is played according to fixed rules. Adapted to the number of the participants in
Sandweier this year, there are 15 New Year's pretzels of about 30 cm in size, that the players
can win. While the players roll the dice, a lot of laughing and chatting takes place. The
meeting is very well entertaining for everyone. They all know each other well and since the
year has just begun, they all take this opportunity to wish each other a Happy New Year
according to the old tradition.

Manfred Hagel with one of the New Years brezels
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The Year 2019 has begun!
The game is played at several tables. All players get a number, which are drawn from a small
box on each table. In the next rounds, the players are re-mixed according these numbers.

The number one on the dice has the highest score, 100. All other numbers on the dice get the
corresponding point value of their number. Each group rolls the dice until a certain number of
points is reached. The player who has the most points wins.
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Everyone waits with excitement for the result of the dice. A person at the table carefully notes
the results.
After two to three hours all pretzels are awarded and the
beautiful event comes to a pleasant end.

Text and photos: Ruth Schmelzer
January 10, 2019
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Candlemas on 2nd February 2019 (Mariä Lichtmess)

The catholic holiday of candlemas is celebrated on 2nd of February. It is one of the oldest
christian traditions. Already in the 4th century light processions took place. Since the 5th
century it was celebrated in Jerusalem on the 40th day after Jesus' birth. Till 1912 it was an
official holiday in Germany, but meanwhile it disappears more and more. Since 1960 it is
also called the Feast of "The Presentation of the Lord". Still it is celebrated in many churches
with a church service, where candles are consecrated from the priest and people walk in small
processions holding the candles in their hands.
In folkloric belief Candlemas on 2nd of February marks the end of the dark season, that
begins on 11th of November on St. Martin's Day. The lighted candles chase away evil spirits
of the winter and darkness.
Till 1970 the christmas time ended officially with candlemas on 2nd of February. It was the
day, where people removed the christmas decoration and christmas trees. It is exactly 40 days
between christmas day on 25th of December and the 2nd of February. In accordance with the
old testament women had to submit theirselves to a ritual cleaning 40 days after the birth of
their child. This is why the the feast is connected with the purification of Mary with her first
visit of the temple after the birth of Jesus.
On Candlemas the priest is consectrating candles for the coming year. Candles were used as a
protection from damaging weather, fire or other misfortune and threats.
On the 2nd of February the days are already one hour longer than at midwinter. For the
farmers this day marked the beginning of the fieldwork.
Candlemas is associated with the returning sunlight. According the old country proverbs the
weather on this day is important for the weather forecast in the following weeks. If on
Candlemas the weather is cold and it is snowing, spring will coming soon. Sunshine on
Candlemas day predicted a late spring.
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Church in Rheinmünster-Greffern nearby Rastatt with candles on the altar.

Consecrated on candlemas the candles are
used for many rituals and prayers
throughout the whole year.
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Consecrated candles in the Church in Lichtenau near Rastatt

Text and photos by Ruth Schmelzer
February 4, 2019
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Spark Fire in Hörden - Remnant of an old Custom, the Disc Flinging
("Scheibenschlagen")

In Hörden in the Black Forest, the young village men1 make a traditional spark fire as part of
the former disc flinging during the carnival season. On the four Wednesday evenings before
Ash Wednesday, large spark fires are lit on a mountain called "Scheibenberg"2. Using an old
megaphone, the young boys are yelling loudly down to the village the names, pet names and
names of the parents of the young unmarried couples. In addition they call in the choir "the
disck, the disc, it goes so far, it goes so far into the height". In earlier times they used to make
small wooden discs glow in the blazing fire and flung them off from the mountain into the
village with a long hazelnut stick. But since buildings in the villages catched fire through the
glowing wooden discs, they were forbidden to hit them to the valley. To light their fires, the
young boys stole the straw from the farmers. Meanwhile they collect the Christmas trees in
the village, which are usually disposed after Epiphany Day on 6th of January. The dry trees
serve perfectly as fuel for the big spark fire.
It is said that the immigrant Tyroleans brought this custom to the Murgtal3. It can be found in
different versions in many places in the Swabian-Alemannic language area, such as in the
Upper Rhine lowlands, in the southern Black Forest and Breisgau, in the Markgräflerland,
around Basel, South Tyrol, Vorarlberg and even in Alsace. In Austria it has been part of the
National Intangible Cultural Heritage since 2015. Where the custom has disappeared, some
field names such as "Scheibenschlagalm" or "Scheibenbichl" still give away the original
ritual. In Hörden, the background of the old custom is explained as follows: "The spark fire
from Hörden is not a pure winter solstice celebration as it often takes place in the Alemannic
region, it is rather based on the old Tyrolean traditions and is a joke or kind of oracle of the
single young men in the village. From the flight of the glowing wooden discs the future of the
couples called down from the hilltop was interpreted in former times"4. There are many other

1

The boys take part in the custom at the age of 18 years as "foxes" for the first time. The 19-year-olds are the
recruits who had already learnt the ritual in the last year. They introduce the newcomers and organize the
custom.
2
Literally translated "Disc Mountain"
3
https://www.schmalzloch.de/scheibenschlagen.html
4
https://www.schmalzloch.de/scheibenschlagen.html
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blessings and attributions that the young men in other regions proclaim for the flight of the
discs. The spark fires are probably original carnival burns5.
The first documented evidence of the "Scheibenschlagen" occurred in 1090, when the
monastery of Lorsch was set on fire by a burning disc. Generally the ritual belongs to the fire
customs and is firmly anchored with carnival and lent. In Hörden the tradition begins 4 weeks
before Ash Wednesday, elsewhere it is often on the first Saturday or Sunday of Lent 6. In
Bernau in the Black Forest up to eight disc fires burn over the whole duration of the SwabianAlemannic carnival week, while in the Elztal in the Black Forest the Scheibenschlagen is
practiced on the fourth Lent Sunday7. Almost always it is the young single men, even the
young boys in some places, under whose regime the custom takes place. Also associations or
the voluntary fire-brigade organize the custom, which is accompanied locally by different
other rituals, like torch parades, parties, the burn of a straw figure and other activities. In
Schnellingen that is a district of Haslach, a wheel wrapped in straw is used as an oracle. It is
set on fire and sent down the valley. If it finds its way into the valley unhindered, it is
regarded as a good omen for the coming harvest time.

Far down in the village you can still hear the loud calls of the young men.
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Mezger, Wolfgang: Schwäbisch-Alemannische Fastnacht. Konrad Theiss Verlag: Darmstadt, 2015, S. 128.
The first Sunday of Lent is also known as the Spark Sunday or Invocavit. There exist other regional names.
7
The fourth Sunday of Lent is also called Laetare.
6
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The spark or disc fire, as it has been blazing brightly on the Scheibenberg for centuries.

The young men alternately call the names of the unmarried couples down to the village
through an old megaphone.
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In the background, the group listens to the shouting men and occasionally stokes the fire. As
soon as the criers fall silent, the chorus sounds: "The disc, the disc, it goes so far, it goes so far
in the height!"
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Those who ignited the fires for the first time this year will lead the new foxes in the next
year...

Text and pictures: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
February 9, 2019
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Disc Flinging ("Scheibenschlagen") in Bernau, Southern Black Forest (March 8, 2019)

Since a long time the disk flinging is practiced during the carnival week in the Bernauer
Valley. Only on Ash Wednesday there is no disc flinging. On the slopes along the beautiful
valley, several disc fires are lit at dusk and can be seen from afar.
The locals of each village in the valley have their fixed places to make the spark fires and hit
the glowing discs into the valley. There is even a master of the discs, who knows the practice
very well and can instruct the younger ones. Old and young, men and women, can participate.
Also some tourists mingle meanwhile in between, in order to attend the spectacle.

In the district Bernau-Dorf the mountain on which the fires are lit every year is called
Scheibenberg, which means the mountain of the discs. Similiar names that are hints for the
custom can be found elsewhere.
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As darkness falls, the first wooden discs are prepared in the blazing fire for being flung into
the valley.
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The wooden discs are either made by the local carpenter or the craftsmen make their own
discs. The square or rectangular pieces of wood have a length of approx. 15 cm and a hole in
the middle. Some discs can also be round, with a curved surface or smooth. It's a "science in
itself", as the locals say, "how to make the disc fly farthest down the valley."
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Another tool is the 3 meter long, flexible hazelnut stick on which the disc is fixed. A massive
wooden trestle or disc trestle, made from half a tree trunk, is used to fling the glowing discs
after they got a strong push.
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A disc trestle

The person who lets the glowing disc fly down into the valley with a swing is shouting an old
adage in the traditional dialect of the region. Usually the spell contents good wishes for the
loved ones in a firmly inserted verse „Schiibi, Schiibo! Wem söll die Schiibe goh? Sie söll
„der Liebsten“ goh! Goht sie it, no gilt sie it. Schiibi, Schiibo!“ - Disc, Disc! Where shall
the disc go? It shall go to the loved one! If it doesn"t go, it doesn't apply. Disc, Disc!"

Since 2015, the custom is part of the national Intangible Cultural Heritage in Austria, where it
is much more practiced. The ritual was documented as early as 1090 when a building of the
Lorsch monastery was set on fire by a glowing disc.
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Text and photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
March 14, 2019
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A local Carnival Tradition: Schlempeln in Hörden
The custom of "Schlempeln" is an old tradition in Hörden. On Carnival Monday, the
Schlempel groups, dressed in different costumes, walk through the village and bring the
carnival into houses, make music and jokes, eat and drink together with the inhabitants.
Each group creates its own outfit. Some of them have formed a Schlempel group for many
years and are already a well-rehearsed team. Other groups are new. Some groups exist since
generations like a group of masked women with black hats and dresses, red feathers and
feather boa, who play their jokes in Hörden on Carnival Monday.

Here is one of the Schlempel ladies in her traditional costume. Today her masks
remind a little of the Venetian tradition. Years ago the ladies wore even simpler
plastic masks.
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A member of the
"Badische
Schlempelgruppe"
holds one of the old
masks, that were worn
by the Schlempel
ladies in Hörden in
former times.

Sometimes several groups meet in one house. It gets cramped, but of course it works
perfectly. If it gets too crowded, the other groups have to move to the neighbouring houses
and can celebrate there.

Everyone in the village knows everyone, so this custom is wonderful fun for all involved.
One group is called the "Badische Schlempelgruppe". 2019 under the motto "Always close to
the wind - storm-tested and blood-root resistant" on the way, the young at heart gentlemen are
in top form.
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The carnival slogans of the previous years of the "Badische Schlempelgruppe" on their
carnival medals.

A group photo of the "Badischen Schlempelgruppe"
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The Schlempel ladies like to mingle with the Baden guys for a while.

The musicians are heating up the troupe with accordion and guitar. All sing well-known
songs, leave jokes and stories from the pile and carry the exuberant carnival mood into the
houses.
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Meanwhile the inhabitants are happy about the colourful carnival guests in their house, serve
up plenty of food and drinks and warmly welcome the alternating groups. However, the
groups cannot stay too long, as people are also waiting for them in other houses.
Schlempeln originally belonged to the traditions, where people begged for small gifts
("Heischebräuche"). It was practiced already in the Middle Ages in some places. Originally,
the poorer people moved to the stately houses and monasteries during the carnival period to
beg for sweets. But again and again the custom took over and was forbidden. In the middle of
the 19th century the tradition was resumed in Ottersweier. During the carnival season,
children walked through the village asking for Sweets1.

Text and photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
March 25, 2019

1

http://www.nz-ottersweier.de/schlaempeln.htm
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Burning of the Schatulla - Symbolic Burning of the Carnival in Oos
Founded in 1932, the Carnival Association of Oos has chosen the Schatulla as the symbol of
the Carnival in Oos.The doll wrapped in women's clothes is ceremoniously "enthroned" at the
beginning of the Oos Carnival by being placed in a clearly visible place. This is at the
centrally located Leopoldsplatz in Oos. The enthronement of the Schatulla usually takes place
on the Saturday before Carnival. It is inaugurated on Dirty Thursday1. The enthronement
pursues a fixed ritual. The straw doll is brought from the railway station in Oos in a carnival
procession to the central place of Oos. There she is solemnly handed over her office, namely
to watch over the foolish days.
On Ash Wednesday her task is finally over. She is picked up by a small procession and led to
her burning place. Sad music plays on the way, which then falls silent during the burning. The
carnival has come to an end. Next year it will wake up again.
In many places there are similar customs, where a figure becomes the patron of the carnival.
With the burning or also the funeral of the figure the foolish time ends then and the lent
begins. In the Rhineland the burning of a figure at the end of the carnival period has been
documented since the 19th century. The exact origin of the tradition lies in the dark.

The carnival fountain in Oos is
decorated with colourful ribbons
and flowers during the carnival
season. The fountain figure is a
court jester.

1

It is also called Fat Thursday or in german "Schmutziger Donnerstag".
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A farewell speech for Schatulla is given at
the fountain. Schatulla is the puppet in the
colorful clothes.

Then the small procession with sad music and drums
moves through the streets to the burning place. Children
follow Schatulla with their lanterns.
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Placed on a chair, Schatulla waits for her verdict. Then the execution follows...

Schatulla burns in front of the silent people. The
carnival also burns with the symbolic figure.

What the flames destroy, however, will come
again next year.

Text and photos: Ruth Schmelzer
March 3, 2019
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Carnival: Baptism of Fire of the Carnival Group Niederbühl Fire Devils
With their handmade wooden masks and their elaborate costumes the "Niederbühler
Feuerteufel 1993 e.V." belong to the Swabian-Alemannic carnival tradition. The origins of the
carnival can be found already in the Middle Ages. It was a threshold celebration before the
beginning of the forty-day lent before Easter. The german word "Fast-Nacht" was initially a
pure eating and drinking feast before Lent. Soon costumes and masks became also part of the
ritualized custom.
The slogan of the "Feuerteufel", horseradish with its devilish spiciness, is closely linked to
their village Niederbühl, which was known far beyond the borders of Baden as a horseradish
village. Because a particularly spicy horseradish was grown here.

Shortly after their foundation, the Fire Devils could get make a carved wooden mask as it is
worn during the Swabian-Alemannic carnival. Berthold Eble, the woodcarver from
Nordrach1, was the right man for this. He is the woodcarver who makes the wooden masks for
many guilds of the Alemannic Carnival in the Black Forest and beyond. The oldest wooden
masks in the Black Forest are up to 250 years old.

1

http://www.kunsthandwerk-eble.de
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On 11th of November 1994 the first carnival campaign of the Fire Devils started with costume
( "Häs" ), wooden mask ( "Larve" ) and devil's violin. Typical for many carnival costumes are
the bells ("Schellen"), whose ringing announces the fools already from far away.
The Swabian-Alemannic carnival traditionally begins only on January 6th, on Epiphany. Then
the "Fifth Season" officially starts and carnival events take place regularly, up to and
including the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday. The 11th of November, or St. Martin's Day, is
mainly regarded as the start of the Rhenish carnival, for example in Cologne and Düsseldorf.
There are many different customs of the Swabian-Alemannic Carnival. In 2014 it was
included in the German List of Intangible Cultural Heritage.

Each guild has its own rites. Especially the admission of new members is always staged as a
spectacle and corresponds to a rite of initiation. New members are welcomed by the Fire
Devils with a baptism of fire: On this evening, the baptized are given freshly grated
horseradish and a burning brandy.
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Only then will the newcomers get the wooden mask. The baptisms of fire take place on
November 11th, the time when the foolish time starts in many places. Loud music
("Guggenmusik") with piercing drumbeats is included, but also a DJ who plays well-known
carnival hits.
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In 2018 for the first time a child received a fire mask, the son of the head guild master of the
Fire Devils. Of course on his baptism of fire the boy was not allowed to drink any alcohol.
Until now the young Fire Devils had to wear the heavy wooden mask only from the age of 16.
But now the younger ones are free to wear a mask or not. Of course, the children's mask is
made smaller and much lighter.

By allowing their children to wear costumes and masks and by integrating them into the
group, the Niederbühl Fire Devils inspire the children for the carnival tradition and support its
preservation.
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More information:
https://www.niederbuehler-feuerteufel.de
http://www.vsan.de/
Vereinigung Schwäbisch-Alemannischer Narrenzünfte e.V.
https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/bundesweites-11
Bundesweites Verzeichnis Immaterielles Kulturerbe
https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/immaterielles-kulturerbe/immaterielles-kulturerbedeutschland/bundesweites-11

Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
November 2018
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Walpurgis Night or Philippi Night: The Night of April 30th to May 1st
It is known that the Celts and later the Teutons celebrated May 1 as the beginning of spring
with bonfires, festivals and music. The Celts called this festival Beltane and it was dedicated
to a luminous, sun-symbolizing deity with healing powers. It was not just a night of courtship,
but also a special natural religion1.
The Teutons consulted their "wise women" about the future that day2. With the
Christianization, the "wise women" were defamed as witches and as the embodiment of evil.
In the future, people continued to dance around the fire in the night from April 30 to May 1,
but the reason changed: it was for warding off the witches and the evil. Thus, the Christian
religion made the original spring custom to a ritual for warding off evil spirits and witches.
In memory of the apostle Filip, who is standing for faithfulness and order, the same night is
also called the Filip's Night3 or "Dugnacht" in the South of Germany and parts of Austria
(Salzburg and Berchtesgadener Land). Anything that stands around, be it benches, flower
boxes or other objects, can be hidden that night by the young locals or carried to the central
village square. From there, the owners have to pick it up again. In southern Germany the
custom is more and more forgotten.
According to Helmut Kopf4, the name Walpurgis Night was dedicated to St. Walpurga, who
was canonized after her death on May 1, 870 AD. Born in England, the nun was a famous
christian missionary in Europe. Her day of death was declared a memorial day by the church.
However, the bustle of the Walpurgis Night has nothing to do with it.
Walpurga is shown in numerous representations with ears of corn in her hand, which suggests
the fertility and the expected harvest blessing5.
The name Walpurga is probably of Germanic origin, which is why an explanation for the
celebration of the Walpurgis Night may be derived from Germanic. As an indication, the
mention of a "Waluburg Semnoni Sibylla" on a Greek potsherd, can be translated as

1

Ferrari Waltraud: Alte Bräuche neu erleben. Fest- und Alltag im Rhythmus der Jahreszeiten. Stocker Verlag,
Graz: 2014: 142 f.
2
Kopf, Helmut: Brauchtum und Wetterregeln. Ulmer Verlag, Stuttgart: 2017, 58.
3
Wolf, Helga Maria: Verschwundene Bräuche. Das Buch der untergegangenen Rituale. Christian Brandstätter
Verlag, Wien: 2017, S. 121.
4
Kopf, Helmut: Brauchtum und Wetterregeln. Ulmer Verlag, Stuttgart: 2017, S. 57 f.
5
Ferrari Waltraud: Alte Bräuche neu erleben. Fest- und Alltag im Rhythmus der Jahreszeiten. Stocker Verlag,
Graz: 2014: 143.
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"Waluburg, the seer of the Semnones". The word "Walus" means stick, which was an
important tool of a seer. One could infer that Walburg could have been a second-century seer
of the Germanic tribe of the Semnones6. The Walburg cult dedicated to her may have been
transferred to Christianity with the canonization of the English nun Walpurga and
modification of the original content. Nevertheless, there is no certainty about the origin of
Walpurgis Night.
The Walpurgis Night is celebrated in different ways.

The children prepare themselves for their dance

An example is provided by the Schartenberg Witches from Bühl-Eisental in the district of
Rastatt. The association "Schartenberghexen Eisental e.V." was founded in 1992 with the aim
to celebrate carnival together as Alemannic witches. There are now over 70 active, young and
6

https://artedea.net/walburg-fruchtbare-fruhlingskraft
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older, female and male witches in the club. Events of the Schartenberg witches are for
example the participation in carnival parades, carnival parties, the witch theater and last but
not least the Walpurgis Night. Those who want to participate as an active witch in the club
and already absolved a year of probation without a mask are also present in this night. These
"foxes" or "young witches" are solemnly admitted to the association this night. Food and
drinks, music and good entertainment are well organized. Located in the middle of the steep
vineyards of the village, the barbecue area is ideal for the celebration.
The children prepare themselves in the evening light for their children's witch dance. They
spent a lot of time practicing the dance throughout the year, so the performance in front of a
large audience on Walpurgis Night is something very special for them.

The witch dance of the young witches works well and the children get a lot of applause.
Gradually it dawns and the witch fire is ignited.
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Several people stand around the warming flames as night falls.
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On Walpurgis Night, young witches are admitted to the club after a ritual. This year, it is a
young man. At the beginning he performs a funny game with persons from the audience.
Especially the children are enthusiastic.

Then, the adult witches are coming with their cauldron. They prepare a ritual, because to
become a full member of the witch guild requires such a procedure.
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The witches grab the young witch.

The cauldron is filled with cold water!
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And headfirst the young witch ends up in the cold
water with general laughter of the people around!

But the procedure is not over yet!
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The young witch has to drink an extra strong witch's brew.

The witch's brew seals the admission to the witch guild, which is celebrated with applause.
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To conclude the performance, the witches dance their obligatory witches' dance..
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After the dance, the party continues long into the night.

Photos and Text: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
May 1, 2019
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Customs in May: The Maypole is set up in Affental
Traditionally, a maypole is set up on May 1 on a central square, mostly the village square, in
many parts of Germany. The custom is also well known in other parts of Europe. In the 18th
century, it was so widespread that a little may tree stood in every house and every garden. In
some regions it has been forbidden.
The maypoles are delimbered to the top and decorated with ribbons, wreaths and local signs
and figures before setting up. These can be guild or village coats of arms and other hallmarks
of the village or city. The solemn setting up of the maypole in many places still happens
according to ancient custom with pure muscle power. With the help of long pairs of poles
connected by a chain, the villagers gradually set up the long tree. Beforehand, the end of the
trunk is prepared with a fastening and fixed in a sinking. Especially in the cities, the maypoles
are also set up with technical help, for example by the fire brigade, for safety reasons.
In addition, there is also the custom that the young men set up a small maypole at the house of
the lady of their choice as a sign of their affection. In the Alpine countries, the Maypole
climbers ("Maibaumkraxler") can be found. Maypole stealing belongs also to the Maypole
traditions. Many maypoles have already been stolen by the boys from the neighboring village,
which is considered a disgrace. In Bavaria or Upper Austria, for example, the stolen maypole
can be purchased back with a fair amount of beer.
The setting up of the maypole is associated with a celebration, which is designed differently
depending on the locality. If the weather permits, many people also go hiking or have outdoor
parties on May 1st.
The oldest information about the maypole can be found in the report of a Cistercian monk
from Aachen, Caesarius von Heisterbach (circa 1180-1240). Maypoles were set up and
celebrated in honor of the authorities1. Posing the maypole is also seen as a symbol of life and
fertility2. In Affental, a district of Buehl-Eisental, two maypoles have been placed on the
evening of April 30, one for the children and one for the adults. Thus, the children get to
know the old customs playfully.

1

Wolf, Helga Maria: Verschwundene Bräuche. Das Buch der untergegangenen Rituale. Christian Brandstätter
Verlag, Wien: 2015, S. 120.
2
Kopf, Helmut: Brauchtum und Wetterregeln. Ulmer Verlag, 2017: S. 59.
http://www.jahreskreis.info/files/beltane.html
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The children decorated the maypole with ribbons and a wreath. Also the maypole for the
children is decorated with the typical sign of the wine village Affental: A monkey with a wine
bottle and a wine glass. The winery association from Affental (Affentaler
Winzergenossenschaft) is important for the village. It was founded already in the year 1908
by 24 winemakers.

The children were allowed to
assist the men in setting up
the little maypole. In the
picture, they are shown how
to secure the tree safely.
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After the children's maypole has been set up, the preparations for setting up the big may tree
begin. The men of the village raise the maypole in the old tradition with the help of poles.

First, the mighty tree is carefully transported on a cart. The trunk is strained and the bark
peeled off, the top decorated with colorful ribbons.

The end of the trunk is adapted to the whole
in the bottom, where the trunk will be fixed.
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Then the maypole receives its wreath, decorated with ribbons.
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The tree is then positioned with joint force on the holder. Here at the old horse chestnut tree
and the historical pub Auerhahn, built in 1715, it is placed correctly in the center of the
village.

The men now use pairs of poles, which are firmly connected with an iron chain, on which the
tree trunk lies. Together with the poles they heave up the tree, step by step.
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Finally, the maypole stands securely in place and the audience applauds. Now the villagers let
the evening end with a meal and drink. The Affental Coat of Arms and the monkey with the
wine bottle and the glass on the may tree symbolize important features of the community.

Photos and Text: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
May 1, 2019
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Summer-Parade in Weinheim, Germany
The Summer-Parade is an ancient feast of spring, founded already in the pre-Christian era. In
1696, the Duchess Liselotte von der Pfalz, the sister in law of Louis XIV, pictured this
wonderful tradition in the greater Heidelberg area in her letters. Already in those days, the
Sunday „Laetare“, which is 3 weeks before Easter, was considered as the feast of the arrival
of spring. This date has been maintained until today. As a symbol for the Summer- Parade,
sticks will be decorated with coloured paper and coloured ribbons. On the top of the stick
there is a sweet pretzel, a blown-out egg and a small bouquet of boxwood. In former times
people believed, that the stick has magical power and empowers every person who got
touched by it. The pretzel symbolizes the sun. The egg stands for life and fertility. The
bouquet of boxwood shows the fresh green of the awakening nature in spring. At the front of
the parade huge figures join: The strawman, who symbolizes the winter and the green firbranch-man, who symbolizes the summer. Other than that, there is also a huge snowman.
Summer and winter fight against each other. In the end, summer wins. The winter has to
leave, and the snowman will be totally burned on the historical marketplace witnessed by
thousands of participants and spectators.
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Every year at least 3000 participants, kids and adults, celebrate the parade with selfmade
sticks, costumes, nicely decorated wagons, with music and singing and let the spring arrive.
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Photos and Text: Andrea Siebels
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A Feast of the Catholic Church: Corpus Christi
Corpus Christi is celebrated in many countries in Europe and beyond. In 1264 Pope Urban IV
declared it a feast of the whole church. However, it was rejected by the Protestant church. The
Corpus Christi feast celebrates the presence of Jesus Christ during the Eucharist, the ritual of
the Lord's Supper. Dependant from Easter, it takes place between 21st of May and 24th of
June.
The tradition is celebrated differently from region to region. At the centre of the feast is a
divine service and a Corpus Christi procession. The faithful often decorate the path of the
procession with flowers, candles and Christian images. In many places the custom has
disappeared in Germany. But it can still be found in some villages and towns, such as in
Gundelsheim in Baden-Württemberg. In some places the processions also take place with
horses or on a ship, such as the Mülheimer Gottestracht on the Rhine in Cologne-Mülheim.

In Gundelsheim flower carpets with Christian ornaments, signs, figures and pictures are
created.
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Further informations:
Bistum Regensburg (Ed.): Das Geheimnis lasst uns künden: Die Feier des
Fronleichnamsfestes (Liturgica). Verlag Pustet, F.: Regensburg 2016
Text: Ruth Schmelzer, Photos: Martina Carli-Muth
June 23, 2019
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Pentecost Tradition: The "Pfingstträg" in Kuppenheim-Oberndorf
Pentecost is one of the festive days of the christian Easter Circle, on which the sending of the
Holy Spirit is celebrated. It takes place 50 days after Easter1. The dates follow a Jewish
tradition, according to which Pesach was celebrated on the first full moon of spring.
According to the New Testament, the suffering, death and resurrection of Christ took place
exactly this week, that is why Easter falls on the Sunday after the first full moon of spring2.
Pentecost traditions vary from region to region. In Germany, for example, Pentecost
processions or Pentecost processions with blessings of horses3 take place. The secular
Pentecost customs mostly symbolize fertility and spring and are often celebrated as customs,
where people ask for money or other small donations (Heischebräuche). Sometimes such rites
can be traced back to pre-Christian traditions. In the context of the missionary work many
pagan rites have been changed in content and incorporated into the christian church4.
There exist a similiar pentecost tradition in several places in Europe. It is a figure wrapped in
green leaves or ferns, walking through the village, accompanied by a crowd of people singing
or speaking certain verses, asking for gifts and announcing the figure with bells. Depending
on the region, such traditional figures are called the Laubmann5, Maimann, grüner Georg or
Pfingstl6. In the region around Rastatt the figure is called the Pfingstträg.
While in areas between Siegerland and Thuringia the Maimann is known, in the Taunus it is
the Laubmann or in Bavaria the Pfingstl. The term "Pfingstkönig", which means the king of
Pentecost, is defined differently. However, he also appears again and again as a green figure
in Europe, for example in England (Jack in the Green) or in communities in Lower Austria7,
where the custom is documented for the first time in 1555.
The meaning of the figure wrapped in vegetable green is interpreted differently: the Christian
explanation is, that the figure represents a sinful pagan who asks the Holy Spirit for the
forgiveness of his sins. Only after the gathering of gifts from the village people and the
1

Etymologically, the term "Pentecost" is derived from the Greek word Pentecoste, the fiftieth (day).
https://www.brauchtum.de/de/sommer/pfingsten.html
3
Kopf, Helmut (2016): Brauchtum und Wetterregeln. Ulmer Verlag, Stuttgart, S. 72.
4
http://pfingsten-info.de/pfingstbraeuche-pfingstbaum/index.html
5
https://cms.vivat.de/themenwelten/jahreskreis/osterfestkreis/pfingsten-braeuche.html
6
https://www.bayerischer-wald.de/Media/Attraktionen/Pfingstl-Gehen
7
https://austriaforum.org/af/Wissenssammlungen/ABC_zur_Volkskunde_%C3%96sterreichs/Pfingstk%C3%B6nig
2
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removal of the green costume the person is allowed to return to the village community in his
true form and free from sin8.
Since cattle were brought out of their stables for the first time at Pentecost, it was also the
festival of the shepherds. In some places the cattle or Pentecost oxen were driven through the
village decorated with flowers, wreaths and ribbons. The figures wrapped in vegetable green,
however, are seen as archaic symbols of fertility and spring or as the new growth spirits in the
blossoming year. The Pfingstträg from Kuppenheim-Oberndorf is such an archaic symbol of
the spring. The old villagers already know the Pentecost figure from their parents and
grandparents, so that the custom exists in this village at least a century and probably much
longer. The locals tell that the tradition was practiced in earlier times in the whole region of
Rastatt9.
In former times only boys have been admitted to the custom. They collected the fern for the
Pfingstträg. After the green figure had passed through the village, he was symbolically thrown
into the small river Murg. Today a group of children, teenagers and adults gather on Pentecost
Monday morning after the Mass in the church and move together into the forest. There they
collect ferns and bundle them into small bunches. The Pfingstträg is a young man, whom the
others cover with bunches of ferns. After the whole person is covered an approx. 2 meter long
fern tail is attached. The green costume weighs approx. 35 to 40 kilograms, which the young
man has to wear for a few hours. A second one carries a wooden stick, at the end of which a
bell and some ferns are attached.
With tractor and cart the decorated Pentecost figure is finally brought to the village. The
children are also allowed to ride on the wagon. Since two years, new village inhabitants have
also been invited to the customs.
Arrived in the village, the sturdy Pfingstträg has to climb down from the wagon with the help
of two men. Then the procession begins through the village: a bell announces the 2-meterhigh green one, while the group sings its song uninterruptedly:
"Pfingstträg, Pfingstträg, oha! Has pea eaten, has his horse forgotten in the stable!"

8

https://wunschbaum.de/pfingsten.html,
Marianne Sammer: Zeit des Gestes. Studien zum Motiv der Herabkunft des Heiligen Geistes an Pfingsten in
Literatur und Brauchtum (=Studien zu Theologie und Geschichte 15). St. Ottilien 2001.
9
https://www.total-lokal.de/city/rastatt/data/76437_51_07_16.pdf
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The children walking with the procession ask the villagers for small gifts: something sweet or
a small donation of money. A few decades ago the Pfingstträg with his group received bacon,
flour and eggs. After the parade, pancakes were baked and eaten together.
The young man is completely covered from the fern and he hardly can look through the dense
green bunches. Therefore two young men stand to his side and lead him. At the village square
is a traditional fountain with a sculpture of the Pfingstträg, that witness its long tradition in the
village.
After their walk through the village, the Pfingstträg is freed from his green and the group is
coming to a garden, where the action ends with a drink and some homemade finger food. The
"divisors" are the young men who coordinate the traditional activity. Now they have the task
to divide the gifts among the participants of the procession.
The story that is told about the green figure in Kuppenheim-Oberndorf is already summarized
in the song: The Pfingstträg is said to have been a companion of the Pentecost king and the
Pentecost queen, who symbolized the arrival of spring. He liked to eat very much and
especially peas. Because of this vice, he came too late to the arrival of the royal couple and
also forgot his horse.
In other regions, for example in Austria, it is the Pentecost king himself who walks through
the villages as a green figure10. On Pentecost Sunday, it is said in many places, one should not
get up late, because the person who gets up last is mocked on this day, for example as a
Pentecost ox. Also in the song of the Pfingstträg from Kuppenheim-Oberndorf one finds a
form of mockery.

10

https://austriaforum.org/af/Wissenssammlungen/ABC_zur_Volkskunde_%C3%96sterreichs/Pfingstk%C3%B6nig
Wolf, Helga Maria, 2015: Verschwundene Bräuche. Das Buch der untergegangenen Rituale. Christian
Brandstetter Verlag: Wien, S. 148.
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The information board on the village square in Oberndorf tells the story of the Pfingstträg.

A metal Pfingstträg decorates the fountain on the village square in Oberndorf.
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Historical photos show
the long tradition of the
Pfingstträg in Oberndorf:
One of the oldes photos
is showing the Pfingstträg
from 1952.

The Pfingstträg in Oberndorf
1953

The Pfingstträg in Oberndorf
1967
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The Pfingstträg in Oberndorf
1972
On this photo the size of the
green figure shows, that a
child must be under the green
fern coat. In earlier years it
was rather children who were
disguised as Pfingstträg.
Today young men carry the
heavy load (35-40 kg) for a
good few hours.

The Pfingstträg from 1993.

On the morning of Pentecost Monday the group meets in front of the church in KuppenheimOberndorf. From there they drive together to the meeting place in the forest. Now in June the
ferns are standing there abundantly and the children and adults have quickly collected the
necessary amount of greenery for the Pentecost figure.
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After enough fern has been collected, the Pfingstträg is wrapped in his fern dress on the spot.
The participants bundle the ferns with a string to small bundels and fasten them at the cloths
of the man.
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Meanwhile there was also a small
innovation: an aluminium frame was
made to protect the face from the fern.
In the past, a frame was made from
long willow rods by attaching the rods
to the belt of the person and tying them
together above his head.
The helpers begin with the wrapping on
the legs. One can still see the hearty
laughter of the young man, who turns
into the Pfingstträg. But soon he
disappears completely under his green
coat.
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The bell, which is carried in front of the figure during the procession through the village, is
also adorned with some ferns.
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With support, the Green figure gets on
the wagon and is driven into the village.
Of course all children are allowed to sit
in the wagon. The Pfingstträg must stand
on the wagon for the short trip to the
village.
When there were no tractors yet, the
Pfingstträg was adorned at the edge of
the forest and had to walk to the village.

Since the Pfingstträg can see very little, he is led through the street by his helpers while the
group sings the traditional song. The children are allowed to wear the long fern tail. They also
sprinkle fern on the road to mark the route of the Pentecost.
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As a memory a group picture at the village fountain.

While the Pfingstträg walks through the streets, the children and teenagers of the group ask
the spectators for gifts. They receive small donations of money and/or sweets. The custom
therefore belongs to the so-called "Heischebräuchen". Such rituals are generally combined
with the collection of gifts.
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At the end of the village, the fern dress of the Pfingstträg is removed and the group sits
together in a garden. With drinks and snacks they wait until the "divisors" have distributed the
gifts to the group members.

Photos and Text from Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
June 21, 2019
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The Vow Procession in Lautenbach on the Feast of the Blessed Virgin Mary's Visitation
The Feast of the Visitation of the Virgin Mary, also called Patrocinium, is celebrated on 31st
of May or 2nd of July (Old Catholic and Lutheran Church). It goes back to the Gospel of
Luke (Lk 1, 39-40), which tells of Mary who visited her relative Elisabeth to tell her about her
pregnancy. Elisabeth was also six months pregnant with John the Baptist at this time.
The words with which Elisabeth greets Mary are often quoted: "Blessed are you among
women and blessed is the fruit of your womb. Who am I that the mother of my Lord should
come to me?"
Between 1834 and 1835, an infectious disease spread in the Murgtal valley, which is in the
Black Forest, and many people died of it. Also in Lautenbach, a small village in a side valley
of the Murgtal, the disease had already cost 61 people their lives. Due to the lack of effective
remedies against this terrible disease, the people of Lautenbach turned to their God. If he
would only help them, they would hold a celebration every year on 2nd of July, the Feast of
the Virgin Mary's Visitation.
Since then, Lautenbach has organised a celebration every year on the 2nd of July with the
vow procession to the Illert chapel, which was built outside the town in 1867. The church
bells ring and the procession is announced with firecrackers. The procession is led by priests
and ministrants. Arrived at the Illert chapel, people pray and sing together. Afterwards the
people go back to the village, where the celebration continues at the town house.
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The vow procession, led by ministrants with the cross and flags, on its way to the Illert
chapel. There exist also other Christian processions in Germany. Usually they are dedicated
to a Saint or a Christian feast.

Text :Ruth Schmelzer
Photos: Matthias Gessler
July 2, 2019
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70th Harvest and Wine Festival Sasbachwalden in October 2018
Sachbachwalden is a traditional wine and fruit-growing
community in the north of the Black Forest in the Ortenau
district of Baden-Württemberg. As early as 1949, the
community began to organise an annual harvest and wine
festival, which over the years became the highlight of the year
for the inhabitants. In the meantime it has become a wellknown event beyond the borders. Especially for the procession
on the first Sunday in October many visitors flock to the small
village, that counts about 2500 inhabitants.

All associations and institutions of Sasbachwalden help energetically with the realization of
the big event. For an optimal organization they founded the "Winzerfestgemeinschaft", that
guides the participants as a coordinator.
The associations, which are voluntarily engaged for the festival are as follows:
Fire brigade
Choral society
Church choir
Rural youth group
Traditional costume music band
Carnival Fool Guild
Marksmen's guild
Ski club
Sports club
Folk dance and traditional costume group
Accordion club
Many of these associations and groups are represented on the big parade. In addition, groups
from other villages and towns also take part. The parade represents very authentically many
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typical traditions in the Black Forest. Harvest festivals also take place in other communities in
this region in October. 15000 festival visitors came to Sasbachwalden in 2017.

In all traditional parades in Germany musicians with their different instruments are involved,
for example brass players, drummers or accordion players. Folk music and especially brass
music culture is a widespread living tradition in Germany.

The traditional costume band from Sasbach in their Black Forest costumes.
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"Alde Gott" is the name of the winegrowers' cooperative in Sasbachwalden. Founded in 1948,
it now has 380 winegrowers who cultivate 263 hectares of vines. Winegrowing has been
practised in the region since about 1600.
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The vineyards have been cultivated here for a very long time. Meanwhile they all have been
modernised. However, in many places the times when the traditional way of wine-growing
was practiced, is not too long ago. Many elements of the parade remind of these practices.

Old wine presses, wooden barrels and wooden vats that have been used for the traditional
wine harvest are shown in the parade.
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The association
"Musikverein Lauf
e.V." was already
founded in 1907.

Traditional costume groups present the traditional costumes of their homeland.
Sometimes the old dances are with ribbons.
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The wagons of the parade were decorated lovingly and with great effort. Some of the wagons
in the parade were completely covered with flowers, like the wagon of the wine princesses.

Typical traditional elements of the region: production of juice and wine, men wearing leather
trousers, folk songs and accordion. The decorated carriages are often pulled by old tractors.
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The traditional costume group Kusterdingen belongs to the local group Kusterdingen of the
Swabian Albverein and was founded in the mid 80s. The group collected old Kusterdingen
traditional costumes and repaired them if necessary. New costumes were also made according
to the old models. The traditional costume group is meanwhile represented on many parades
in the region.

The "Trachtenkapelle Obersasbach" with their brass instruments

Bread baking receives a lot of attention in Germany. Today there are bakeries all over the
world that call themselves German bakeries. This is an indication of the variety and good
quality of the breads. Until the 1960s there were small common baking houses in the villages
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with wood-burning stoves where fire was made on regular baking days to bake breads and
cakes. Today such baking houses are partly reactivated, because the freshly baked bread and
the activity itself are an unforgettable pleasure.
Baking houses were already documented in the 14th century. Their further distribution took
place in the 17th century. This also reduced the risk of fire from domestic ovens and wood
consumption. The baking houses had a social function, because people met here regularly and
chatted while bread and cakes were baked.

Fresh baked bred from the oven is distributed among the audience

The term "Spöcker Esel" is a nickname of the municipality of Spöck, the oldest part of the
town of Stutensee in the district of Karlsruhe. It probably goes back to their long connection
with the monastery Maulbronn1, which has a donkey in its coat of arms. The first
documentary reference and foundation goes back to the year 865. It is assumed that the
settlement was Christianized by Benedictine monks.

1

The monastery Maulbronn is a UNESCO world cultural heritage.
https://www.kloster-maulbronn.de/start
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This group refers to an action that is spreading more and more in Germany: Wildflower
meadows are being planted to counteract the death of bees and insects in recent years2.

The music association Seebach e.V. exists since 1907.

With a large glass of red wine in his hand, Bacchus sits behind the wine princesses from
Sasbachwalden. Bacchus is the god of wine and fertility. He can often be found in connection
with the wine culture in Germany.

2

see also: https://bluehende-naturparke.de
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The Schelzberg monastery in Sasbachwalden has been cultivating traditional wine since the
16th century. The monastery also has its own distillery for fine spirits. Exclusively own
grapes are used for the production of their wine. The monastery was first mentioned in 1530
and belonged to the Benedictine monastery in Schwarzach until secularisation in 1803. Since
1928 is it privately owned
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The "Trachten- und Volkstanzgruppe Ottenhöfen" celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2018.
The active association participates for example in Corpus Christi processions, in customs
evenings, traditional festivals and village fountain festivals. The members of the homeland
association and the group for the care of the customs are connected. They also take care of the
preservation of historical mills in Ottenhöfen.

The music association Kappelwindeck celebrated its 200th anniversary of brass music in
Kappelwindeck in 2011. Instrumental training and youth work are an integral part of the
association.
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Beekeeping has existed in the world for thousands of years. Originally they lived in the
hollow spaces of the trees, but already 500 B.C. the house beekeeping was operated. There
have also been many beekeepers in the Black Forest for centuries. Honey and wax was very
popular especially in the Middle Ages. Wax was used, for example, to pay taxes to feudal
lords and monasteries. Also an offence was punished with a wax debt3.

The harvest festival presents the agricultural products of the region. This also includes
pumpkins.

3

http://www.imkerverein-villingen.de/geschichte.html
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Hornsled Club 1938 Bühlertal-Liehenbach4. The roots of the "Hornschlittenclub" go back to
1938. The horn sled was originally a winter carriage of the mountain farmers, who used it to
transport hay or wood, for example. Today, horn sledges are used for sporting competitions..

The basket weavers made many things for daily use, such as carrying frames for collecting
brushwood and transporting objects.

Apples are the most common fruit in
the region.

4

https://www.hornschlittenclub.de
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Fruit and horticulture associations belong to the traditional associations in nearly every
community of the region.

The "Sennenhundfreunde Ortenau e.V." 5 with their dogs are welcome guests on the parade.

5

http://www.ssv-ev.de/lg_bws_og_ortenau/OG-Ortenau.php
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In the basket on the back of the old man you can see handmade traditional Black Forest straw
shoes. Nowadays they are often worn by the witches of the Swabian-Alemannic carnival.
Straw shoes and wooden shoes were once the traditional footwear of the rural population in
the Black Forest. The straw shoes are made of braided rye or maize straw. A typical crop of
the region is corn.
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A Fanfare Brass Band

In Germany there are many clubs and groups whose common hobby are the old tractors.
Tractors were invented at the beginning of the 20th century. In the parade are the tractor and
oldtimer friends "Vor der Hornisgrinde" from 77880 Sasbach.
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Further informations:
www.sasbachwalden.de
https://www.aldegott.de/de/
http://www.schelzberg.de/
www.trachtenkapelle-obersasbach.de
www.kappelwindeck.de
https://www.hornschlittenclub.de
Text and photos Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
Dezember 2018
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All Saints' Day, All Souls' Day and Halloween
Many people place grave lights and flowers on the cemetry on All Saints' Day. The double
feast of All Saints' Day on the 1st of November and All Souls' Day on 2nd of November is
being associated with an old assumption in the Middle Ages: People believed that the pain of
the "poor souls" in purgatory can be shortened by the intercession of the living. This gave rise
to the letters of indulgence in the Middle Ages and the All Souls' Day in the Catholic
calendar.
Actually, every Saint of the Roman Catholic Church has its own day of honor. However, as
their numbers grew rapidly, Pope Gregory IV decided to set a date for worshiping all the
Saints. Since the 9th century, therefore, in many European countries the first of November is
celebrated as All Saints Day.
The Christian festivals on beginning of November are not celebrated as much as Easter or
Christmas : Nevertheless, in Germany and Spain the All Saints' Day is holiday. In UK the 1st
of November is also called All Saints' Day, although it is not celebrated. In Czech Republic
the traditions are also well known. Recently kids start to put candles everywhere.

Photos: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
The evening before All Saints' Day is Halloween (from All Hallows' Eve).
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Halloween is celebrated as a party in some locations in Germany, Spain or the Czech
Republic. It is more popular in the United Kingdom. In Germany costumes for Halloween are
offered in the shops. The typical symbol for Halloween is a hollowed pumpkin with a
grimace.

Photo: Andrea Siebels

It is said, that Halloween was originally widespread in Catholic Ireland. From there the
tradition spread to USA and other countries. The actual origin of Halloween is still discussed.
In his book "The Golden Bough" (1922) Sir James Frazer described Halloween as "an old
pagan funeral with a thin Christian cover". In addition to the spring festival Beltane on 1st of
May (Walpurgisnight) Halloween was the second important festival of the Celts. The
Encyclopaedia Britannica derives the festival from ancient Celtic customs.

Text and photos: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
November 10, 2018
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The "Belzemärtel" in Reichental
On Monday before Christmas Eve, the "Belzemärtel" come to Reichental: dark, masked
fellows with long pointed hats, the "Schagox" or "Gox", and shaggy hemp beards wander
through the village in the dark. With their deep, threatening humming, with cow bells and
heavy chains they announce their coming. In their sack they bring sweets for the children, but
they also have the birch rod with them. If they discover children or young people on the street,
they stop them and ask, whether they were good and obedient. The kids have to recite a poem,
sing a song or play an instrument. Then the terrifying "Belzemärtel" open their sacks and the
children are allowed to take something. For some children in the village, the "Belzemärtel"
even come home to hear whether the children have been good throughout the year. If the
parents complain, the children have to promise the "Belzemärtel" that they want to improve
throughout the year, because around the next winter solstice the wild boys will again come
out of the forest where they usually live and feed on bark soup and moss, as they say.
The "Belzemärtel" once existed in many villages in the Murgtal, but the custom was
forgotten. In Reichental, too, the custom threatened to fall asleep in the 1980s until the men of
the Auerhahn football club, inspired by Friedbert Zapf, resumed this old tradition with which
many of them had already grown up. In the past, they say, the "Belzemärtel" were not as tame
here as they are today and one should have been careful of them. Their rod was feared by the
daring schoolboys who still walked through the streets in the darkness and cowered in hidden
places. Today the "Belzemärtel" can still be found in some regions in Bavaria or Swabia,
where they are also called "Pelznickel" or "Perchte". They move in the so-called
"Sperrnächten" (13th -25th of December)1 and the 12 "Raunächten" (26th of December to 6th
of January)2 through the villages.
Originally an ancient pagan figure, the harsh "Belzemärtel" in the Raunächte drove the evil
night spirits and demons out of the villages by their noise, yelling, humming and ringing.
They feared a wildly storming ghost army under the leadership of the Germanic god Wotan.
To defend themselves, the humans lit lights and soothed the spirits with all sorts of mystical

1

The term derives from the german word "wegsperren" that can be translated with clear up something. In
preparation of the cold winter, the agricultural work equipment was brought into the houses and stables.
2
Centuries ago, in the Raunächte for house and stables, incantations were carried out and smoked with
consecrated herbs in order to avert disaster in the coming year. The Raunächte did not get their name from the
rough season, but from the rising smoke of the herbs.
Kopf, Helmut (2016): Brauchtum und Wetterregeln. Verlag Eugen Ulmer KG, Stuttgart, p. 8
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countercrafts. Courageous young fellows tried already at the beginning of the night to drive
away the demonic threat by loud whip bang and noise3.
The first monasteries were founded in the 7th century by Benedictine monks, and with them
the influence of Christianity in the Black Forest began. However, the early settlement history
is only incompletely documented by the "Codex Laureshamensis4", a property inventory of
the monastery Lorsch5 from the 12th century, which is based on even older records. As in
many areas, which were missioned, also here obviously deeply anchored customs were
integrated into Christianity. They never disappeared completely.
Since the 13th century there appeared the Christian gift-bringer St. Nikolaus, who was
supported by his servant Ruprecht instead of the Belzemärtel. Nonetheless, the figure of the
Belzemärtel was able to survive in some places under different names and in different forms
to this day.
Also in Bad Herrenalb, about 20 kilometres away, the fellow called "Pelzmärtel" comes with
a rod and a gift sack6. He, too, chases away the evil spirits with the ringing of his bells. But
here he is dressed in a straw robe and arrives at the market place together with the Christ
Child in the afternoon of Christmas Eve, where the parents gather with their children. While
the little ones get sweets from the straw man, the adults enjoy a mulled wine and the annual
Christmas concert of the local music club. According to Reinhold Nofer, who made the straw
costume for the Pelzmärtel, the customs were brought over by Tyrolean families who settled
in the Gaistal in the 17th and 18th centuries. Already in summer rye was mown with a scythe.
An approx. 150 meter long cord was braided from the straw, with which the Nofer family
elaborately made the straw costume. There are other explanations about the origin and
meaning of the Belzemärtel. In the name "Pelznickel" the figures of St. Nicholas ("Nickel")
and St. Martin ("Märtel") merge. In some places he comes on St. Martin's Day on 11th of
November or on St. Nicholas Day on 6th of December, and brings gifts or the rod. In this
explanation the "Pelzmärtel" exists since the Reformation, because the Protestants did not
want to continue to worship the Catholic Saints St. Martin and St. Nicholas. The outward
appearance of the "Pelzmärtel", however, remained similar to the pagan winterly frightening

3

Kopf, Helmut (2016): Brauchtum und Wetterregeln, p. 7
http://archivum-laureshamense-digital.de/de/codex_laureshamensis/codex.html
5
https://www.kloster-lorsch.de
6
https://www.schwarzwaelder-bote.de/inhalt.bad-herrenalb-altes-brauchtum-lebt.c75eb607-491b-482d-a8157ce1db162c95.html
4
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figures. In Swabia, the "Belzmärtel" is known as the nasty companion of St. Nicholas or as
the companion of the Christ Child, as in Bad Herrenalb.

In the evening the Belzemärtel from Reichental come out of a cellar. The dark fellows wear
masks, hemp beards and a one metre high pointed hat, chains, old cowbells and birch twigs.

It becomes dark and the fellows start with their task..
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All of them have birch rods and sacks.
With deep rumbling and loud bells, the frightening
figures wander through the night and symbolically
drive away the evil winter spirits and demons from
the village.

On request the fellows come to the children in some houses. If the children were good, they
can take a small present out of the sack. Sometimes they have to sing or play a song on their
instrument for the "Belzemärtel".
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Then the guys move on through the village. Sometimes they are invited by villagers for a
drink. Others watch with their children the night life through the windows.
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Moving through the streets, the dark figures also meet children. The little ones sometimes
play a song with their flute in order to make the "Belzemärtel" more gentle and receive a
small gift.
Finally, the "Belzemärtel" come to
the clubhouse of the Auerhahn
football club, where many
children are waiting for them.
Here, too, the kids have to answer
questions about whether they were
good or not. Poems are recited and
songs sung. Afterwards the
children are allowed to take
something out of the gift sack.
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Some children are
afraid of the dark
creatures.
To the amusement of
the "Belzemärtel",
however, some
courageous boys can
be put deep into the
gift sack to get their
gifts out. These
cheeky boys will
probably become the
next "Belzemärtel" in
Reichental...

And then, the "Belzemärtel" of
Reichental disappear with their
deep roaring in the night…
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The tradition of the "Pelzmärtel" from Herrenalb differs considerably from Reichental. The
"Pelzmärtel" from Bad Herrenalb together with the Christ child is bringing presents to the
children on the market square in the afternoon of 24th of December. Again and again the
fellow jumps up and let the many cow bells ring on his straw robe. Also a rod and a gift sack
belong to his equipment.

Text and pictures Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
January 13, 2019
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Historical Christmas Cribs - An exhibition of the Association "Kulturerbe
Schwarzwaldhochstraße"
Christmas cribs depicting the birth of Christ with the Child Jesus in the crib, Mary and Joseph
as well as the shepherds and the Three Kings gathered in the stable have a centuries-old
tradition among Christians all over the world. They exist in numerous variations, influenced
by culture and personal style.
It is believed that Saint Francis of Assisi, who is said to have created the Christmas story with
living persons and animals in 12231, inspired the customs of the Christmas cribs. With the
nativity scenes one could also bring the Christmas story closer to the illiterated people of the
former times. Already at 400 AD there are indications for cribs2.
In the middle of the 16th century, the tradition began to spread throughout Europe with the
installation of nativity scenes in Catholic churches. The monks of the time, such as the Jesuits
in Prague or the Benedictines in Salzburg in the 17th century, were also involved. The
Christmas cribs were not only placed in churches, but also in people's houses or on public
places. Nowadays, nativity scenes with living animals can often be found at Christmas
markets.
The members and friends of the association "Kulturerbe Schwarzwaldhochstraße"3 presented
an exhibition of historical Christmas cribs in the old church in Herrenwies, a small village in
the Black Forest. The whole action took place in honorary activity, so the search and
collection of the historical cribs, the construction as well as the presentation during the
opening times, to which the organizers offered also home-made cakes, coffee, mulled wine
and other small snacks.
Lovingly staged and illuminated, a wide variety of Christmas cribs was exhibited. Some of
them have their own history. The following root crib is over 60 years old. A root wood, which
was once found in the Wutachtal valley, serves as the stable.

1

https://www.ekhn.de/glaube/kirchenjahr/weihnachten/weihnachtskrippe.html
dto
3
https://www.kulturerbe-schwarzwaldhochstrasse.de
2
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A Kenyan crib that is placed in a calabash (hollowed out and dried shell of a bottle gourd).
The figures are made of palm leaves.
The African nativity scenes also include typical African scenarios, such as a man playing a
drum, a woman with her water jug on her shoulder, or the baby Jesus in a carved crib.
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The figures from Kenya are made of clay and are about 25 years old.
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The abstract elements of African
art can be seen in this crib. A
hoop of grass symbolizes the
Christ Child in the crib.

The Purist Crib made by Doris Mareni.
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This alpine crib was made in the year 2000 by the crib builder Eugen
Dresel from Eisental.
Above the stable is the Angel of Peace.

A local nativity scene from the Pfalz was also shown. The figures and buildings of this crib
have interesting authentic details.

Especially the stable building and the dwelling house fascinate with their details: the roofs
have wooden shingles, there are shutters, small stairs, a carefully worked entrance to the cellar
and small curtains behind the windows. The houses are plastered and even the roof trusses are
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worked out typical for the region. In front of the house there is a wooden block for the
firewood and a grindstone. Even the pedestal of the house was made of the red stone
"Buntsandstein", which is typical in the Pfälzer Wald.

Mary and Joseph are wearing long, simple robes. A woman who wears brushwood is
equipped with a knitted dress. Her brush basket is made of coarse sackcloth that has been
carefully adapted to the small figure.
This large crib scene was made in Bühlertal.

The crib has many typical figures, the Three Wise Men, Roman soldiers and shepherds. Apart
from the typical animals in the Bethlehem stable, the donkey, the ox and the goat, the animals
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of the Orient are represented: Camel and elephant. At the simple stable, the Angel of Peace
watches over the Christ Child.

The Angel of Peace, Mary with the Christ Child and one of the Three Kings with turban and gift.

This crib from Herrenwies tells a part of the local history. It decorated the church in
Herrenwies for the first time at Christmas 1980. In 1981 an Angel of Peace was added. The
nativity scene was commissioned by the pastors Rudolf Hemberger and Lothar Perrass to the
sculptor Michael Huber from Oberkirch. At the priest's request, the crib does not have
individual figures, but groups of figures. A shepherd has the face of the priest.

Lothar Perrass constructed the substructure and the electrical installations for the crib.
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The expressive groups of wooden figures without colour painting.

This shepherd shows the features
of pastor Rudolf Hemberger, who
worked in the parish of
Herrenwies from 1955 until his
death in 1984.

Almost all cribs are made of natural materials, e.g. wood, stone, straw, grass and moss.
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Many felt materials were used for this unusual crib. A few central figures allow the viewer to
easily recognize the Bible scene. The crib shows so-called Egli figures, which were
manufactured in the monastery Neusatzeck. A wooden stable is missing. Instead, red
sandstones, which can be found in the northern Black Forest, were used as frames for the crib
scene.
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This extensive oriental crib shows beyond the core scene of Christ's birth further traditions
from the Bible. The stable with the newborn is located at the gates of the city. The Three Wise
Men, shepherds and others are depicted. Some of the figures are over 100 years old.

In this scene there is a reference to
the Ten Commandments in the
Bible
,,,,,9-*8

The craft scene of a carpenter
possibly refers to the profession of
Joseph of Nazareth. He is said to
have been a carpenter.
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This old nativity scene in Herrenwies was probably built after the new church St. Antonius
was built and inaugurated in 1901. Since 1980 parts of the crib were missing. In the course of
the preparation of the exhibition, however, the parts could be found again. Now the crib is
complete.

Details of the old crib from Herrenwies from 1901.
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Details of the old crib from Herrenwies from 1901.

Further information:
Seiter, Roland (2018): Erlebnis Schwarzwaldhochstraße zu Großvaters Zeiten.
https://www.kulturerbe-schwarzwaldhochstrasse.de

Text and photos: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
November 24,2018
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Spas in Baden-Baden
Baden-Wuerttemberg is the number one spa resort in Germany. In Baden-Baden the state
baths Friedrichsbad and Caracalla are well known.
As early as Roman times, the Baden-Baden thermal water was used for spa. The water comes
from 12 sources with up to 68 degrees. Every day, about 800,000 liters of spring water from
about 2000 meters depths gush upwards.
Ruins of the first Roman thermal baths1 can still be visited below the market square and
nearby the Friedrichsbad. Almost 2000 years ago, the Romans had first built thermal baths for
the troops. In the 3rd century after Christ, the Roman Emperor Caracalla built the Kaiser bath.
Its ruins are still visible today. From the middle of the 15th century bathing was promoted in
Baden-Baden.
The Caracalla2 thermal bath was built in its present form between 1983 and 1985 according to
the plans of the Freiburg architect Hans-Dieter Hecker. Parts of the historic "New
Augustabad" were integrated into the modern architecture.
The modern complex near the city center offers over 4000 square meters of spacious outdoor
pools and an indoor pool in a bright rotunda, a steam room, spa lounge and a cafeteria.
Approximately 900 square meters of water cover the various pools. A stylish sauna landscape
with seven different saunas, several relaxation rooms and outdoor facilities awaits guests on
the first floor. The historical elements of the former building are well integrated. Over
600,000 people come annually from near and far. Since 1994, the thermal baths are operated
by the CARASANA Bäderbetriebe GmbH, while the state bathing and spa administration
Baden-Württemberg (BKV) is still the owner of the property. A few steps away from the
Caracalla is the historical Friedrichsbad3, which has a different bathing culture as a RomanIrish bath. The bathing area includes Irish hot and warm air baths, relaxation and massage
areas as well as various thermal water pools and private baths in the venerable, magnificently
designed building. The Friedrichsbad, that opened in 1877, was considered the most important
German thermal bath in the 19th century and the most beautiful spa bathhouse in Europe. The
two baths Caracalla and Friedrichsbad represent the long spa culture in Baden-Baden, which
even today is a central part of the city.
1

http://www.carasana.de/en/friedrichsbad0/romanbathruins.html
http://www.carasana.de/en/caracallaspa
3
http://www.carasana.de/en/friedrichsbad0
2
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Photo (panorama): Matthias Gessler
Outdoor pools of the Caracalla thermal bath

Photo (panorama): Sandra Marek

Photo: Roland Vogel
View from the Cafe in the Caracalla bath
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Photo: Eckhard Dahms
A spring in the main indoor thermal water basin in the Caracalla bath

Photo: Sandra Marek
Also in the outdoor basins are beautiful illuminated elements
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Photo: Eckhard Dahms
Water jets are used for massage in the shoulder and neck area

Photo: Eckhard Dahms
The main indoor thermal water basin in the Caracalla bath
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Photos: Sandra Marek
The main hall of the Caracalla is illuminated in different colours

Photo: Eckhard Dahms
The caracalla offers many rest areas for its guests
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Photo: Roland Vogel
Beautiful illuminations in the Caracalla

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
Sauna landscape of the Caracalla

Photos by Ruth Schmelzer
The steam bath of the Caracalla
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Photo by Ruth Schmelzer
The sauna landscape

Photo: Matthias Gessler
The marvellous architecture
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The historical Friedrichsbad in Baden-Baden

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Sandra Marek
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Photo: Sandra Marek

Photo: Sandra Marek
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Photo: Eckhard Dahms

Photo: Eckhard Dahms
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Photo: Eckhard Dahms

Photo: Roland Vogel

Photo: Roland Vogel
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Photo: Roland Vogel

Photo: Sandra Marek
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
January 18, 2019
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Palais Thermal in Bad Wildbad in the Northern Black Forest
The thermal bath is one of the oldest in Europe. Since the 14th century, Wildbad developed
because of its hot springs as a spa resort. The Graf-Eberhard-Bath, which was renamed in
1995 as the Palais Thermal, was built in the 19th century.
However, large parts of the bath were changed. Its unique Moorish style received the bath at
the end of the 19th century. The courtyard, which was previously open, was also covered and
decorated in Moorish style during this period. From 1970 to 1977, the old bath was extended
by new buildings. Today it is a stylish thermal bath that meets the highest standards. It should
be one of the most beautiful thermal baths in Europe.
In the Black Forest there are several hot springs, which are traditionally used for thermal
baths. Above all Baden-Baden, but also Bad Dürrheim, Bad Rotenfels, Bad Bellingen,
Badenweiler, Bad Herrenalb and Bad Liebenzell are well known Spa locations.
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Further informations:
https://www.palais-thermal.de

Text and pictures
Ruth Schmelzer & Matthias Gessler
2.10.2019
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The Casino Baden-Baden
The Kurhaus of Baden-Baden is not only an architectural landmark of the famous spa-city,
but it's also a lived tradition since nearly 200 years. Inside the Kurhaus is the Casino. Like the
horse racings and thermal baths it is an important part of Baden-Baden and one of the oldest
casinos in Germany.
Many people from the whole world visit Baden-Baden, but not without coming to the Casino,
enjoying the atmosphere of nobility and splendour, playing roulette, Black Jack or Poker or
just watching the colourful world of the splendid location with a glass of wine from the
region.

Chandeliers, ornaments, paintings, figures and precious materials decorate the impressive
premises of the Casino, that is divided into different halls like the red hall, the florentine hall,
the winter garden (white hall) and the entrance hall.

Photos Matthias Gessler
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Photos Eckhard Dahms

Photos Sandra Marek

Photos Lilly Rausch
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Photos Andrea Siebels

Photos Roloand Vogel

Photos Rebecca Werner
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Photo: Sandra Marek

Links, literature:
www.casino-baden-baden.de
https://www.casino-baden-baden.de/en/the-casino/history/
Emmrich, Stuart (2017): 36 Hours in Baden-Baden, Germany. In: New York Times vom 20.
Juli 2017.
Günter Schenk: CityTrip Baden-Baden. 2016.
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
March 2020
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Fortresses in Germersheim, Landau, Rastatt and Ulm
The german fortresses were initially a response to numerous campaigns of conquest of France
at the beginning of the 19th century. Prussia, Austria, Bavaria, Württemberg, Saxony, and
over thirty other German states had joined forces to defend themselves.
The big fortresses significantly affected the function and development of the cities and their
surroundings. Old city walls and buildings had to give way and the entire population of the
cities, whether in Germersheim, Landau, Rastatt or Ulm stood under the sign of the fortress
construction and operation. 14,000 construction workers are said to have built a modern
fortress in Landau in 1688, on the orders of the French King Louis XIV. In Rastatt there were
about 4,000 to 8,000 in the middle of the 19th century, and in Ulm up to 10,000 workers who
worked on the construction of the bastions.

However, the fortresses wrote their own story: for instance, the fortress (Bundesfestung)
Rastatt played an important role in 1849 especially during the Baden Revolution, when a part
of the Baden military of the fortress garrison mutinied and together with the vigilantes
assumed the democratically elected government. All in all, these events were among the
revolutions that occurred in 1848/49 in many parts of Central Europe against the backdrop of
liberal, bourgeois-democratic aspirations.
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In Rastatt exciting tours take place through
the Kasematten, that are subterrainean
corridors of the fortress.
These corridors form a huge underground
labyrinth.

Photo: Rebecca Werner

The Federal Fortress Ulm was to help southern Germany as a whole and especially the route
along the Danube to Vienna. In fact, the fortress was never involved in a military conflict. In
the outer fort "Fort Oberer Kuhberg" of the fortress Ulm the Nazis established from 1933 to
1935 a concentration camp for the detention of political prisoners.

Fortress Ulm, Photos: Ruth Schmelzer
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Fortress Ulm, Photo: Matthias Gessler

Several parts of the bastions were already sanded at the end of the 19th century. While in the
60s and 70s of the 20th Century parts of the fortresses had to give way to modern buildings,
they eventually moved into the consciousness of the population increasingly as a significant
and worthwhile cultural monument. The impressive architecture of the monuments testify to
the architecture of the time and are part of a multi-faceted history.

Fortress Ulm, Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Above all, especially voluntary workers restored parts of the bulwarks. For instance, the Fort
Oberer Kuhberg in Ulm was transformed into a museum. It is today a fortress in its original
state.
Both in Germersheim and in Landau several buildings of the fortresses are preserved. They
are used differently and significantly influence the city image.

Fortress Germersheim, Photo (Infrared): Michael Weih

Fortress Germersheim, Photo: Eckhard Dahms
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Fortress Germersheim, Photo: Andrea Siebels

Fortress Germersheim, Photo: Rebecca Werner
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Fortress Germersheim, Photo: Steffen Klingenfuss

Fortress Germersheim, Photo-Tableau (Infrared): Michael Weih

Fortress Germersheim, Photo: Sandra Marek
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Fortress Landau, Photo: Lilly Rausch

Fortress Rastatt, Photo: Eckhard Dahms
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Fortress Rastatt, Photo (Infrared): Michael Weih

The European Culture Route of Fortresses "Forte Cultura", demonstrates the importance of
fortresses for the European Culture. More informations about FORTE CULTURA can be
found on their homepage.

More informations:
www.forte-culture.eu/en
Fortress Landau: http://www.festungsbauverein.de
Fortress Germersheim:
https://www.germersheim.eu/stadt_germersheim/Tourismus/Stadt%20Germersheim/Die%20F
estung
Festung Rastatt: http://www.bundesfestung-rastatt.de/
Fortress Ulm: http://www.festung-ulm.de

Text: Ruth Schmelzer
January 2020
Photographers: Eckhard Dahms, Matthias Gessler, Steffen Klingenfuss, Sandra Marek,
Lilly Rausch, Ruth Schmelzer, Andrea Siebels, Michael Weih, Rebecca Werner
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Milestone in Energy Production:
The Rudolf Fettweis Plant in Forbach in the Black Forest

When water power was discovered at the end of the 19th century as a means of generating
energy, the people of Baden did pioneering work with the construction of the "Badisches
Murgwerk". The construction began in 1914 under the direction of the engineer Rudolf
Fettweis. In 1919, electricity flowed from the hydroelectric power station to the cities of
Karlsruhe and Mannheim for the first time.
Not far from the Rudolf Fettweis plant, the construction of the Schwarzenbach dam and the
Schwarzenbach power plant followed between 1922 and 1926. About 2000 workers were
needed for the project. To supply them, a small village was built on the edge of the reservoir,
which holds about 14 million cubic metres. Today, the reservoir is used not only for water
production, but also as recreation area.
Even today, the old hydroelectric power station, which is one of the first pumped storage
power plants in Europe, still produces electricity reliably. About 40 people are employed here.
The plant technology in this power station is still used in a similar way worldwide.

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuss
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Photo: Lilly Rausch

Photo: Lilly Rausch
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Photo: Steffen Klingenfuss
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Photo: Michael Weih

Photo: Michael Weih
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Photo: Lilly Rausch

Photo: Lilly Rausch
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Photo: Lilly Rausch

Photo: Eckhard Dahms
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Photo: Eckhard Dahms

Photo: Eckhard Dahms
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Steffen Klingenfuss

The water reservoir at the Schwarzenbachtalsperre
Further informations:

https://www.enbw.com/media/konzern/docs/energieerzeugung/kernenergie/broschuere_100_jahre_for
bach_fin.pdf
https://journals.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/index.php/nbdpfbw/article/view/12402/6240
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
October 2018
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Vintage Car Ralley at the Castle Eberstein in Gernsbach, Black Forest

Vintage cars are in Germany a wide-spread passion. Often the vintage car drivers meet on
nice places to conduct shows or car races or just to enjoy a nice trip together with other
vintage car drivers. On such events you usually can see cars that have been built in different
European countries like in Italy, France and Germany. Lots of dates for amazing vintage car
meetings and fairs in Germany can be found in the internet1.
In Baden-Württemberg in Gernsbach-Obertsrot, Eberstein Castle stands high above the Murg
valley. Curvy, narrow roads lead through the forest high up to the castle. At this place the
local motor sports club "Automobilclub Eberstein e.V." has been organizing regular meetings
for friends of classic cars since 1970. On the event "Schlossberg-Historic" there are many
different classic cars at the starting line. Many enthusiastic spectators are coming also every
year to the well-known activity.

1

https://bayerisches-oldtimerfestival.de
https://www.autozeitung.de/oldtimer-treffen-termine-youngtimer-events-90455.html
https://www.automobilemeilensteine.de/events/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMItbWC793M5wIVSeh3Ch3gCgF2EAAYASAAEgLJiPD_BwE
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Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
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The Village Shop in Leiberstung
Formerly there was at least one small shop in every small
village in Germany where you could buy the necessary
things for your daily needs. In the course of centralisation
and the emergence of large stores, one village shop after
the other disappeared. In the meantime, in many
settlements there are no more shopping possibilities and the
inhabitants have to go to the next bigger city to buy the
goods of their daily needs. This led to the fact that the supply of many people who do not
have a car was no longer guaranteed. The connection of the villages to public transport is
often inadequate. The elderly in particular are affected, which is why they tend to live in a
larger city.
Meanwhile there are extensive measures to improve the supply situation in the villages by
maintaining or reopening village shops. The European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD) also supports the village shops. A good example of this is the village
shop in Leiberstung, which citizens, associations and institutions founded on their own
initiative in 2009 as the cooperative "Unser Dorfladen Leiberstung e.G.".
Since then, the village shop has been run by volunteers, while the sale has been managed by
seven village women who are now marginally employed. In addition to their work, this team
also works many voluntary hours to make the village shop not only a local supplier of many
regional products, but also a special meeting place for all generations. Actions such as the
"Weißwurstfrühstück"1 or a pre-Christmas celebration further strengthen the community. In
this way, the solidarity of the village community is positively influenced by the village shop.
Fotoreportage: Der Dorfladen in Leiberstung

1

White sausages breakfast
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Fresh products and regional products are part of the permanent assortment of the village shop.

The villagers can also get a cup of coffee and pastries while shopping and enjoy the
conversation in the group.
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A social meeting in front of the village shop

The honorary members of the supervisory board report on the ten-year success story of their
village shop and their ideas to continue making the shop attractive for the villagers with
special activities.
Further information: www.dorfladen-leiberstung.de
Photos and Text: Matthias Gessler and Ruth Schmelzer
September 29, 2019
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The old Tradition of the "Dorfbott" - The Village Courier from Eisental
The old tradition of the Dorfbott1 has now been revived in the small community of Eisental at
the foot of the Black Forest for 3 years. The impulse for this was given by the federal research
project SoNaTe2 , whose goal is to develop a new digital communication network for the
development of social neighborhoods in communities and regions. Eisental was selected as a
pilot community for the project. The participants, together with the Eisental village chief
Jürgen Lauten, discussed how such an informal network can be implemented in the village.
This is where the idea came up to let the Dorfbott come back. He could revive communication
and togetherness in the village, that was the idea.
No sooner said than done: Ewald Haitz started his work as an honorary traditional village
courier in September 2016. Originally several village couriers were planned, who would
alternate. But Mr. Haitz masters his task brilliantly: Armed with a briefcase and a village
courier bell, he reports once a month in refreshing dialect about current village events. This
includes important local events and sporting happenings, the order in the village, inquiries,
recommendations and even village rumours, which are clarified by the village courier himself.
Every month a small working group selects together the news that Ewald Haitz is to report..
The Dorfbott proclaims his messages at three places: in Eisental at Trottenplatz, in
Müllenbach at the old schoolhouse and in Affental at the Gasthaus Auerhahn. Just a few
decades ago, the traditional Dorfbott had announced his official announcements on Sunday
after the church service from the town hall window. Later on, just like the new Dorfbott does,
he rode around with his official bicycle and the bell to spread his information.
Other communities are already becoming aware of the Dorfbott in Eisental. They too are
interested in the reintroduction of the old tradition. In April 2019 a village courier started in
the village of Ottersweier-Unzhurst, which is about 12 km away. Even the television reported
about the reawakened old tradition.

1
2

Depending on the region, one finds different names for the Dorfbott, for example also the Dorfbüttel.
https://www.technik-zum-menschen-bringen.de/projekte/sonate
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Not far from Eisental the young farmers of Plittersdorf
organized a festival for the annual Almabtrieb. There was
also a traditional Dorfbott there with typical cloths, bell
and bicycle. Obviously he was not really "on duty" yet,
but who knows?

In the Swiss community of Erlenbach, a village courier also reports quarterly on current
events3.
Although there exists a small village newspaper in Eisental, in which all local news is
regularly published in printed form, those involved are convinced that people are better able
to pick up oral news. Moreover, the person of the Dorfbott is well known to almost everyone
in the village, which creates trust and community among the listeners.
The audience varies, once there came more than 50 villagers. Warm summer evenings
naturally attract the audience more. Even a real former Dorfbott, who had served in the
neighbouring community of Schwarzach until the early 1970s, joined the audience. Ewald
Haitz handed the 87 year old man his bell to let him demonstrate the typical announcement of
the village courier. Of course, this worked perfectly! At 37 places in the village this old
village courier had announced his news.

3

http://www.erlenbach.ch/de/aktuelles/dorfbott/
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While he is shouting "Announcement" and ringing his bell, the village courier arrives in
Müllenbach on a Friday evening in November. The place where he announces his news is
well chosen: The half-timbered house is the old school with a small courtyard. A board with
the information that the Dorfbott is coming every first Friday of the month informs the
people.

Even before the village council arrives, the gathered people make themselves comfortable,
chairs are brought, candles are lit in the dark. Taking the coming of the village courier as an
occasion, some neighbours from Müllenbach have prepared fingerfood and drinks.
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Also privately almost everyone in the village knows the Dorfbott. For a long time Ewald
Haitz has enthusiastically participated in public events in the small community. With small
anecdotes he can entertain his audience during his lecture in the best way. Already the
children in the local kindergarten know by now that he is the Dorfbott.
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The bell is used when the theme changes. The audience does not get bored and every now and
then there are also small additional information from the people.

Several times the village council refers to the board, which is placed in front of the entrance to
the small courtyard. Here current information can be found.
On the board you will also find the telephone number and email address of the village courier.
Here people can pass on information for the village community to the village courier.
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After the Dorfbott has finished his task in Müllenbach, it took him about half an hour, he is
invited to a small snack and a wine in Müllenbach. He is in a hurry, because his next contact
point is still waiting for him.
After the Dorfbott has left, the villagers stay entertained for a long time while they enjoy the
home-baked lard bread, sweet pastries and drinks. The village chief has also joined them.
Here he can have a good exchange with the villagers in a relaxed atmosphere.

Meanwhile the Dorfbott is on his way to the next place: Affental.
Also there was installed a board with informations about the Dorfbott.

In Affental, too, people are looking forward to the arrival of the village courier and enjoy
meeting and exchanging ideas over snacks and drinks.

Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
December 2019
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The Seasonal Wine Taverns in Germany - "Strausswirtschaft"
Seasonal wine taverns, called "Strausswirtschaft" have an old tradition in almost all wine
growing regions in Germany, but especially in the south and west of the country. They are
open only four months a year and serve wine, sparkling wine, cider and juice from their own
production. The number of seats in the restaurants is also limited by law to 40 in most federal
states. Often they are family-run businesses, that run the "Strausswirtschaft" on their own
winery at the end of the grape harvest. Together with the wines typical regional dishes are
served, for example:
Sparerips,
sausages with sauerkraut,
Bibiliskäs (a kind of fresh cheese) with fresh herbs and jacked potatoes,
boiled belly pork,
freshly baked Tarte Flambée and farmhouse bread,
dumplings (Maultaschen) with potato salad,
stuffed pig's stomach,
onioncake,
hot camembert and cooked cheese,
sausage and cheese bread, sausage salad or vespers with fresh farmhouse bread.

The regional dishes vary
according to the location. In
Württemberg, for example, there
are offered special sausages and
kettle meet together with
sauerkraut, Swabian ravioli with
potato salad, onion cake or even
sandwiches. Elaborate dishes are
not served in this seasonal taverns.
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It is said, that the "Strausswirtschaft" probably goes back to a decree of Charles the Great,
which allowed the winemakers around the year 800 AD to serve a part of the self-grown
wines in their own house1. As a sign that the wines of the new harvest were fermented and
ready to drink, even then a broom, frond, bush or wreath was hung on the door. In southern
Germany, it is usually a broom that decorates the entrance of the open "Strausswirtschaft". In
Lower Austria and Switzerland one knows the tradition likewise.

Some decades ago the winegrowers emptied some chambers of their house and set up benches
and tables for the guests of their seasonal taverne. Today the legal rules are more strict with
respect to hygiene and security. Thus the winegrowers provide comfortably furnished rooms
only for the "Strausswirtschaft".
Ernst Büscher from the German Wine Institute (DWI) in Mainz recommends to visit such a
"Strausswirtschaft" in one of the german wine regions. It is a nice tradition to taste wines
directly from the producer, not like classical wine tasting, and enjoy the regional kitchen. In a
convival atmosphere the guests talk with the wine grower and the locals and learn a lot about
wine, country and people.

1

Capitulare de villis vel curtis imperii of 812 AD
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The "Strausswirtschaft" Steinels Strausse is located in Ottersweier on the foot of the mountain
slopes of the Black Forest near Baden-Baden. It is one of the typical, cosy seasonal tavernes
of the region.

The family-run winery has own vineyards and produces own wine. The taverne is open only 4
months per year. They serve many different wines and prosecco from their own production.
Additionally the guests can buy the products in the small shop of the winery.

The shop with products of the winery
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The owner Martin Steinel modernized the winery in many different aspects. In this way he
combines tradition with modern technology. He took the winery over from his father.

Together with the regional wine, delicious traditional dishes are served.
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It's his obligation to observe valid regulations and legal requirements, so that he may operate
the "Strausswirtschaft". His local and foreign guests love the cosy atmosphere, the
conversations with the host, the good wines and culinary regional specialties.
As often the case for widespread traditions, there exist many different terms for the same
thing. The seasonal tavernes of the wineries are called Strausswirtschaft, Straussenwirtschaft,
Strausse, Besenwirtschaft, Besenschänke or Besen.

The landlord knows a lot of his guests personally. Thus, his taverne
is also a beautiful place for communication and social integration.
441

The young wine for the guests is filled in canisters.
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A view of the vineyards of the region
Links, Literature and further information:
www.steinels-strausse.de
https://www.deutscheweine.de
http://www.straussi.net

Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
October 25, 2018
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An Example of Mixed Cultures: The Street Food Market in Bühl
Street Food is the term used to describe ready-to-eat food that is sold in the streets or in a
public square. They are usually served in specially equipped food trucks with kitchens or in
sales stands. Street food can be found on all continents. It has a long tradition. According to
an FAO1 study from 2007, 2.5 billion people eat street food every day. Usually the typical
dishes that are popular in the respective places are offered as street food. The typical German
street food consists, for example, of bratwurst sausages, grilled chicken, rolls with meat loaf
or roasted almonds. As typical drinks, beer is in the first place and in the winter time, the
mulled wine.
The idea of the Street Food Market, which offers a variety of international delicacies, has
become the alternative to regular restaurant visits worldwide. While walking through the
markets and streets, people can buy food and drinks in the food trucks and eat them right
away. The Street Food Market respectively the Street Food Festival is a quite new
phenomenon in Germany. The first pure Street Food Festival took place in Cologne2 in 2014.
However, this new form of event is spreading rapidly, as people love the culinary exploratory
tours through the delicacies from all over the world. Meanwhile there are Streetfood Festivals
in many cities3. The creative design of the various food trucks also plays a major role.
The premiere in Bühl took place in 2017 and was well received from the locals. Although
there has already been an increasing mixture of foreign and traditional dishes for many
decades, the Streetfood Market illustrates the continuing rise of international dishes in
Germany: At the Streetfood Market, specialties from the domestic kitchen, such as
Maultaschen or tartlets, were served. There were also delicacies from Thailand, Spain, UK,
Mexico and other countries. The food was mostly cooked in creatively designed food trucks,
which were placed in the middle of the city on the market and church square.

1

Ernährungs- und Landwirtschaftsorganisation der Vereinten Nationen.
https://street-food-festival.de/ueber-uns/#2014-Erstes-Street-Food-Festival-Deutschland
3
https://street-foodfestival.com
2
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The delicious food from all over the world attracted young and old visitors. "Streetfood",
according to Michaela Kaiser, Managing Director of Innenstadtgemeinschaft Bühl in Aktion
(Bina), "is the new culture of eating and currently on everyone's lips". In Asia, streetfood is
part of everyday life. Traditionally, there are chefs there who offer their traditional dishes on
the streets at reasonable prices, for example fat-fried, rice and fish dishes or roasted chestnuts.
The locals often do without their own kitchen and go out on the streets every day to eat.
In the street food scene, single-use items such as plastic forks, spoons and plates are usually
used. However, an environmentally conscious attitude is also becoming increasingly apparent
here, for example in the use of disposable wooden cutlery or edible plates.
The emergence of street food is a good example of the mutual influence of cultures. If
traditions meet with a positive interest from the population, elements from other cultures are
readily integrated into other cultures. In Germany, for example, Italian ice cream, Turkish
kebap or Asian pasta and rice dishes are part of the daily menu. At the same time, traditional
German dishes are just as much in demand.
The Street Food Market in Bühl offered both traditional and international delicacies.
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The British kitchen is
present with "Fish and
Chips".

Sweet tartlets from the
local confectionery
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A typical german delicacy:
Maultaschen

Such potato chips are well
known in Hungary

"Pastrami" is an
American snack
of Romanian
origin!
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It arrived in the United States in the second
half of the 19th century with Jewish
immigrants. Pastrami is above all a popular
sandwich topping in the USA. The meat for
pastrami is beef. It is first cured with a
marinade of salt and various spices and then
coated with peppercorns. The meat is then
smoked over wood shavings for two to
twelve hours and then cooked. This gives
Pastrami its characteristic and popular taste.
For sandwiches, the pastrami is sliced and
laid out generously. There are of course
many variations.

Stylish foodtrucks on the Street Food Market
Text and pictures: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
October 7, 2018
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The Horse, regarded as Cultural Heritage: The National Stud of Marbach1
The horse has a long and important tradition also in Europe. Its history can be traced back
more than 30 000 years in human culture, depicted in cave drawings, paintings or sculptures.

Here a scene with splendid horses in a ceiling painting in the baroque castle in Rastatt.

The horse was initially a hunting and cult object, later a draught or riding animal, and finally
became a leisure and sports companion. In Germany alone there are about 1.3 million horses
living today2, while in the 28 EU member states together there are an estimated 7 million3.
Since 2015, Classical Equestrian Art at the Spanish Riding School in Vienna has been part of
UNESCO's intangible cultural heritage. In 2011, French equestrian art was included in the
international UNESCO list. In England, too, the horse has a very special place in its rich
history. The "cradle of horse racing" is the small English town of New Market, where the first
traditional horse race took place in 16224.

1

Haupt- und Landesgestüt Marbach
https://www.pferd-aktuell.de/fn-service/zahlen--fakten/zahlen--fakten
3
https://www.propferd.at/main.asp?VID=1&kat1=87&kat2=644&NID=2708
4
https://www.planet-wissen.de/gesellschaft/sport/reiten/pwiegeschichtedesgalopprennsports100.html
2
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In 1822 the first official horse race took place in Germany on the course between the Baltic
seaside resort Heiligendamm and Bad Doberan. The today internationally known racecourse
in Germany is located in Iffezheim near Baden-Baden. It was founded in 1858 by the
Frenchman Edouard Bénazet. Meanwhile there are about 50 racecourses in Germany.
German horse breeding for riding and horse driving sport is leading worldwide. The focus is
clearly on the riding horse, while the heavy cold-blooded horses, that were once needed in
farming, only have a small share5. Only in forestry are the advantages of the horse
rediscovered as a skillful and enduring workhorse for timber backing.
The official horse breeders are the ten state studs in the different federal states in Germany6.
They work according to fixed concepts, guidelines and breeding goals, based on centuries of
experience.

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The Haupt- und Landesgestüt Marbach in Baden-Württemberg is the oldest stud farm in
Germany.

5
6

http://buel.bmel.de/index.php/buel/article/view/Brade/brade-html
https://www.die-deutschen-landgestuete.de
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Photo: Lilly Rausch

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

During its 500-year existence, the stud farm also experienced wars, such as the 30-year war
(1618 - 1648), at the end of which Württemberg had lost almost all its horses. With the French
court culture the horse breeding received a clear upswing. In the course of the Napoleonic
wars, the stud farm experienced considerable losses again. In Württemberg alone, around
40,000 horses were lost during this period. At the beginning of the 19th century, under King
Wilhelm I, the foundation stone was laid for today's structure of the National stud of
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Marbach. The breeding focus was still on horses that were suitable for the military and
agriculture. This had to change in the course of the technical revolution. Although the stud
was not destroyed by the turmoil of the two world wars, it was clearly affected. In agriculture,
the conversion to technical equipment made the horse increasingly dispensable. The number
of horses in Germany shrank to 250,000 in the 1970s. The horse was increasingly discovered
for leisure and sport, that completely reoriented breeding in the stud farms and expanded it
with new tasks such as performance testing of horses. Also the training of horse and rider
became more and more important for the breeding farms. In the 70s extensive sports facilities
were built by the stud.

Photo: Roland Vogel

Photo: Matthias Gessler

Today the modern stud still concentrates on horses as a cultural asset. The preservation of
endangered horse breeds, such as the Black Forest cold blood, is just as important as
education, knowledge transfer, applied research and public relations.
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Photo: Eckhard Dahms

The Black Forest cold blood

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer
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The stud farm is also the headquarter of the Horse Competence Centre for the consultation
and further training of horse owners in Baden-Württemberg. An enchanting programme
attracts thousands of visitors throughout the year. The high-quality horses that the stud offers
for sale again and again are in great demand for leisure and sport.

Photo: Matthias Gessler

The stud farm presents itself to the general public at sales auctions. Hunting horn blowers and
horse-drawn carriages are among the traditional attractions at the stud.

Photo: Matthias Gessler
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Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

The National Stud of Marbach consists of a complex with three stud farms and other
properties:
1. the stud farm Marbach, which was built in 1514. This is where the main stud, the state stud
and the administration are located. The events also take place here.
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2. the stud farm Offenhausen, a former monastery from the year 1258, in which the EU
insemination station is located,
3. the St. Johann stud farm, built in the 12th century, with a focus on stallion keeping and
agriculture.
In addition, there are other historical farm estates, the so-called Vorwerke, which are
primarily used for the raising of foals: Schafhaus, Güterstein, Hau and Fohlenhof. The
Marbach State Riding School in Baden-Württemberg is also part of the complex.

In Marbach own and
pension foals are raised
under optimal
supervision. In March the
brood mares get their first
foals. Here a mare of the
Marbach Arabian herd
with her cheeky foal

Photo: Eckhard Dahms
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Photo: Matthias Gessler

Photo: Ruth Schmelzer

Further informations:
http://www.gestuet-marbach.de
https://www.die-deutschen-landgestuete.de
https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/classical-horsemanship-and-the-high-school-of-the-spanishriding-school-vienna-01106
Text: Ruth Schmelzer,
Photos: Eckhard Dahms, Matthias Gessler, Lilly Rausch, Ruth Schmelzer, Roland Vogel
7. 4.2019
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Horse Racing in Germany: Baden-Baden-Iffezheim Horse Race Track
Horse races have been held for centuries. Thoroughbreds run on most racecourses today. They
have been bred since the 17th century, first in England, according to the criterion of their
speed. Only the fastest and toughest horses were used for breeding. Today, thoroughbred
horses are bred in many countries. The "International Federation of Horseracing" registered
90 000 foal births in 49 member countries in 20131. The supreme administrative body for the
breeding of thoroughbred horses and for gallop races in Germany is called "Deutscher
Galopp" . The association behind it is the "Direktorium für Vollblutzucht und Rennen e.V."2.
The racecourse Baden-Baden in Iffezheim was already founded in 1858. The Frenchman
Edouard Bénazet initiated the construction of the racecourse. Affected by war and post-war
times, the racecourse experienced many ups and downs. After the Second World War, it
developed into the most important racecourse in Germany and also enjoys a high international
reputation. Three times a year, the international public is offered impressive events related to
racing: The Spring Meeting, the Sales & Racing Festival and the Great Week. There are also
exciting auctions where numerous thoroughbreds change hands. The first auction of one-year
old horses started in 1963. Since 2010, the racetrack has been managed by the Baden Racing
Club e.V. and Baden Racing GmbH.
The associations of "Deutscher Galopp" include the racing clubs, the German Trainer and
Jockey Association, the German Owner Coach Association and the Association of German
Amateur Riders.

Before the race, the horses
are presented in a lead ring
and prepared for the race.
The jockeys also sit up here.

1
2

https://www.ifhaonline.org
https://www.deutscher-galopp.de
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Numerous visitors gather at the location, where the racing horses come together before the
race. Here you can get an impression of horse and jockey. Together with information about
the previous successes of horse and jockey, visitors can place bets.

Visitors can watch the horse races from the grandstands. Many also cavort on the long
meadows along the horse race track.
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On hot summer days the race horses can also enjoy a shower after their peak performance.
The horse caretakers take great care of their horses and make sure that they are in top health
condition.

The events at the racecourse offer their guests an entertaining program beyond the horse
races. According to old custom, numerous ladies wear beautiful hats.
Further information: https:// www.baden-racing.com

October 21, 2018
Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
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The Custom of Blessing Animals: Wendelinus Parade in Leiberstung
Every year in October many riders and carriages come to the village Leiberstung to take part
in the traditional Wendelinus ride. In a long procession of up to 400 horses they ride through
the village and past the local priest who blesses all the animals. Before that, a festive service
was already celebrated in the Wendelinus church in Leiberstung. A carriage with the statue of
St. Wendelinus, the patron saint of the village church, is part of the procession.
Afterwards there is a "saddle drink", small participation badges are distributed and the
hunting horn players play some pieces. The physical well-being is well taken care of. The first
horse blessing in Leiberstung took place in the 50s. It has only been celebrated regularly since
the 60s.

The statue of St. Wendelinus is moving
through the village on an honorary
carriage.
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A priest blesses all horses that take part in the parade.
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The moated castle at Leiberstung is associated with the earliest document of the village
Leiberstung in 1320.
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Hunting horn players

October 14, 2020
Photos and Text: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
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St. Antonius Feast in Ebersteinburg and the Blessing of Animals
In the village of Ebersteinburg in the Black Forest the timber industry has always been of
central importance. The old locals remember how the foresters and woodcutters did their
heavy work, how they had to walk long distances, how they had to work all year round and
brought the logs with horn sledges or a back basket, and how they cart the heavy trunks with a
team of oxen to the departure paths. For warming up, for the lunch break and for drying wet
clothes, a wood maker's fire was always burning. For a long time it was a tradition that the
feast of St. Anthony was also celebrated every year with such a large wood maker fire.
Nowadays the fire is no longer lit, but the Feast of St. Anthony is still an important event in
the village.
The church in Ebersteinburg was consecrated to St. Anthony, one of the most important
saints1. Therefore, the feast is also celebrated around 17th of January, the day of
commemoration of St. Anthony.
Antonius "the Great" lived in Egypt as a hermit and ascetic in the 3rd / 4th century AD. He
stood up for the poor and prisoners. There are many legends about the famous temptations by
devils, demons and others, that Saint Anthony experienced and defeated in the solitude of the
desert. Antonius is often depicted with pigs. This recalls a custom of the Order of Anthony,
founded in 1095: They preferred to keep pigs, which they let run free as God's creatures. Due
to his strict asceticism, Antonius was increasingly revered during his lifetime and soon
numerous followers followed him. He is also called the "father of monasticism". He is said to
have been 105 years old. Already since the 5th century people worship him.
Not only in Ebersteinburg the commemoration day of Antonius is celebrated on the 17th of
January, connected with the blessing of animals. In numerous congregations in Germany, for
example in the Münsterland region, 17th of January is a high Christian holiday. According to
the church historian Prof. Bernhard Kötting, there are more than 500 testimonies of the
Antonius cult in Westphalia alone2. Antonius ceremonies are also celebrated, for example, in
the Giersberg Chapel in Kirchzarten (Breisgau), in Selmnau (Western Allgäu) at the Antonius
Chapel with a firecracker shooting and a cosy get-together or in Unna with the performance of
a play.
Also in Austria St. Antonius the Great is venerated. In former times, for example, an Antonius
pig was kept, that was allowed to roam freely in the village with a bell around its neck, as the
1
2

Antonius der Große wird von der katholischen, lutherischen und der koptischen Kirche verehrt.
http://kirchensite.de/fragen-glauben/durch-das-jahr/schwienetuens/
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Antonius monasteries had done before, and it was fed. At Christmas time the animal was
finally slaughtered and given to the poor.
In Switzerland, St. Anthony's Day is sometimes even a public holiday, as in Rothenthurm,
Aedermannsdorf and Vilters-Wangs.
In Italy, St. Anthony's Day is celebrated in villages, municipalities and provinces. From 16th
to 17th January there are religious services, vigils, processions, special blessings, parades and
huge bonfires, singing, dancing, music and historical re-enactments.
"The animals were not allowed to work, so even noble gentlemen had to walk. In Rome,
beginning with his day of remembrance, the week-long festival of the consecration of
domestic animals was celebrated annually in front of the church of San Antonio Abate; this
consecration of animals is still held today"3.
On the Spanish island of Mallorca, pyres are lit everywhere in Antonio's honour on the night
before his day of remembrance: Demons and devils dance around the fire and symbolise the
temptations that tormented Antonius in his solitude as a hermit. During the day there are
colourful processions with riders and floats, depicting typical scenes from the rural life of
Mallorca and scenes from the life of the Saint. St. Anthony himself is represented by a man in
a monk's robe with a mask, behind whom the red devils are dancing. Anthony is also
celebrated on the mainland, especially in the region around Valencia, Aragon and Madrid. In
the east the monk father is especially appreciated, in the west more the miracle healer.
Antonius is occasionally asked for help in prayers as an emergency healer.
Anthony is the patron saint of domestic animals, especially pigs, swineherds, brush, basket
and glove makers, knights, weavers, butchers, confectioners, farmers, gravediggers; against
fire, erysipelas, ulcers, skin diseases, headaches, leprosy, plague, syphilis, fire and cattle
diseases".4 5

In the village of Ebersteinburg,
there are blessed New Year's
pretzels for all on the occasion of the
Antonius feast.

3

https://de.zenit.org/articles/hl-antonius-eine-jahrtausendealte-tradition/
https://www.heiligenlexikon.de/BiographienA/Antonius_der_Grosse.htm
5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTgTi4tT72k
4
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The feast begins with a service in the local church, which is consecrated to St. Anthony,
musically accompanied by the "Vierventiler" of the music association Lichtental and Bernd
Benz at the organ.

Next to the altar is a wooden
figure of St. Anthony

With his hand pointing to the sky,
St. Anthony is wearing the monks'
robes. He is regarded as the
founder of monasticism, as he
already had numerous followers
during his lifetime. At his side is a
pig, the animal that according to
legend is attributed to him.
A pig can also be seen in the
background on the mural.
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The flag-wavers of the local associations and of the voluntary fire brigade also came to the
solemn service.

After the service a firework is lit in front of the church. The altar boys and helpers of the
Baden-Baden Voluntary Youth Fire Brigade support the pastor and carry the baskets with the
blessed pretzels.
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While the firecrackers bang loudly the people move into the parish
vicarage for the traditional Antonius dinner.

Youth fire brigade Baden-Baden

In the afternoon the people
come with their animals to the
traditional animal blessing
into the church.
This dog inspected the
christmas crib in the church.
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The custom of the St. Anthony festival in the small Catholic parish of Ebersteinburg has been
maintained for over 100 years.

Sources and further information:
https://de.zenit.org/articles/hl-antonius-eine-jahrtausendealte-tradition
https://www.heiligenlexikon.de/BiographienC/Clemens_I.html

http://kirchensite.de/fragen-glauben/durch-das-jahr/schwienetuens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTgTi4tT72k
Organisationskomitee "900 Jahre Ebersteinburg" (1985): Ebersteinburg - Ein Heimatbuch.
Zusammengestellt vom Arbeitskreis anläßlich der 900-Jahr-Feier von Ebersteinburg.
Gaggenau: Merkur Schnelldruck K. Setzler.

Photos: Matthias Gessler
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
January 17, 2019
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The Jewish Community in Baden-Baden as an Example of Different Cultures in
Germany.
The diversity of cultures is a distinctive feature of Europe. The concept of culture itself is
defined very differently. In 1982, UNESCO described the term as follows: "Culture in its
broadest sense can be regarded as the unique intellectual, material, spiritual and emotional set
of aspects that characterise a society or a social group. This includes not only art and
literature, but also ways of life, basic human rights, value systems, traditions and beliefs." 1
In Germany, many people live with different cultural background: people from all continents
have found a permanent home here. Influenced by their own enculturation, which they
experienced and adopted as children, German culture is initially foreign to them. Conversely,
people with German enculturation also experience other ethnic population groups in a
different degree as foreigners. An active exchange promotes rapprochement, mutual
understanding and also learning from each other and building synergies. Numerous
multicultural interfaces already result from living together in a country, such as in educational
institutions, through sport or in professional life. In addition, the active opening of cultural
communities contributes significantly to reducing isolation, stereotypes and xenophobia. Only
then can people meet the different cultures with curiosity and openness. This can lead to more
interactions between cultures. It is not uncommon for previously unfamiliar habits to become
part of one's own culture. Just think of the many delicious dishes that every culture has
produced, some of which have spread all over the world - independent of cultures, but simply
because it tastes good. Such interactions have existed for ages. As an example for different
cultures living in Germany, the team of the European Photoacademy visited the Jewish
community in Baden-Baden-Rastatt. It is called the "Israelitische Kultusgemeinde BadenBaden" and has about 300 members. There exist many Jewish communities in Germany. The
Jewish Diaspora has a long tradition.
The Central Welfare Office of Jews in Germany (ZWST) supports Jewish communities,
regional associations and the Jewish Women's Federation in Germany in the field of social
welfare. This concerns, for instant, the promotion of young talent in Jewish communities, the
strengthening of networking within the Jewish community, as well as the strengthening of
Jewish identity and the mediation of living Judaism.
1

World conference about Culture policy. Final report of the international UNESCO conference from July 26 till
August 6, 1982 in Mexiko-City. Edited from the German UNESCO commission. Munich: K. G. Saur 1983.
(UNESCO-Konferenzberichte, Nr. 5), S. 121
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The Jewish diaspora is still scattered all over the world, with
most Jewish people living in Israel and the United States of
America. What all Jewish communities have in common is
the common dances and songs. Kosher food is also a central
part of Jewish customs. The ritual purity of food is defined
in the Torah's food statutes, one of three parts of the Jewish
Bible. The Star of David is one of the symbols of Judaism.

In the Baden-Baden synagogue, the rabbi shows and explains to the pupils the objects of the
Jewish religion, above all the torah, the hand-written pergament scroll wrapped on two sticks.
The term "Torah" means "doctrine, law".
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On the 14th or 15th day of the month Adar of the Jewish calendar the Purim festival is
celebrated. This is 2019 according to the Gregorian calendar the 22nd of March. Purim is a
fun festival that commemorates the salvation of the Jewish people from the Persians. The
"Seven Duties to Purim" include gifts to neighbors and the poor, reading the Torah,
celebrating, dancing and singing together.

According to the Jewish calendar 2019 is the Purim festival of the year 5779. The children
have painted a colorful poster for it.
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The children are also the ones with whom the festival begins. They have learned beautiful
songs and dances. At the Purim festival costumes may also be worn.

And since the Purimfest is also a celebration of gifts, the children get small, colourful
packages and are happy about the contents.
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Now a mixed choir sings old and new songs. It is allowed to sing along.

A dance group first demonstrates their skills on stage.
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Then the audience is invited to join in. These are old dances that most of the community
know.
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A musician plays swinging melodies on his violin.

Several men wear their kippa, a small circular cap made of fabric or leather that is anchored in
the Jewish faith.
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Delicious kosher snacks are served for everyone. The traditional Jewish dietary laws show
believers the ritual safety of food. They are based on the Torah food laws. Foods that are
allowed to be eaten are called "kosher".

Throughout the year there are many more festivals at the jewish calendar to celebrate. For
example, in January 2018 the new Torah scroll and the inauguration of the new Baden-Baden
rabbi Daniel Nafoli Surovtsev were celebrated. The Jewish community also cordially invited
the team of the European Photoacdemy here.
Old Jewish festivals are celebrated in many ways. Christian Easter, for example, has its roots
in Jewish Passover. Nowadays modern practices are also incorporated into the traditional
customs. As in other cultures, the whole Jewish year is marked by festivals that are celebrated
at specific times. There is a small festival every week, it is the Sabbath, the rest day on
Saturday.
The Jewish New Year festival is called "Rosh Hashana" and is celebrated in autumn, in the
Jewish month of Tishri. In the synagogue the Shofar sounds, the wind instrument from a ram
horn. Ten penance days begin with Rosh Hashana. The day of reconciliation, the Yom
Kippur, which represents the highest Jewish holiday, forms the conclusion of the year.
Other festivals include the seven-day Sukkot Feast of Tabernacles, the eight-day Chanukah
Feast of Temples, Tu Be Shevat, which is celebrated as the New Year of fruit trees, and
others2.

Text and photos: Ruth Schmelzer and Matthias Gessler
April 5, 2019
2

Explanations of the jewish festivals can be found under:
http://www.ikg-bad-bad.de/Feiertage%202017%20-%202018.htm
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Intangible Cultural Heritage
in Spain
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Inercia Digital

Inercia Digital is an innovative Andalusian organisation specialising in training and innovation
in digital skills at an international level. We are a VET centre (Vocational Training for
Employment) officially accredited by our regional government and our main area of expertise is
fostering digital and entrepreneurial skills, which we make accessible through our Virtual
Campus, approved by the Regional Government of Andalusia as a Virtual Training Centre for
Employment (# 66044).
Inercia Digital has extensive experience participating in innovative European educational
projects and was appointed a new member of the “Digital Skills and Jobs Coalition” of the
European Commission in 2017. We’re also the proud recipients of the Certificate of Compliance
AENOR EA0043 as a Young Innovative Enterprise in 2015.
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Our mission is to drive training and innovation in digital skills across Europe, for educational
institutions as well as professionals, for the labour market and for all European citizens in
general.
Inercia Digital S.L.
Parque Científico y Tecnológico de Huelva (PCTH)
Edificio 2000
C/Caucho, 1 • 21110 Aljaraque, Huelva • España
El Rompido School
C/ Candileja 2, Antiguo Mercado
21459 • El Rompido • Cartaya • Huelva • Spain
Email: contacta@inerciadigital.com
Teléfono: (+34) 687680571
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Festival of Saint Antonius Abad in Trigueros in the province Huelva / Spain.
Let me tell you about Saint Antonius Abad because the festivities of Saint Antonio Abad are
the most popular and significant celebration of my village (Trigueros). It takes place on the
last weekend of January (Saturday, Sunday and Monday). They are very curious festivities.
It is said that Saint Anthony Abad was a rich man who gave all his money to the poor and he
went to desert.
1) In the desert, San Antonio Abad prepared bonfires to scare the animals at night. That's
why, on January 16, people prepare huge bonfires in the streets of the village.
2) Saint goes through all the streets of the village, in a procession which takes more than 24
hours long. People prepare food and drinks in their house. When the saint passes through the
door, family and friends enter the houses to eat. This shows that the locals also share their
wealth with others. In times of poverty, this was also done.
3) Another of the curious events of these festivities are the "traditional tiradas",In which the
villagers throw from their balconies, all kinds of food and groceries, which are collected by
the people who follow the procession.
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January 18, 2019
Text and Photos: Nieves Magro Cruzado
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Brotherhood of the Entombment in the Calle Daoiz, Huelva, Spain
The brotherhood of Santo Entierro
(Entombment) is one of the most solemn
in Huelva. They have three different
figures. The one you can see in the
picture is the first one in the procession
and shows the sorrow of the Virgin over
the death of his son.

The second one is Jesus Christ in a glass
coffin representing his burial.
The third one is the Virgin crying and
following his son to his burial.
In this brotherhood, all the brotherhoods
of Huelva are represented as a symbol
of respect and sorrow for the death of
Christ.
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Good Friday is the last day of the Holy Week in Huelva and the most important day of this
week. It represents the death of Jesus Christ and its “pasos” (religious floats) stage every
historical scene from this day, from the crucifixion right up to his burial.

Brotherhood of the Solitude

This brotherhood has only one figure which is the one shown in the picture above. You can
see the Virgin and the crux after the death of Christ. Its simplicity is said to make it the most
beautiful sculpture and the best representation of the solitude and loneliness felt after the
death of Christ, not only for the Virgin who has lost a son, but for all the Christian people who
have lost their saviour and the representation of God on Earth.

April 19, 2019
Text: María Isabel Álvarez Ramos
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The Cavalcade of Magi in Huelva / Spain

Every 5th January, since the 19th century the parade of the floats of the Three Wise Men is
celebrated in the streets of Spain throughout the entire country, as a representation of the
Christian tradition stemming from the biblical legend that says that three wise men from the
East attended the birth of Jesus of Nazareth to deliver gold, frankincense and myrrh. During
the parade, which each year represent different themes, the assistants of the Three Wise Men
(known as “pajes”) throw sweets and toys to children.

March 17, 2019
Text and Photos: Borja Vides Muñoz
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Christmas in Higuera de la Sierra / Huelva / Spain
The parade of the Magic Kings of Higuera de la Sierra (a town of Huelva) is included in the
catalogue of Andalusian Historical Heritage and is the second oldest parade of the Magic
Kings of Spain and the oldest of Andalusia. It is a parade of sixteen floats representing
different biblical scenes alluding to Christmas, where the neighbors of Higuera de la Sierra
are the protagonists and represent the different characters during the tour, in an immobile way
and enduring the cold. Besides, there are real animals in the parade like goats or doves.
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January 5, 2019
Photos and text by Nereida Varela García
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Holy Week in Andalusia (Easter) in Huelva / Spain

In Huelva, as in most places around Spain at the end of April, we celebrate Holy Week
or Semana Santa, otherwise known as Easter in most of the world. It is a religious
Christian celebration during which different brotherhoods stage processions every day
of the week with sculptures of saints. "Los pasos" are floats with realistic wooden
sculptures representing individual biblical scenes, mostly of Jesus Christ and Virgin
Mary.
These sculptures are of great antiquity and are considered art masterpieces, as well as
of huge importance and value from a cultural and spiritual point of view for the local
Catholic population. In the image above we can see Christ of the Good Death and the
brothers of light making a station of penance.
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The brotherhood of La Merced, known as the Brotherhood of the Jews, has its
headquarters in the Cathedral of La Merced and it has three "pasos" (religious floats)
in the procession. The sculptures of the first and second "paso" are from the 17th
century, while the sculptures of the third "paso", the one shown in the image above,
dates from the 18th century. "Los pasos" move through the streets of Huelva thanks to
the bearers "costaleros", who bear all the weight of the “pasos” on their shoulders.
It is typical to see the brothers of light or penitents giving wax to children, so each
year they attend the processions with bigger balls of wax. The smell of incense is also
present in all the processions. Most of the "pasos" are accompanied by a band of
cornets and drums or music bands.
April 18, 2019
Text: Nereida Varela García
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Feria de Abril de Sevilla (April Fair of Seville)

The April Fair of Seville was first celebrated in 1847 as an outdoors market for the buying
and selling of cattle among villagers in Southern Spain. As the market continued to grow in El
Prado de Sebastián, the festive atmosphere surrounding the event did as well, and the fair
soon moved to Los Remedios in 1973 to celebrate it as a the huge party it has become today.
Soon fair-goers started to put up “casetas” (private booths that look like giant tents) and light
fireworks to keep the fiestas going over an entire week. Over the years Seville’s April Fair has
become an internationally known celebration of flamenco traditions, music, dancing and
dresses.
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It is declared a Festival of International Tourist Interest. This one week consists of fiestas that
last throughout the night filled with horses walk, flamenco music, food and drinks, and
traditional flamenco dances. The 2019 Fair begins on Saturday, May 4th at 23:59 with the
“alumbrao”, consisting of thousands of light bulbs that light up the streets leading up to the
entrance, and ends on Saturday, May 11th at 24:00 with fireworks.

The traje de flamenca ("flamenco outfit") or traje de gitana1 is the dress traditionally worn
by women at Ferias (festivals) in Andalusia, Spain. Is trimmed with layers of ruffles on both
the skirt and sleeves. The dress is typically brightly colored, usually in black, red or and may
be either plain or patterned, with the most famous being the polka dotted traje de lunares.
Traditionally, the outfit is completed with a shawl (mantón de Manila) worn over the
shoulders will also wear her hair in a bun adorned with flowers, and perhaps a decorative hair
comb.
The outfit is attributed to the Gitanos (Romanian people of Spain), but is now generally
thought of as typically Andalusian. The outfit originated in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries when women vendors dressed in modest calico gowns trimmed with ruffles came to
the fairs along with livestock trader. Ever since the Seville Exposition of 1929, the traje de
flamenca has had a status as the official outfit of the event.

1

"Gitana outfit"+
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The traje de flamenca has undergone changes over the century or more that it has been in
widespread use. New designs in trajes de flamenca are shown annually at the Salón
Internacional de la Moda Flamenca (SIMOF) and We Love Flamenco.

The Spanish word “caseta” most closely translates to hut, or tent. These tents are set up in the
fairground in Los Remedios like stalls in a market and are used as little homes for fairgoers to
come together and celebrate with family or friends. Each tent has a “pañoleta” on top with a
number and name of its owner. Although a majority of these casetas are privately owned by
locals, the parties always flow into the surrounding streets. There are, however, a handful of
publicly owned tents that anybody can enter.
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The traditional horse and carriage ride is one of the most beautiful shows of Feria de Abril. In
the streets of Real there are magnificent horses and a wide range of beautiful carriages that are
authentic works of art.
In order to conserve and rescue the existing horse cars throughout the Andalusian community,
in 1985 el Real Club de Enganches from Andalucía was founded in Seville, giving strength to
an art almost disappeared, and bringing back from oblivion hundreds of carriages with a great
patrimonial value.
As a security measure during the days of the fair, and to improve mobility on the roads of
Real, only the 1,400 carriages which have previously obtained the corresponding municipal
registration, will be able to access the site during the Horse Riding and Enganches schedule.
The types of hitches are classified according to the number of horses and the position they
occupy, some of them are:
Limonera: a horse between two rods.
Tronco: two horses, one on each side.
Tandem: two horses in prolongation.
Cuartas: four horses, two to two.
Potencia: three horses between two rods.
Gran potencia: six horses, three in power and three of guide
A la larga: several pairs of horses in prolongation, can take one of guide.
Media potencia: five horses, two in trunk and three in power.
The typical dress at the April Fair for riding is the so-called "short suit". It comes from the
clothes that were worn in the past in the tasks of the field with the cattle. Since then it has
hardly changed.
When the shorts of the short suit is replaced by a long foul it is called "amazon suit", and the
ride is with both legs on the same side of the horse.
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Sevillanas are a type of folk music and dance of Sevilla and its region. They were derived
from the Seguidilla, an old Castilian folk music and dance genre. In the nineteenth century
they were influenced by Flamenco. Flamenco, in its strictest sense, is a professionalized artform based on the various folkloric music traditions of southern Spain in the autonomous
communities of Andalusia, Extremadura and Murcia. In a wider sense, it refers to these
musical traditions and more modern musical styles which have themselves been deeply
influenced by and become blurred with the development of flamenco over the past two
centuries. It includes cante (singing), toque (guitar playing), baile (dance), jaleo
(vocalizations and chorus clapping), palmas (handclapping) and pitos (finger snapping).[1]
On November 16, 2010, UNESCO declared flamenco one of the Masterpieces of the Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity.
Las Sevillanas, as part of flamenco, have a relatively limited musical pattern but are rich in
lyrics based on country life, virgins, country towns, neighborhoods, pilgrimage, and love
themes.
May 7, 2019
Text and Photos: Caridad Mtnez. Carrillo de Albornoz
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Medieval Fair of the Discovery in Palos de la Frontera, Spain

Every year, the town of Palos de la Frontera in Huelva, Spain, celebrates the historical fact
that La Pinta and La Niña, two of the famous caravels used by Columbus on his expedition to
discover America, departed from there. During the two days of the fair, a varied array of
cultural activities take place, and townspeople dress up in 15th century costumes while actors
play out the life of that period.

During the Medieval Fair of the Discovery, we can see some actors playing out a fictitious
knight training session in 15th-century Spain.
March 17, 2019
Text and Photos: Borja Vides Muñoz
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Three Kings Carrion de los Cespedes (small provincial town of Seville)
This album illustrates the traditional Three Kings (or Three Wise Men, also known as the
Biblical Magi) parade in a small provincial town of Seville called Carrion de los Cespedes.
With a population of a little over 2,000 inhabitants, this small town takes part in this
traditional nationwide festivity with their own parades, which are smaller when compared to
the bigger parades that take over capitals and city centres, but which have their own charm
and character (as well as far fewer crowds). Each town in Seville has its own parade,
regardless of how small its population might be. The elaborate floats carry the Three Wise
Men and their helpers who throw sweets and gifts to children, from balls to dolls, playsets and
sometimes bigger items like scooters. This celebration is a prelude to 6th January where
children wake up to presents left by the Three Kings (similar to the way that kids wake up to
presents left by Santa in other parts of the world). The traditional Three King’s Parade
(Cabalgata de los Reyes Magos) is celebrated each year on 5th January, across all corners of
the country and children (many adults too) look forward to it every year as the perfect end to
the Christmas season, which in Spain lasts longer than in most other countries (from
Christmas Eve on 24th December to 6th January which is a national holiday). This is a
Christian tradition so deeply embedded in Spanish culture that everyone celebrates it
(regardless of whether they´re religious or not).

Float of the Christmas Star (or Star of Bethlehem)
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Float of King Caspar (Gaspar in Spanish)

one of King Balthazar's Floats
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Live musicians add to the ambience and the widespread joy

King Melchior marching with his helpers before climbing to his float
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Live music bands

King Caspar and his helpers before boarding the float
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King Balthazar giving sweets to children before getting on the float

Some floats are freestyle and take on different themes
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King Melchior getting scooping up sweets with his hands to throw them to kids

King Caspar's float
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King Balthazar's float and sweets flying in mid-air

One of King Balthazar's helpers getting ready to throw a ball to the eagerly awaiting crowd
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Families approach the float, pick up sweets and gifts

One of Balthazar's helpers throwing another ball
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King Melchior throwing balls to the crowd

Scooping up sweets and walking away with their bounty

Photos and text by Susana Corona Cruz
January, 5th 2019
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Intangible Cultural Heritage
in Switzerland

511

Intangible Cultural Heritage in Switzerland
from Cornelia Bienz

The contribution about the immaterial cultural heritage in
Switzerland was made possible primarily through the
voluntary work of the Swiss Cornelia Bienz. She studied
photography and image processing at the European Photo
Academy in Rastatt and has been involved in the "project
workshop" of the European Photo Academy for many years.
She is the source of all the pictures from the photo reportages
on the immaterial cultural heritage in Switzerland. In addition,
she provided the most important information for the respective
reportages.
Cornelia's contribution about Switzerland was a valuable
addition to the present work.
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"Gansabhauet" on November 11th in Switzerland
The "Gansabhauet" always takes place on Martin's Day
on 11 November in Sursee, Switzerland. Young men
and women try to cut the neck of a hanging dead goose
with
a blunt sabre. They wear a gold mask, including a
pointed cap that covers their eyes.
About 3000 spectators gather in front of the town hall to
follow the custom. Two geese are beheaded. The one
who manages to cut the neck of the goose gets it home.
The custom probably originated in the late Middle
Ages. It disappeared around 1820, but was revived in
1863.

In addition to the Gansabhauet tradition, there
are children's games and festive meals,
especially with goose. The evening's
"Räbeliechtli parade", a parade of lights with
lanterns from autumn turnips, concludes the
event1.

1

http://www.lebendige-traditionen.ch/traditionen/00215/index.html?lang=de
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Delicious, sweet pastries are also made for the
feast.

A decorated tree with presents is set up for the
children.
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But the little ones have to get the gift themselves. Strapped in with a safety rope, the brave
climb up the tree and try their luck.

Photos: Cornelia Bienz, Text: Ruth Schmelzer
November 2019
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Tschäggättä - Fasnacht in the Lötschental / Switzerland
The origin of the mystical figures found at Fasnacht in the remote Lötschental is not clearly
documented. One legend of origin is about the "Schurten Diebe", a kind of band of robbers
consisting of small men whose costumes are sometimes associated with the Tschäggättä. They
wore wooden masks, furs and bells during their nightly raids.
Today, the "Tschäggätta" do their mischief between "Maria Lichtmess" and Shrove Tuesday.
Every evening they stroll through the valley and scare the people. Only on Sundays they are
not on the road.
At the so-called Tschäggättu procession, which goes from Blatten to Ferden, all the
"Tschäggättä" are in attendance, as well as some music bands, and also at the big Lötschental
carnival procession in Wiler.
Each of the wooden masks is unique. They are mainly demons, devils and witches. The
costumes are also carefully crafted with great attention to detail. Typical utensils are large
bells, chains, wooden sticks and wide leather belts.
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Some masks made of root wood or moss give an archaic impression
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Large, impressive wooden masks can also be found on the walls of the mountain huts in the
Lötschental.
Further informations: https://www.loetschental.ch/de/kultur-/tschaeggaettae--fasnacht

February 22, 2020
Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
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Féte des Vignerons in Vevey, Switzerland

This huge festival, which is only celebrated in
Vevey in the canton Waadt about every 30 years,
is dedicated to the culture of wine. The last Féte
des Vignerons took place in 1977, the current one
from 18 July to 11 August 2019. The event has
been organised by the "Confrérie des Vignerons"
since the 17th century.
Originally the festival was a small parade, but it
grew in size in the 17th and 18th centuries. In
1791 was the last procession before it became the
Fête des Vignerons like it is celebrated
nowadays.

In a procession, the vine growers move from the mountain down to the city on the shores of
Lake Geneva with music, dance and song. Numerous performances, tributes and other
activities make the festival an unforgettable event. It is part of the UNESCO World Heritage.
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Further information:
https://www.fetedesvignerons.ch/de/ueber/die-fete
Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
August 2019
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The Chestnut Festival in Ascona-Locarno on Lago Maggiore in Switzerland
In October the traditional chestnut festival is held on the shores of the lake in Ascona. Other
towns in Ticino also celebrate their chestnut festivals in October, such as Arcegno, Brione,
Gordevio-Ville, Portigon, Sonogno, Cugnasco, Losone and Riazzino-Montedato1. Chestnuts
are roasted over an open fire and there are delicious chestnut pastries to buy. Regional
markets are often held for this purpose, where traders and artisans offer their wares. With live
music on the lakeside, people like to linger and enjoy the autumnal warmth of the south with
the scent of roasted chestnuts. "Maronatt" is the name of the chestnuts roasted on the fire.
Ticino is famous for its chestnut trees. The so-called Ticino chestnut belt still characterises the
landscape today. The trees were already introduced by the Romans. The young trees need a
lot of light and almost all of them were grafted by the expert Ticinese in order to achieve a
high quality of chestnuts for a long time. There are many chestnut varieties and each one has
different characteristics. Some ripen earlier, some are more suitable for drying or storage2.

1

https://www.ascona-locarno.com/de/commons/details/Kastanienfeste-am-Lago-Maggiore/108891
http://kastanienland.ch/html/events-schweiz-tessin.html
2
https://www.schweizerbauer.ch/vermischtes/allerlei/tessiner-kastanien-ein-roemisches-kulturerbe-38648.html
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Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
October 2019
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Sächsilüte1 in Zurich - fire tradition and spring festival in April
The Zurich Spring Festival is supported by the Zurich Guilds2. The latter had the say in
Zurich for over 450 years. The trade regulations of the time announced the end of the working
day with the "six o'clock ringing". This applied to the summer. In winter, work was finished
an hour earlier due to darkness. This is where the term "Sächsilüte" comes from. In the spring
festival winter is symbolically burned by a big straw figure, the Böögg. This custom has a
long tradition and goes back to pagan roots. It became an integral part of the festival in 1892.
Visitors to the festival are treated to a wide range of events: a colourful entertainment
programme, culinary delicacies, music and dance, a children's parade and a large guild parade
in which around 3,500 guild members in their historical costumes and traditional dresses as
well as over 350 riders, floats and music groups come to the burning of the Böögg. It takes
place of course at 6.00 o'clock in the evening, according to old tradition.

The Böögg, an approx. 3.50 metre high snowman made of straw, wood wool and cotton wool,
etc., is lit over a huge pyre. More than 100 fireworks are incorporated into it. At last the head
explodes. The faster this happens, the more beautiful the summer will be, they say.
1
2

Das schweizerische Wort "Sächsilüüte" bedeutet auf Deutsch "Sechseläuten"
https://www.sechselaeuten.ch/de/wissenswertes
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Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
April 2019
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The Federal Wrestling Festival in Zug: Schwing- and Älplerfest
In Switzerland, "Schwingen" or also "Hosenlupf" is the name given to a sporting activity that
is a variant of freestyle wrestling. The sport enjoys great popularity, especially in the Germanspeaking part of Switzerland. The earliest evidence of the tradition can be found in depictions
of the 13th century in the Lausanne cathedral.
During the competitions, the men wear short trousers made of tear-resistant material over
their clothing. Fighting takes place according to certain rules on a circular area covered with
sawdust. Since 1992 there is also a women's federation for "Schwingen". The winners of the
competition are highly celebrated and are known by name in wide circles.
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After each fight the sawdust in the ring is smoothed out again. The very resistant short
trousers offer possibilities to grab the opponent firmly.

The judges
534

Further information:
Eidgenössischer Schwingerverband:
https://esv.ch
Eidgenössischer Frauenschwingverband
http://www.efsv.ch
https://curlie.org/World/Deutsch/Sport/Kampfsport_und_Kampfkunst/Schwingen

Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
September 2019
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Onion market in Bern: Zibelemärit
Every year, on the 4th Monday in November, a large market is held in Bern, where the onion
is the focus of attention: the Zibelemärit. There has been a market in Bern since the 15th
century, held on the occasion of St. Martin's Day. However, it was not until 1850 that onions
from the region began to play a major role in this market and it became the "Zibelemärit".
There are other theories on the origin of the traditional festival, but they are not supported by
any clear sources.
Onions can be found at the market in all varieties, as artistically plaited plaits, wreaths and in
delicious dishes, especially onion cake and onion soup. Regional wines and other delicacies
round off the culinary experience at the market.
Other traders and craftsmen also offer their goods for sale. The market starts as early as 4.00
am. The Zibelemärit is not only the largest market in Bern, but also a public festival1. Many
people are attracted by the numerous events, such as the rain of confetti or the traditional
"Zibeleschwimmen", where the sporty swimmers swim in the 6-degree cold Aare2.

1

https://www.bern.ch/themen/freizeit-und-sport/markte/zibelemaerit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0syZEAdCdQY
2
https://www.blick.ch/life/freizeit/mehr-als-zwiebel-zehn-gruende-an-den-zibelemaerit-zu-gehenid15029801.html
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Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
November 2019
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Old New Year's Eve in the Appenzell hinterland
In the Appenzeller Land, the beginning of the new year is still celebrated in various
communities according to the old Julian calendar on 13 January. From dawn until late at
night, people in disguise, the so-called "Silvesterchläuse", are on the move. With their heavy
bells they go from house to house and wish the people a happy new year. In the evening they
can be found in the restaurants and bars of the villages. The celebration of the "Old New
Year's Eve" still expresses the resistance of the then reformed people from Ausserrhoden
against the Pope and the introduction of the Gregorian calendar in 1584 and 1789
respectively.
There exist three different types of "Silversterchläuse", the "Schöne Chläus1", the "wüeschti
Chläus2" and the "Naturchläus3".

On the handmade hats of the
"Silvesterchläuse" you can
see peasant scenes.

1

Beauty Chläus
Ugly Chläus
3
Nature Chläus
2
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With their heavy bells the "Silvesterchläuse" announce their visit.

A group of boys dressed as "Naturchläuse".
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Rural winter scenes can also be seen on the headgear of the Naturkläuse.

Further information:
https://appenzellerland.ch/de/informieren/typisch/braeuche/silvesterchlausen.html

Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
January 2020
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Carnival in Luzern
The event is one of the largest carnival events in Switzerland and the largest event in the city
of Luzern. The carnival event begins with the "Big Bang" on Dirty Thursday and ends with
the beginning of the Christian Lent on Ash Wednesday.

There are also some parades taking place: The first parade takes place on Dirty Thursday with
Lucerne's guilds and societies, with Guggenmusikers, with numerous floats and many,
artistically designed masked people. Officially about 40 groups are involved in the parades.
Often just as many unofficial groups take part in the event. Political and social themes are
presented, but also fantasy figures, especially from well-known films, are part of the parade.
Further highlights of the festival are on "Güdis-Mäntig", Rose Monday and the Monster
Corso on Tuesday, the so called "Güdisdienstagabend". With the traditional orange throwing,
the common meal before Lent is symbolized. Over 200,000 people take part in the annual
event.
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Numerous Guggenmusik and other music groups in various costumes are present in Luzern.
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Some groups, like here the "Rotsee-Husars" exist already for 60 years and more. Many
artistically designed floats take part in the parades.
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Traditional Swiss masks:
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In addition, many fantasy masks are represented, for example fantasy creatures or from
comics and movies like Pirates of the Caribbean.
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Further information:
https://luzerner-fasnacht.ch

Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
February 2020
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Belle Epoque in Kandersteg in the canton of Bern
Since 2010, the Belle Epoque Week has been held in Kandersteg in January, during which the
village and the people authentically stage and relive the period between 1884 and the
beginning of the First World War in 1914 in Europe. Nostalgia lovers also meet in August
during the Belle Epoque summer days to spend historic times together on a hike, an antique
market, a dinner and in the nostalgic cafés.
In addition, since 2018 in March there is the historical skiing event in Lenk1, where
historically dressed skiers with their old wooden skis can be seen on Engstligenalp. It is called
the "Hickory-Wedeln".
They all revive the so-called "Belle Epoque", a period that lasted about 30 years and ended
abruptly with the First World War. During this period, people experienced an economic and
cultural boom mainly in the European countries of England, France, Germany, AustriaHungary and Switzerland. The "Belle Epoque", which conveyed a positive mood of departure
and enjoyment of life, was supported by the middle and upper middle classes. They cavorted
in restaurants, salons and concert halls, studios and galleries, wore chic clothing and
undertook journeys. Science, art and culture found fertile ground in this environment.
Numerous names stand for the significant developments of this period, such as:
The discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895
and the discovery of radium by Marie and Pierre Curie in 1898
Albert Einstein's theory of relativity was formulated in 1905,
Robert Koch discovers the tuberculosis and cholera pathogen,
Sigmund Freud founded psychoanalysis in 1890, while his student, the Swiss Carl Gustav
Jung, founded analytical psychology.
Max Weber provided groundbreaking insights in sociology,
Artists like Pablo Picasso, Gustav Klimt and Paul Cézanne present unforgettable works,
Gerhart Hauptmann and Rainer Maria Rilke wrote their literary works.

1

https://www.lenksportundevents.ch
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The programme during the Belle Epoque week in Kandersteg is varied. Nostalgic cafés and
restaurants invite you, concerts, parades, walks and skating take place. Workshops are offered
where you can learn woodcarving or how to decorate a hat, for example2. Many guests arrive
with a historical special train.

2

https://www.kandersteg.ch/cgibin/xcms/customers/32/files/Veranstaltungen/23133_11_BELLE_EPOQUE_KANDERSTEG_2020(1).pdf
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Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
January 2020
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"Maienzug" in Aarau
In the city of Aarau, 38 km west of Zurich, the most important festival of the year takes place
on the first Friday in July. It is the "Maienzug", which is actually a children's and youth
festival and has been celebrated for over 400 years.
The big banquet with over 3000 people and the parade of the school children are the
highlights of the festival. Already on Thursday evening the festival starts with the so-called
"Zapfenstreich". People sit in restaurants, listen to live music on the concert stages and stroll
through the city past numerous market stalls.
On the parade of school children through the streets of Aarau, the girls wear white dresses and
wreaths of flowers on their heads, while the boys in black trousers and white shirts take part.
Additionally the boys were a garnet flower on their shirt whereas the girls have a bouquet of
flowers in their hands1.
The fountains in the city are also decorated with beautiful flowers at the festival.

1

https://www.feiertagskalender.ch/feiertag.php?geo=3056&ft_id=57
https://www.aarauinfo.ch/aarauer-maienzug
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Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
July 2019
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A traditional folk festival and shooting match in Zurich: The "Knabenschiessen"
Every year on the second weekend in September, Zurich hosts the city's largest folk festival
together with a traditional shooting match for young people. Every year, about 850 000
visitors flock to this festival. 13- to 17-year-old boys from the canton of Zurich or those who
go to school there are allowed to participate. Girls have also been able to participate since
1992. There are many material and also cash prizes to be won. A king and queen of marksmen
are also determined.
Around 1899 the first boys' shooting took place, in which about 5000 boys have already taken
part.
Visitors can enjoy themselves at the colourful folk festival. Young musicians, place concerts,
church services, a banquet and a parade with the shooting kings belong to the extensive
program. In the evening, a large firework on the shore of Lake Zurich fascinates the guests.
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Further Informationen:
https://www.knabenschiessen.ch
Photos: Cornelia Bienz
Text: Ruth Schmelzer
September 2019
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Intangible Cultural Heritage
in the United Kingdom
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Praxis Europe is a community training organisation limited by guarantee and with charitable
aims and objectives. Praxis is passionate about improving lives of disadvantaged people in
Birmingham, especially young people, minority groups and unemployed adults living in
Birmingham, UK. We engage, support and train clients through the use of sports, fitness,
health living, culture and creativity that then leads them into or back into education, improved
skills and employment.
Our vision is to support, train and teach marginalized / disadvantaged groups to find their
voice, to be healthy, to learn and develop new skills that will help them to become positive
contributors to society. We seek to expand horizons through a positive active action led
dialogue that leads to their re-engagement with mainstream options (education, training and
employment).
Praxis is a experienced EU project promoter with a commitment to meeting the needs of our
community, whilst providing a high quality service that meets local, national and European
priorities. We see the use of innovative learning as a process that can improve lives and give
our clients hope to move away from social welfare.Our focus around Adult Education has
been the engagement and support of non-traditional learners through the use dance, health,
arts and crafts that has led to learner engagement, confidence and the movement into formal
education or other training opportunities.
Praxis has managed a significant number of EU projects in the fields of youth, volunteering,
education and vocational training. We have implemented a number of Erasmus KA1 Youth
projects. These projects have all worked to support and train youth workers develop skills
and confidence to better work with people facing a variety of social issues through cultural
creativity. Our projects have taken participants from across partner countries and provided
robust training that examines issues like the types of solutions being used to support and
engage young people through culture and creativity and the direct training around the use of
music, dance, enterprise to motivate youth.
We are experienced at using cultural learning as a engager to support disadvantaged groups in
a informal setting . We use this method to empower, engage and help our clients progress, by
using informal cultural and art based learning we can do this. At the same time we can
support families, provide responsive provision and ensure clients can move on with their
lives. For instance through our work we have helpd clients develop :
-Cultural events - dance shows and arts based work shops
-Family learning events that bring the community together
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-Inter-generational learning with young people and community connecting and seeing the
need to work together.
-showcasing culture and the value of women Culture and identity workshops
These activities have helped us tackle social issues like drug usage, antisocial behavior,
violence, radicalisation and extremism, domestic violence and the exploitation of women and
girls, violence, bullying etc through the medium of culture and creativity.
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5.2. The City of Birmingham
To understand how and why Birmingham’s cultural landscape stands as it is today it is
important to understand the exact location of the city.
This map shows exactly where Birmingham is located in the
United Kingdom.
As you can see, it is almost exactly half-way between the
capital, London, and the large industrial cities of Manchester
and Liverpool. This means that Birmingham is in the perfect
location when considering trade and manufacturing. For
example, the doors of a car might be manufactured in
London, and the glass for the windows in Liverpool.

The items might then go on to be transported to Birmingham for assembly. This is one of the
main reasons Birmingham has become the second largest city in the United Kingdom, and an
economic and industrial powerhouse with a population of around one million people.
Birmingham began its life as a Roman Settlement, but it was a very small village until a
market was established there in 1154. Birmingham remained quite small until the 18th
century, when the industrial revolution began in England, and the city’s location in the
country allowed it to become the centre of the extensive UK canal network. The discovery of
one of the largest coal seams in the world in 1878 secured Birmingham’s reputation as the
most industrious city in the world at t time.
Since the 1950’s, Birmingham’s manufacturing capacity has steadily fallen, while
immigration has bloomed, and the city has become a scientific, educational and economic
leader in the United Kingdom and the world.
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.3. Birmingham Markets
The Bull Ring Markets in Birmingham are some of the longest continuously trading markets
in England, having been open for 866 years on the same spot.
The markets began life as a livestock market, which was its primary function from 1154 until
1911. Now, the current market traders, housed in the market buildings built in the 1960s, still
sell fresh fruit, vegetables, meat and fish from across the world. A large shopping centre was
also built on the location to commemorate the beginning of the new millennium, but the
market’s historical purpose was not forgotten. Despite containing hundreds of commercial
retail shops and restaurants, the modern shopping centre was renamed the Bull Ring, to
commemorate the historical background surrounding the location it was constructed on.

The Market traders still mostly use physical cash rather than card payments, interestingly,
using the pound coin, a currency even older than the markets themselves. As of 2020 the
Great British Pound has been continuously used for 1245 years at least and is the oldest
currency still in continuous use today.
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The markets have a wider variety of goods available for purchase than conventional shopping
locations, and most of the prices found for items at the market are less expensive than any
other location. However, due to the recent rise of convenience shopping found online, the
markets suffer fewer and fewer visitors each year.
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Birmingham is proud of its market heritage, but many predict that in the near future the
markets could potentially close due to the modern lack of interest in what is viewed as a
historical version of shopping. Many agree that it would be a disaster to lose one of
Birmingham’s main links to the past, and protection of the market is a growing concern for
Birmingham Council and the Traders themselves, who all earn their main income from the
market stall they run.

Photographs by Beth Barlow, George Stocks, Fiona Middleton and Laurence Thorn
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.4. Birmingham Canal Network

The modern city of Birmingham is built upon the largest canal network in the United
Kingdom. The Canal network was first constructed in 1768 and spans the whole city. The
network was connected to London, Liverpool, Leeds and Manchester, allowing boatmen to
ferry coal, raw materials and manufactured goods between the cities in the fastest internal
transport network in the world at the time.
Once the Steam Engine was invented, the canal network became redundant, and was only
used for non-essential items that didn’t need to be transported as quickly as the new steam
train network could.
As modern buildings and roadways have been constructed, great care is taken to preserve the
canal waterways as a living monument and a useful alternative transportation method for the
people of the city. Most of the waterways remain intact among the new buildings and some of
the taller buildings are built on stilts above the waterways! Now, the canals are mainly a
recreational area, supported by restaurants and performance venues.
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Despite Birmingham having become a sprawling modern city, many architectural relics
remain from the days of industry, including most notably the Canal House at the Canal
Wharf. The basin is the centre of the canal network, and was used to offload goods, resupply
boats and conduct business on the waterways.
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Birmingham is proud of its 250-year old canal network, and many residents of the city will
tell you that Birmingham has a larger canal network than Venice! Although the accuracy of
this is often questioned, it cannot be said that the network has been forgotten like much of the
other history of the city. Every year a canal celebration festival is held, where artists and
traders from across the country perform and sell goods.

Photographs by Beth Barlow, George Stocks, Fiona Middleton and Laurence Thorn
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.5. Birmingham Railway
The Railway system in the United Kingdom is the oldest is the world, and Birmingham was
one of the first cities to be added to the network in 1854. This event eradicated the use of the
canal network for inter-city travel, and allowed Birmingham to grow to the size it is today.

Trains were also produced in
Birmingham, and until recently the rail company
Metro-Camell was based there. Metro-Camell built
almost all of the trains for the London underground
in the 20th century in Birmingham. Many of the
trains for the Channel Tunnel to France were
also manufactured in Birmingham.
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Birmingham is famous for its steam train manufacture in the 19th century, and many of the
trains found on the UK network were made in Birmingham during this period. This is
commemorated by many Steam Train exhibition days which happen around the area every
year. Teams of volunteers give up their time to help maintain and run historical steam trains
for tourists and visitors.

The photos displayed here were captured at Quorn and Woodhouse historical trainline in
Loughborough, just North of Birmingham. Every day during the Spring and Summer months
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the historical trainline opens its station, and offers members of the public the opportunity to
travel between historical stations in the same manner that the Victorians would have done
over a hundred years ago.

Although it is expensive and not the most environmentally friendly form of transport available
now, many believe that it is worth the effort and money that is spent to maintain the historical
railways in Britain to preserve the culture around railways in the country.

Photographs by Beth Barlow, George Stocks, Fiona Middleton and Laurence Thorn
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.6. Morris Dancing
Morris Dancing in England can be directly traced to 1448 in London, but the national dance
has far older roots than this. Morris dancing is a traditional dance performed on and around
May day, and each region of the United Kingdom has its own Morris Dancing style, most of
which is centred around performance at a tall pole known as a maypole which can be found in
many rural and urban locations around the UK.
The style of Morris Dancing in Birmingham is simply English Morris, and although not many
British citizens take part in the tradition any more, it is still practiced in all areas of the
country, and the tradition is still apparent in Birmingham in a suburb called Maypole, which
derives its name from the Maypole that still stands in the area.
In other areas of the UK the Maypoles have been lost, but Morris Dancers still perform on the
streets. The photographs illustrating this section were captured on the high street of Derby, an
ancient city close to Birmingham, and the location of the first ever industrial factory in
England, which triggered the industrial revolution in England and created the circumstances
for Birmingham to grow to its present size.
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Morris Dancers wear traditional white outfits, with coloured rags accessorizing the costume.
They usually carry white handkerchiefs as part of the dance routines, but occasionally also
carry wooden sticks for a different routine.
Morris Dancing is steeped with tradition and ceremony, with dances often being overseen by
or dedicated to local officials holding ancient ceremonial titles as can be seen in these images.

Photographs by Beth Barlow, George Stocks, Fiona Middleton and Laurence Thorn
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.7. St. Patricks Day Parade
St. Patrick is the Patron Saint of Ireland and is celebrated by Irish people around the world
annually on the 17th of March. One of the largest parades commemorating St. Patricks day
happens every year in Birmingham due to the large amount of Irish people and those with
Irish roots living in the city.
The first Irish immigrants to Birmingham were the men who built the canal network in the
18th century. Known as Navigational Engineers, or Navvies, the Irish labourers worked long,
hard hours to complete the large canal network, and were rewarded with the opportunity to
live in
Birmingham with their families. These Irish families stayed in
Birmingham after the canal was completed and became integrated into the city’s population as
the first in a long Birmingham tradition of immigration and integration.
To commemorate these workers, and also to raise money for charity, the Birmingham City
Council holds a St Patricks day parade that anybody can participate in for the price of a
reasonable donation to the events charity collection.
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The parade lasts for around an hour: Firstly, important Birmingham dignitaries including the
Lord Mayor lead the parade from an open top bus. Following this is a long parade of
Birmingham residents, companies, schools and public service workers who each decorate a
vehicle, or ‘float’ to celebrate St. Patrick and the Irish.
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The risk with British weather means, that even the most pleasant of days can potentially
change into extreme weather. In 2019, although the parade started in good weather, the
weather turned and began hailing on the participants and observers. Despite this, due to the
longstanding tradition of the parade occurring in all weathers, the event continued.
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During the parade, citizens of Birmingham see aspects of Irish and other cultures that are
usually not practiced regularly. A good aspect of this is the attendance of Irish bagpipers. It is
often believed that Scotland is the only country that uses bagpipes, but in fact the Irish also
utilize them for parades. However, it is still unusual for the local Birmingham residents to
witness bagpipe, and the parade is often their only opportunity to do so.

Photographs by Beth Barlow, George Stocks, Fiona Middleton and Laurence Thorn
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.8. Kenilworth Castle Joust

Nearby to Birmingham is the town of Kenilworth, famous for its large Norman Castle that
was destroyed after the English Civil War. Every year, to commemorate the Battle of
Kenilworth that occurred after the Norman Invasion of England, a Jousting tournament is held
on the grounds of the castle.
Jousting is a Medieval sport in which two men on horseback ride at each other whilst holding
long poles called jousts. The aim was to knock the other rider off his horse with the joust in
order to win. The sport became so popular in Europe that even Kings were participating,
although this did lead to problems in France when Henry II was killed playing the sport.
In England and Wales, jousting tournaments happened continuously for hundreds of years.
Despite the sport being incredibly dangerous to participate in, jousting tournaments are still
held for the public today, and across the UK there are hundreds of professional jousters still
working. This widespread access to the sport has led to it becoming ingrained in
English historical culture.
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Jousting’s popularity declined once the theatre was introduced to citizens of the UK, and even
whilst the rest of Europe was still interested in the sport, Jousting became a side-line event,
badly attended for centuries until a recent revival of interest which is thought to be caused by
the popularity of the TV series Game of Thrones.
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In order to fully recreate the experience of a medieval joust, many touring companies are also
comprised of many auxiliary performers, who use demonstrate traditional techniques of
making weapons, clothes, buildings, armour and food.

Photographs by Beth Barlow, George Stocks, Fiona Middleton and Laurence Thorn
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.9. Theatre Culture
Birmingham is not far from Stratford Upon Avon, the birthplace of the famous playwright
William Shakespeare. Stratford is also home to the oldest theatre company in the country, the
Royal Shakespeare Company, or RSC.
Birmingham itself has many theatres, ranging from Edwardian playhouses to modern supertheatres with seating capacity in the thousands. Every year at Christmas children from around
the midlands visit theatres in Birmingham for the famous annual pantomime, a traditional
performance that has been held around the UK every Christmas for hundreds of years. The
pantomime is many children’s (including my own) first experience of the theatre and
performing art.
Photographer Fiona Middleton was lucky enough to be allowed access to the Derby Theatre
Performing Arts Company as they rehearsed for the 2019 Christmas pantomime performance.
She chose to render the images in black and white with stylised editing to better convey the
artistic nature of the performances and rehearsals she captured.
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Each year, professional actors mix with amateur performers to create community led
pantomime performances with a high quality of acting that still connects personally with
every member of a local community. The plot of the performance follows an ancient
formula, and the stories performed are often based on century’s old children’s nursery
rhymes folk

Photographs by Fiona Middleton
Text: Laurence Thorn
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5.10. Black Country Living Museum
The Black Country Living Museum is an interactive historical location in
Birmingham that was created by deconstructing whole streets of Birmingham city centre and
rebuilding them further outside the city. The buildings were moved to save them from
redevelopment and demolition, and since their relocation have housed a living museum ran by
volunteers and staff that exhibits Birmingham and the Midlands industrial past. At the
location there is a relocated church, a relocated school, a relocated trainyard, an relocated
canal basin and a relocated Victorian funfair which were all constructed on the side of an old
coal mine, which can also still be explored with a guide.
The museum also hosts interactive demonstrations, where retired industry experts and
workers demonstrate the traditional methods used to create the array of products that were
manufactured in Birmingham. Most notably are the chain making sessions, in which a skilled
worker uses original equipment to create metal chains whilst also wearing the original
personal protective equipment issued to workers in the Victorian times (not much!).
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The museum is entirely run by staff members in traditional dress, and every building is
opened to the public to give a feeling of what it would be like to live in Birmingham during
the industrial revolution. There are also giant clay kilns at the site, used for making the bricks
that Victorian Birmingham is built from. These are tens of meters tall and rise above the rest
of the museum site, displaying the scale of Birmingham industry.
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Arguably the best attraction at the museum is the coal mine, which can be explored in
candlelight with a Guide. Coalmining was one of the main cornerstones of Birmingham’s
industrial economy. Despite this, there is now no longer any coalmining in Birmingham or the
Midlands area, and the majority of the pits have been closed off from the public. The
coalmine at the museum is the only pit open for visiting and is therefore an important physical
link to Birmingham’s historical culture.

Photographs and Text by Laurence Thorn
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5.11. Birmingham Street Art
Birmingham is a lively and vibrant modern city, populated by citizens of countries from all
over the world. Because Birmingham has become such a diverse city, many regions of the
city, especially Digbeth, have recently embraced the use of street art on public buildings.

The street art is created by independent artists with a variety of messages: some advertise new
products, Films or TV shows whilst others are simply beautiful works of art designed to
enhance the originally plain buildings.
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Annually, Birmingham hosts an international street art competition, where old buildings and
walls are chosen to be the canvas for some of the most skilled street artists. The work is then
left untouched, and the competition moves to a new location the following year, gradually
repainting the entire area of Digbeth.

Photographs and Text by Laurence Thorn
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Village Tug-o-War
For over 1000 years, local villages and towns would hold competitive sporting events, either
between different villages or different pubs. In the UK this practice is still active, and many of
these competitions still occur in their original forms. The practice is widespread and happens
all over the country. In this example, two local pubs, The Black Horse and The Aggi, send
two teams once a year to take part in a Tug of War competition, with the aim of raising
money for charity. This particular competition has been running every year in its modern form
since the 1960s, but the tradition dates back to the 1600s.

In this image the crown gathers in preparation for the competition. There is a men's
competition followed by a women’s competition. This event draws only around 800 people
due to the local nature of the competition, but most areas in the UK will have a similar event
in one form or another. However, as can be seen, space is at a premium, and people often
arrive hours in advance in order to secure front row spots.
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As the men contestants line up, the uniform of The Aggi Pub contrasts with the sign of The
Black Horse. Although it may seem trivial, this event is taken very seriously, and bets are
often made on the outcome.

For the Women’s competition, contestants are chosen from the crowd, or are the spouses of
the male participants. This image shows the female team from The Black Horse during the
middle of the tug.
Photos and Text: George Rayner
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The exhibitions of the EliCCon project
The EliCCon project focuses on the visual language as a bridge for intercultural exchange and
method of cultural learning. During the project, the partners organised exhibitions on
intangible cultural heritage in their countries.
January 2018
Exhibition "FESTUNGEN" in the Tourist, Cultural and Visitor Center of the city of
Germersheim, Germany.
The EliCCon-exhibition series was opened on 11 January 2019 with an exhibition on the
subject of Fortresses in Germersheim, Landau, Rastatt and Ulm. The regional press also
reported on the exhibition.

The European Culture Route of Fortresses "Forte Cultura" is dedicated to fortresses as an
important European cultural asset. The exhibition was also an official contribution to the
European Cultural Heritage Year 2018. More informations about FORTE CULTURA can be
found here: https://www.forte-cultura.eu/en
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May 2019
EliCCon - Exhibition in Huelva / Spain
Location of the exhibition was the Universidad de Huelva

On the university campus, many young people in particular had the opportunity to see the
exhibition with more than 60 exhibits. The aim of the EliCCon exhibitions was to show
people the richness of the living cultural heritage in Europe and to increase the awareness and
appreciation of their own culture and that of other countries in Europe.
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Juli 2019
EliCCon - Exhibition in Birmingham / United Kingdom
Location of the exhibition was the South and City College in Birmingham
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The exhibition in the South and City College in Birmingham included about 60 exhibits.
Many photographers from the project were present at the exhibition opening, explaining their
pictures and answering questions from the audience.

October 2019
EliCCon - Exhibition in Ostrava / Czech Republic

Location of the exhibition was the
Michal Mine in Ostrava - Michálkovice
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The Michal Mine is a former coal mine that has been transformed into a museum of mining.
In 1995 the mine site was declared as a national cultural heritage in Czech Republic.
Therefore the Michal Mine was an excellent venue for the exhibition showing the colourful
world of lived traditions in Europe.

On the opening of the exhibition at 11th of October 2019 Ing. Martin Pokorny, the director of
the czech project partner ALVIT - innovation and education, welcomed the multinational
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guests from ten different countries.
The exhibition was open till 16th of November 2019.
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The Transnational Webinars of the EliCCon-Project
Under the following links you will find the recordings of the transnational webinars that took
place within the project. Each webinar offers a summary of the intangible cultural heritage in
the respective project countries.
Webinar on the culture of the United Kingdom

Webinar on the culture of Spain
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Webinar on the culture of the Czech Republic

Webinar on the culture of Germany
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